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ABSTRACT 

57155952 : Major DESIGN ARTS (INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM) 
Keyword : Graphic Design, Science Museum Exhibition, Children Learning 

MISS KANPAT KALUMPAHAITI : GRAPHIC DESIGN METHODS OF AN EXHIBITION: 
A CASE STUDY ON A SCIENCE MUSEUM EXHIBITION FOR 6 TO 9 YEARS OLD CHILDREN  
THESIS ADVISOR : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR NAMFON LAISTROOGLAI, Ph.D. 

The objectives of this research were 1) to study the approach of graphic 
design for science museum exhibition aiming towards the children audiences, 2) to 
propose the new approach of the graphic design according to the social and cultural 
context, in order to motivate the learning of Thai children from age 6-9 years old, and 3) to 
design the exhibition graphic module aiming towards the learning of Thai children from the 
same age within the temporary exhibition space. The research used the mixed method 
approach by gathering both the quantitative and qualitative data. The conceptual 
framework included 3 issues, which were the graphic design, exhibition design, and 
children learning. The research was divided into 3 phases. Phase I, the field observation of 
28 exhibitions within the UK, Japan, and Thailand, and the interview with 8 experts to 
study the concept and approach in graphic design for the science museum exhibition. 
Phase II, the experiment with 90 children to find the suitable graphic design approach to 
motivate the learning. The results found that the most preferred graphic image of children 
was the realistic representation with details (56.7%), with medium size (47.8%), grouped 
together (68.9%), with detail or pattern on object and on background (73.3%), with surreal 
decoration inspired by the Art Nouveau style (47.8%), and vivid color which feels fun 
(42.2%). And phase III, the design of the module exhibition within the temporary exhibition 
space, used the design approach followed by the results. The evaluation was carried out 
by 6 experts, and also observed the learning behavior of the 32 children and asked about 
their satisfaction. The results found that graphic design of exhibitions in all countries with 
the consistent in several items such as illustration styles, visual symbols, graphic layouts, 
etc., but the role of the graphic is different because of the socio-cultural context of each 
country. The design concept of the exhibition for children is touching and safety. The 
artistic of design happens from the expression about the children’s nature with forms 
appropriate to their age. Both Art Nouveau and Semi-abstract styles can draw more 
attention from children than the representational or narrative style. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 

Significance of the problem 
Designing of the science museum’s exhibition should focus on enabling the 

children to learn and discover new experience in science apart from what they have 
learned from the school. In the exhibition, the complex images and texts could be 
communicated visually to the visitors by synthesizing and simplifying into graphics or 
the forms easily recognized and understood by the visitors. Incorporated together with 
other elements, the graphics would work well in drawing the children’s attention 
towards the various objects displayed. 

According to McKenna-Cress and Kamien (2013), graphic design is the visual 
communication through the word-and-image synthesis on the medium that usually 
engage the viewer personally. Graphic design for exhibition is the specialized sub-
discipline which requires the designer to consider the composition that would 
communicate well both in the close personal space and the much larger space, for 
there would be the additional conditions which affect the readability and perception 
of the visitors such as distance, motion, and lighting (McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013, p. 
165). 

The essence of graphics for exhibition is the interpretation the exhibition’s 
theme and the communication to the visitors through the three-dimensional design. 
They are “a key part of the visual theater of exhibitions and visitor communication”, 
and needed to be handled appropriately or it could be “the most likely cause of 
difficulties for visitors” (Hughes, 2010, p. 102). “The primary form of perception is 
visual, and exhibitions are mostly planned to be experienced through this sense.” 
(McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013, p. 153). 

In designing for children visitors, the exhibition designer should prioritize the 
cognitive development stages for different age groups and attempt to engage them 
through the interactive, play based, and multidisciplinary exhibition. Children from 
each age group differently master the hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, and 
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memory development and therefore need the exhibition which designed specially 
with the consideration of their different skill and cognitive development levels. Such 
exhibition which helps fostering skills and behavior could be the effective complement 
to the formal learning and help to encourage the desire for lifelong learning in 
children. (Lord & Piacente, 2014, p. 136). 

According to Philip Hughes (2010), Children could be the most critical 
visitors, as they would rate the exhibits that do not engage them as boring, dull, or 
pointless and would not tolerate spending time at the displays, unlike adults who 
would at least understand most exhibitions even if they were badly designed. Children 
would rather “play games, mess around, and generally cause mayhem”. To create the 
engaging exhibition for children would require the great interest from parents, teachers, 
and museum demonstrators (Hughes, 2010, p. 46). 

When referring to the children visitors of the science museum, there could 
be another problem in stating the age group. Although they could have the 
opportunity to acquire knowledge and experience from the exhibition in the science 
museum, the very young children, the older children, and the adults would experience 
the exhibition differently. George E. Hein (1998, p. 143) stated that “to classify all 
young visitors simply as children would mean the glossing over vast developmental 
differences as Jean Piaget’s major stages of development all occur within the 
population labeled as children.” It would be obvious that the child who is unable to 
read would be different from the elementary student and teenagers (Hein, 1998). 

Children of age 6-9 years old would be those who already started school. 
However, they are still limited in terms of language, reading, and comprehension. 
Therefore, the children of this age would not recognize and understand the content of 
the presentation material full of text based on the adult’s idea. Pam Locker (2011, pp. 
47, 121) suggested that there should be the information hierarchy which would be 
interesting for the children within the age group and skill range. The expert exhibition 
designer must be concerned of the appropriate height, size, color, and the materials, 
according to the children’s age group, their literacy level, and their intellectual 
engagement style. The usage of language, font choices, and images must be appropriate, 
and if possible, should incorporate the interactive environments. The exhibition graphics 
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should be interactive and appropriate for the children literacy level. The typefaces and 
content should be child-friendly, and the image should be engaging. 

As the graphic design is very important to the children’s perception and 
motivation, it should communicate to the children appropriately. Thus, the researcher 
aimed to study the science museum’s graphic design for children visitors, in order to 
propose the new approach of efficient graphic design, which would encourage learning 
among the children from age 6-9 years old. The researcher would also design the 
exhibition graphics module appropriate to the children age 6-9 years old and install 
within the temporary exhibition space. Finally, the researcher hope that the findings 
would be beneficial for the graphic designers whose work focus on educating the 
children visitors, and the new generation of designers and researchers who will further 
develop the knowledge in arts and design. 
 

Objectives of the study 
1. To study the approach of graphic design for science museum exhibition 

aiming towards the children audiences. 
2. To propose the new approach of the graphic design according to the 

social and cultural context, in order to motivate the learning of Thai children from age 
6-9 years old. 

3. To design the exhibition graphics module aiming towards the learning of 
Thai children from age 6-9 years old within the temporary exhibition space. 
 

Hypothesis of the study 
1. Semi-abstract style is the most effective graphic design to motivate the 

children from 6-9 years old, rather than the realism style. There should only be the 
emphasis of the key idea and left out some details to prevent confusion. 

2. In order for the design to be successful, the process should start from 
selecting appropriate content for the semi-abstract style, with the emphasis on 
mechanism details by short description. Other medium such as video multimedia and 
computer game are the option requiring further experiment. 
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Scope of the study 

1. The researcher focused on the study of graphic design elements, especially 
images and texts which appear on the science museum exhibitions. 

2. The installation of the exhibition graphics module will be limited within a 
small-size temporary exhibition space (less than 200 square meters). 
 

Research methodology 
This research was a part of the arts and design major, which aimed to study 

the suitable graphic design for exhibition with the audiences from age 6-9 years old. 
The conceptual framework of this research involved three issues, which were the 
graphic design, exhibition design, and children learning. The researcher thus divided the 
research into three phases. Phase I was the case study exploration through the field 
observation and interview with the experts in order to understand the concept and 
approach in graphic design for the science museum’s exhibition. Phase II was the test 
within the sampling group in order to find the graphic which could engage the children 
from age 6-9 years old. And phase III was the design of the module exhibition within 
the temporary exhibition space. 

 

Figure 1   Diagram of the research methodology 
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Process of study 
1. Gathering document data and designate the scope of study. 
2. Survey and gathering data of science museum exhibitions, in both 

Thailand and abroad, in order to study the concepts and the graphic design styles. 

3. Comparative analysis of the exhibition graphic design through tables and 

description. 

4. Interview with the experts, who are the major informants and the 

stakeholders of the research. 

5. Analysis and synthesis of the data from survey and interview into the 

conclusion of design concept and exhibition theme which would be the further design 

guideline. 

6. Creating questionnaire for the participants. 

7. Seeking questionnaire approval from the experts and test with the 

experimental sampling group of 20 people, in order to assess the validity before actual 

usage. 

8. Asking the participants about their favorite content. 

9. Analysis and conclusion of the appropriate content for research instrument 

design. 

10. Experiment in design and development of the research instrument, 

which is the graphic set that will be used to assess the participants’ preferences. 

11. Graphic set assessment by the experts and testing with another 

experiment sampling group of 20 people, in order to assess the appropriateness prior 

to the actual test. 

12. Assessment of the most favorable graphic images for the children from 

age 6 to 9 years old, using the developed graphic set. 

13. Analysis and conclusion of the experiment.  

14. Synthesis of the appropriate graphic design guideline. 

15. Designing the exhibition graphics module to install within the temporary 

exhibition space. 
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16. Constructing the questionnaire for the children audiences, from age 6-9 

years old, and the evaluation forms for the experts. 

17. Assessment of the questionnaire and the evaluation forms by the experts. 

18. Exhibition opening for the experts and the participants.  

19. Evaluation of design by experts, and the children audiences who would 

answer the questionnaire. 

20. Analysis and conclusion of the participants and the experts’ opinion.  

21. Conclusion of the study. 

 

Research outcomes 
1. The research would lead to the graphic design principle according to the 

understanding of the children’s nature of learning, especially the children from 6-9 
years old. 

2. The results of the study could be the design guideline for any graphic 
designers who aim to engage their children audiences and motivate them to learn 
through the exhibition graphics. 

3. The graphics that will be displayed in the temporary exhibition space 
would portray the new approach of expression, which could be one of the most 
effective ways to motivate the children from age 6-9 years old to learn. The tangible 
design evidence would also be beneficial for the designers, and could further expand 
the arts and design knowledge base. 
 

Definition terminology 
Children refer to children from aged 6 years until aged 9 years 11 months 

29 days (under 10 years). 
Exhibition refers to the exhibition for learning in a science museum. 
Graphic refers to the graphic media consisted of image and text displayed 

on the two-dimensional plane within the exhibition. 
Image refers to the visual images including the illustration or diagram which 

were used to present the narrative in the exhibition. 
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Temporary exhibition space refers to the exhibition space that exhibit the 
contents for a limited time. In this research, the exhibition could be divided into 3 sizes 
as follows. 

- Small: the exhibition with the size of less than 200 square meters 
- Medium: the exhibition with the size between 201-500 square meters 
- Large: the exhibition with the size larger than 500 square meters 

Text refers to the main portion of a story consist of typographic units, 
including headline, subtitle, body copy, and caption. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Reviews 

 

In this chapter, the researcher reviewed the discussion of the graphic design 

principles, exhibition design space and children learning approaches in the related 

literature. The theoretical bases from this chapter were brought together as a 

conceptual framework for the dissertation. The content of this chapter is organized in 

three main parts as follows: graphic design principles, exhibition design concept & 

theory, and theories of children’s learning. 

 

Graphic design principles 
 

The elements of graphic design 
According to Robin Landa (2006, p. 2), graphic design is the visual 

representation of an idea that communicates to the audience through the selective 
and organized visual elements. The powerful graphic design could contribute to the 
elevated meaning in the message. Alan Robbins (cited in Landa, 2006, p. 2) also said 
that “Graphic design is therefore one of the ways in which creativity takes on a visual 
reality”. The two major elements which the graphic designers would work with were 
type and visual. The type could be computer generated, hand drawn, handmade, or 
photographed. Visuals include photographs, illustrations, drawings, paintings, prints, 
graphic elements, marks, pictograms, signs, symbols, and celled images. 

Richard Poulin (2011, p. 10) explained that the graphic designer’s vocabulary 
involved the use of point, line, shape, light, color, balance, contrast, and 
proportion to give voice and meaning to the visual communication. Alex W. White 
(2011, p. 81) also added the use of space, unity and gestalt, scale and dominance, 
and hierarchy as the component which could produce exceptional results regardless 
of design problem’s complexity. 
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- Point, line, and plane: White called these three elements as “the 
most basic shapes in visual design”, as point is smallest regardless of shape, line is the 
path of a moving point or a long point, and plane which is the trace of a line in motion 
can be perceived as a wide line or a large point.  

- Color: According to Patricia Lambert (1991), every color exhibits 
four basic properties: hue, value, intensity, and the temperature. The hue refers to the 
spectral reflectance, the value refers to the totally reflected or absorbed light, the 
intensity or saturation refers to the purity of the color, and the temperature is the cool 
or warm feeling. Alex W. White (2011, pp. 93, 95) stated that the application of color 
could immensely affect the reader’s understanding, and the color usage is like writing 
or design. Color application should be done strategically for a clear purpose and 
depends partially on artistry, science, and a lot on common sense. For White, the 
color contrast has the potential of communicating hierarchy similarly to the typeface 
quality. White also said that value and saturation are “generally more useful in 
developing color harmony, which is more valuable than color variety”, and “While hue 
categories information and makes it recognizable, value (darkness) makes it stand out 
against the background, and saturation (brightness) gives it brilliance or dullness”. 

 - Balance: Balance could be divided in three types; symmetrical, 
asymmetrical, and overall (White, 2011, p. 39). Symmetrical or formal balance is similar 
on both side of the vertical axis, while asymmetrical or informal balance does not 
mirror each side as it balances through contrast. In order to achieve the asymmetrical 
balance, which is dynamic and engaging, the element sizes and position should be 
varied and carefully distributed to create the “state of equal tension”. The overall 
balance could seem like mosaic as it lacks hierarchy and functional contrast. 

- Space: According to white, space or the empty area in a design 
should be considered as equal to the other design element, for it could be used to 
attract, arouse, and guide the viewer as well. 

- Unity and gestalt: For White, “Unity requires that the whole design 
be more important than any subgroup or individual part. Gestalt is the overall quality 
that describes a design's wholeness. Each part of a design is affected by what 
surrounds it”. Thus, all elements should be in agreement. 
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- Scale and dominance: White wrote that the relative size or scale 
can attract attention through its exaggeration of size. The larger the size, the more 
dramatic the effect will be. Dominance can be created by contrasting one element to 
dominate another in size, positioning, color, style, or shape. 

- Hierarchy: White suggested that the content should be expressed 
according to its hierarchy; most important, least important, and the remaining 
information. The design should guide the reader to follow the type and image’s 
significance. 

Finally, White insisted that any good design should have just one element 
dominate the others selectively, and how it is emphasis would be the starting point of 
a design. For example, the one large bright element could be juxtaposed against a few 
muted ones. The designer should also be concerned about the message and choose 
the pictures that communicate the story. The element should be arranged according 
to their logical hierarchy. The important element should be differentiated by color, 
while the overall unity is still achieved. 
 

Texts 
Bertron Schwarz Frey (2006, pp. 128-129) wrote that the text should be 

arranged logically. The heading should be straightforward, and brief to the point of a 
few keywords. The writing should be very precise, with short, easy, and expressive 
sentences. Overall texts should be exciting, not repeat things around the visitor, and 
begin with visual impression if referring to objects. 

As the exhibition should be accessible to the wider public, which include 
the visitors with relatively poor eyesight or dyslexia, disability legislation became an 
issue in design. Thus, one of the thing in which the exhibition graphic designer must be 
responsible the most is the legibility, or “the clarity of letterforms, individually and 
when composted to form words and lines”, according to Philip Hughes (2010, p. 114). 
Beverly Serrell (1996, pp. 192-193) defined legibility as “the ease with which a person 
can recognize and comprehend words and symbols.” For Serrell, legibility is very 
similar to familiarity, for it is easier to recognize the things familiar than something 
unfamiliar. It should also be noted that the preference of media for reading of the 
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generation who grown up with computers could be vastly different from those who 
were accustomed to reading from print media.  

Pam Locker (2011, pp. 114-115) wrote about the importance of legibility that 
it could help the reader to understand the text easily. Locker also warned that the 
subtle quality of the text such as the point size, line length, and spacing between the 
lines of text could affect how easily the text could be understood. Therefore, it is 
important to follow the basic guidelines listed below.   

1. Typeface: Locker described a trick to make the text seems larger 
by selecting the typeface with the larger x-height, or the height of the lower-case x 
which could varies from each typeface. Locker also suggested that using the Sans serif 
fonts would increase legibility from distance. The use of upper-case and lower-case 
letters would make the exhibition text easier to read too, as it would give more 
information of the word’s shape. And the tracking adjustment would change the space 
between letters. It would be wise to avoid fashionable fonts that could go out of 
fashion in any permanent display. Philip Hughes (2010, p. 114) also added that many 
typefaces such as Times Roman, Bodoni, Caslon, Century Old Style, and Clarendon, 
offer excellent legibility for body copy of museum labels because they have been in 
used for a long time in print media and became common.  

2. Scale: Locker wrote that the size of the text should be selected 
with the audience’s viewing distance and the available light in mind and should not be 
lower than 18-36 points for the body text. Creating mock-ups to judge if the actual size 
is appropriate is also beneficial. Philip Hughes (2010, p. 114) added that in some case, 
the 18-point text might not be legible if the lighting is poor and the text is set too far 
back. Therefore, the designer must be concerned of the text location, either they 
would be close up or display far away from the viewer at the back of the case. This is 
also applicable to the sign text, that the text mounted high on a wall must be bigger 
than the text placed at eye-level. 

3. Lines of text: In Locker’s opinion, the line lengths that would best 
enable the audience to read the text comfortably should be about 66 characters or 
approximately 10 words. Bertron Schwarz Frey (2006, pp. 128-129) preferred the text 
line should not exceed 50 characters. It is also essential to look at the distance 
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between text lines, as the too-close distance would make it hard to read while the 
too-far distance would reduce the text’s unity. And the amount of text should be limit 
to four to ten lines. 

4. Color: Locker added that the most legible text color is the black 
type on white or dark type on light background, which the tonal contrast between 
type and background of at least 70%. White or yellow on black should be avoid for 
they would strain the eyes. If unavoidable, the designer may compensate for this by 
making the type larger or bolder. Busy underlying images which distract attention 
should be restricted. Alex W. White (2011, pp. 93, 95) added that “any color applied to 
type will make the type weaker”. The effect can be counteracted by increasing type 
weight or type size as well. 

5. Lighting: Lighting allows readability. Poor lighting would disrupt the 
well-designed text. If any projection is used, the surface must be flat, smooth, and 
matt. Backlighting thin letterforms should be avoided. Text installation behind 
reflective glass would also make reading difficult. 
 

Images 
Tim Caulton (1998, p. 31) wrote about the role of graphic images that they 

could be used non-verbally to communicate with non-readers and the speakers of 
other languages, much like text. Graphic images could express the themes, identify the 
areas, create an environment, reinforce the message, and give instructions.  

Richard Poulin (2011, pp. 228, 230, 232) described that image is a powerful 
communication element because it can represent an emotional experience that could 
be understood immediately and engaging. The broadest form of image is photography 
and illustration, which based in content, compositions, and style. Image can by 
realistic, expressive, or stylized, as there were a wide range of visual dialects. Many 
forms of graphic can be used including icon, sign, supersign, logotype, glyph, pictogram, 
symbol, drawing, painting, illustration, photography, and even typography.), although 
they have their own unique visual characteristics and functions. Image can be two-
dimensional, three-dimensional, or virtual. It could be created by using optical device 
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or natural objects and phenomena. All of them could depict a wide range of meaning, 
and could impact the visual message in many levels.   

Philip B. Meggs (1989, p. 19) stated that “visual images are pictures of all 
kinds, ranging from simple pictographs to illustrations and photographs.” They are all 
based on the visual syntax, which is how the visual elements are arranged together as 
a whole. There were many possibilities of the arrangement including notation, 
pictograph, silhouette, contour drawing, line as tone, and color representation.    

- Notation Meggs wrote that notation is “the simplest level of image 
making”. It captured the essence of the subject in the most minimal stage possible, 
using very few lines. 

- Pictograph The pictograph added more details with the mass and 
weight of shape. The subject would be reduced to pure geometric forms which is 
“rather universal than specific”. 

- Silhouette, Meggs described that silhouetted differs from pictograph 
because of the specific representation rather than the universal symbol.   

- Contour drawing, is also linear and conceptual, similarly to notation 
with added details of the outlines.  

- Line as tone, Meggs described that in this type of image, the black-
and-white linear pattern would be interpreted by the human brain which try to 
construct the whole image from the fragmented data. The results would be similar to 
the tone representation, with different texture. 

- Representation, Meggs explained that this is the “attempts to 
replicate the natural appearance of the subject in specific light conditions”. 

The below figures demonstrated the means of representing the same 
subject at the different information level according to Meggs. There is infinite possibility 
of graphic interpretation of any subject. 
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      Notation          Pictograph           Silhouette         Contour drawing       Line as tone        Representation 

Figure 2   Examples of the imaging possibilities from notation to representation 
Source: Philip B. Meggs (1989). Type & Image. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold: 19. 
 

Ambrose and Harris (2010, p. 84) wrote that image is a powerful element 
because it can communicate a lot of information very quickly while being versatile. 
They can be read differently according to different cultural or social context. They can 
include or exclude the wit, humor, and historical meaning through the different ways 
of rendering.  

For Ambrose and Harris, the difference between a silhouette, an icon, a 
symbol, and a pictogram could be described as follows. 

- A silhouette is the image outline, without detail, which is placed on 
the contrasting background. It can be bold or mystery, for the origins of the object can 
be definite or obscure.   

- An icon is the graphic representation of an object or person. It differs 
from symbols or pictograms on how it must be easily recognized by the viewer. Icon is 
created by reducing details of an object.  

- Symbols are the representation of abstract concepts or objects 
which could be used to communicate more than their visual quality. The commonly 
recognized symbols could be a powerful element in design. There may be the 
symbols which can be read in different ways or offending for the different groups of 
audiences.  

- A pictogram is the graphic representation of abstract idea in letter, 
word or phrase. The character in some languages’ written form is also pictogrammatic 
and representing the word visually such as in Chinese (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, pp. 136, 
142, 144, 146). 
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Visual symbols 
Candelaria D. Garo (2004, pp. 22-28) discussed about the different kinds of 

visual symbols or the representations of direct reality, including cartoons, comics or 

strip drawing, diagrams, charts and graphs, maps and posters as following.  

- Cartoons is the use of symbols to communicate a certain issue or 
the metaphor of the stories. They could contain words or no word at all. The subject 
of the cartoons are usually about “person, idea, situation, or issue that is designed to 
influence public opinion”. The presentation of cartoons are usually challenging. 

- Posters is “a picture with appropriate caption”, which is designed to 
catch attention on the idea or message. The designs and color usage are usually bold 
and engaging. 

- Drawings and sketches could be effective in the clear expression of 
an important meaning. They usually consisted of simple or crude line which are clear 
and lively for the audiences. 

- Diagrams are used to explain the relationship or arrangement 
through the simplified drawings, simple lines, and symbols. It could depict “as parts to 
a whole, relative values, origins and developments, chronological flow, fluctuations 
and distributions.” 

- Charts are used to show “the progression through time and space of 
people or events, ideas, and objects”. Many types of charts exist such as pictorial 
chart, schematic chart, diagrammatic chart, multiple leaf chart, phantom view chart, 
development or progress chart, table chart, time and tabular chart, stream or tree 
chart, and flow or organizational chart. 

- Graphs are used to “present quantitative data for easier analysis and 
interpretation.” The comparative relationship of data can be easily understood in 
terms of size, trends, and growth. There are many kinds of graphs including line graph, 
bar graph pie graph, area or solid graphs, and pictograph as follows: 

1) Line graph is “the plotting trends of relationships between 

two series of data”. It is accurate and best used when the data set is large enough and 

continuous.   
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2) Bar graphs is the representation of amount or percentage 

data. It is easiest to read, and best used when the comparative data set is small. 

3) Circle or pie graph is the representation of total amounts 

and the percentage of the parts.  

4) Area or Solid graphs is the comparison of quantitative data 

using the geometric shapes. It is best used to compare two or three related value.   

5) Pictorial Statistics or pictograph uses the pictures to 

represent the quantitative data. It is especially popular for the elementary grades.   

- Strip drawing or comic strip, strip drawings are effective for their 
simplicity, clarity, and personal engagement. They could be used in the adaptation of 
stories or instructions. Comics are very close to cartoon in terms of simple style, but 
the purposes are usually for entertainment. Thus, comics are popular among 
elementary to secondary students, and usually employed attractive color and plot. 
The heroes or fantasy themes in comic can be beneficial in engaging the learners. 
Therefore it is wise to use as much comic strip as possible to facilitate instruction. 

- Maps are usually shown on flat surface and are used to represent 
the surface of the earth or some parts of it, showing the relative size and position 
according to scale or projection and position represented. 

Maps according to content are as follows: 

1) Physical map – also called relief maps, they are the best 

because of their three dimensional representation; which includes geographical outline 

of land and water. Commercial or economic maps - also known as product or 

industrial map since they show land area in relation to the economy. 

2) Political map – shows national boundaries down to the 

smallest division. 

Maps according to form namely chalkboard outline map, student 

outline map, projected map, wall map or decorative map, atlas or collection of map, 

sand table map, and pictorial map. 
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Visual Perception 
The primary form of perception is visual, and exhibition are mostly planned 

to be experienced through this sense. It is one of five senses, of course, and we will 
discuss further on how other senses can be exploited for exhibition. What we have 
discussed about views, scale, and spatial considerations are visual clues to the visitor. 
Collections are one of the strongest visual components and are the basis of many 
museums’ exhibitions. Ensuring the visitors can see and fully observe the objects, even 
when there are low-light-level conservation requirements, is an important function of 
the lighting strategy (McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013, p. 153). 
 

Gestalt principles 
Amy E. Arnston (2007, pp. 80-84) cites that the early Gestalt psychologists 

and many other researchers into visual perception have discovered that the eye seeks 

a unified whole, or gestalt. Connections the eye will draw for itself. Gestalt principles 

are as follows. 

- Similarity: When we see things that are similar, we naturally group 
them. Grouping by similarity occurs when we see similar shape, size, color, spatial 
location (proximity), angle, or value. All things are in some respects and different in 
others. In a group of similar shapes and angles, we will notice a dissimilar shape or angle. 

- Proximity: Grouping by similarity in spatial location is called 
proximity, or nearness. The closer two visual elements are, the more likely we will see 
them as a group. 

- Continuation: The viewer’s eye will follow along a line or curve. 
Continuation occurs when the eye is carried smoothly into a line or curve that likes 
adjoining objects. 

- Closure: Familiar shapes are more readily seen as complete than 
incomplete. When the eye completes (closes) a line or curve in order to form a 
familiar shape, closure has occurred. 

- Figure/Ground: The fundamental law of perception that makes it 
possible to discern objects is the figure/ground relationship. The eye and mind 
separate an object (figure) from its surroundings (ground). Often the relationship 
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between figure and ground is dynamic and ambiguous, offering more than one solution 
to the searching eye. 

Grouping by similarity occurs in time as well as in space. Aristotle thought of 
similarity as one of the qualities creating mental associations, a condition of memory 
linking the past with the present. To demonstrate similarity independently of other 
factors, one must select patterns in which the influence of the total structure is weak, 
or at least does not directly affect the particular rule of grouping to be demonstrated. 
Any aspect of percepts – shape, brightness, color, spatial location, movement, etc. – 
can cause grouping by similarity. A general principle to be kept in mind is that although 
all things are different in some respects and similar in others, comparisons make sense 
only when they proceed from a common base. 

The same sensible attitude prevails in perception. Comparisons, 
connections, and separations will not be made between unrelated things, but only 
when the setup as a whole suggests a sufficient basis. Similarity is a prerequisite for the 
noticing of differences (Arnheim, 2004, p. 79). 
 

Color images 
Shigenobu Kobayashi (1990, pp. 12, 17) explained that a common feeling 

runs through the images that people hold of colors. On the basis of research linking 

adjectives associated with these images and colors, we have developed the Key Word 

Image Scale. Three axes have been used on the scale, in order to obtain an objective 

assessment uninfluenced by value judgments based on likes or dislikes, or by our 

current environment. 

Broadly speaking, the key words in the warm-soft area of the scale have an 

intimate feeling, and convey a casual image, while those in the warm-hard section 

have a dynamic character. The key words in the cool-soft section have a clear feeling 

and suggest a good sense of color, while those in the cool-hard section conveys an 

image of reliability and formality. 

To make the scale easier to understand, key words that convey a similar 

image have been grouped together into broad categories. The names of these 
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categories have been taken from terms used in fashion, such as “elegant” or 

“romantic.” The words in this image scale should not be taken as applying to just one 

point on the scale. The images they convey tend to have a ripple effect, spreading 

over a wide area, but the image gradually becomes weaker as it spreads. The words at 

the edge of the scale should, however, be taken at face value. 

Words and colors that are located at the same point along the warm-cool 

and soft-hard axes have the same image. It is the image that forms the link between the 

word and the color. These image words do not apply only to colors. In their broadest 

sense they can be applied to shapes, patterns, materials, interior design, fashion, and 

product design as a way of ordering images from a psychological point of view. 

 

 

Figure 3   Eight basic lifestyles of the Key Word Image Scale 
Source: Shigenobu Kobayashi. (1990). Color Image Scale. Tokyo: Kodansha 
International: 17. 
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Contemporary life has become colorful, and tastes more varied. From the 

abundance of objects that surround them people select those which have meaning for 

them and discard those that do not. So, through the interplay of word and color 

images in the image scales, we can detect a general pattern in the differences 

between people’s sensitivities. From the differences in individual patterns. We can get 

a feeling for different kinds of lifestyles. So, in practical terms, when designers are 

creating a new product they can make use of the connections between words, colors, 

and objects. Lifestyles have been divided here into eight basic types are as follows. 

Prefers the feeling of clear colors – 

- Casual: Colorful, enjoys a free and easy lifestyle. Attracted by things 
with a refreshing, invigorating feel. 

- Modern: Cool and sharp. Invigorating. 
- Romantic (includes pretty): Likes a soft, dream-like atmosphere. 

Prefers the calm feeling of grayish colors – 

- Natural: Likes a light, natural feeling. 
- Elegant: Calm and delicate. 
- Chic: Intellectual and refined. 
- Classic (includes gorgeous): Feeling of tradition, authenticity. 
- Dandy: Hard and masculine. 

 

Exhibition design concepts and theories 
 

Beverly Serrell (1996, p. xiv) defines “exhibits” and “exhibitions” are not the 

same thing: Exhibits are single exhibit elements; whereas exhibitions are groups 

elements that together make up a coherent entity or share a theme. 

Exhibitions in science museums, graphics and designs should show 
understanding of needs and responses of visitors. Museum curators and designers 
should know what visitors want, what kind of atmosphere is appropriate. To design 
exhibits for a museum, designers must be concerned with relevant contexts of 
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particular techniques. Science museums need to integrate the media in their 
exhibitions (Leerakul, 2007, p. 244). 

Design advocates consider how the designed elements of the exhibition will 

affect the visitors’ experience. Design considerations are not merely limited to how 

high a painting should be hung or the type of finish that should be used in a particular 

situation, but extend into more complex and subjective areas. The result of the design 

process should be an exhibition experience that addresses at least these five primary 

design principles (McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013, p. 141). 

- To engage: Creating and facilitating engaging experiences. 
- To be comfortable: Intellectually and physically. 
- To surpass expectation: The visitor should leave happily surprised. 
- To spark curiosity, resonance and wonder: Provide opportunities to 

spark all three. 
- To be disruptive and/or contemplative: move beyond static or boring. 

 

Exhibition space 
Typical exhibition space range is as follows; 100 square feet for a 10’ x 10’ 

trade show booth, 1,000 square feet for a small gallery, 2,500 square feet for a 
medium gallery in a small/medium size museum, 5,000 square feet which is typical for 
most large museum spaces, and 10,000-20,000 square feet which are the norm for 
large “blockbuster” travelling exhibitions. Typically, exhibition spaces range from 100 
to 5,000 square feet, although in recent years larger spaces of 15,000-20,000 square 
feet have become the norm for very large of “blockbuster” travelling exhibitions. 
When exhibitions are larger than 10,000 square feet, visitors tend to think of them as 
small museums within the museum, and they can realistically only take in one of 
these shows in a day (McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013, pp. 143-144). 

All types of exhibition spaces or interpretive spaces have the common 
denominators of being structured to facilitate the visitor’s experience of art, artifacts, 
specimens, play modules or scientific apparatus, online information, or digitized images 
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through the use of the following; spatial design, light and color, materials and finishes, 
“smart” technology, and exhibit support (Lord & Piacente, 2014, p. 101). 

As regards design of the overall space, very large open spaces with sparely 
distributed exhibits may be overwhelming to a small person; the scale of the overall 
space should respond to the needs of each age group and be calculated to reassure 
both children and caregivers that all is secure. The ability to view and choose from a 
variety of activity options is favored by children, who may want to try several things, 
and then go back to the one that interests them most. Therefore, the space needs to 
be able to accommodate a variety of exhibition stations and/or duplicate stations 
within range of sight. Children prefer spaces where there are different levels and 
viewpoints, such as mezzanines from which they may slide down on a fireman’s pole 
rather than taking the stairs. Areas with intimate low ceilings, such as child-scaled room 
reconstructions or tunnels, are popular. A children’s exhibition space may need to 
accommodate a small stage or puppet theatre with an area for the audience and a 
dress-up room (Lord & Piacente, 2014, p. 110). 

Since children’s exhibits are specialized in relation to their markets rather 
than their collections, the size of the exhibition space needs to be based on objective 
information as much as possible, including market data such as school class size, 
family group composition, target age group data – and based on these, attendance 
projections. Since small children are easily frustrated by having to wait to try an 
activity, many similar opportunities to try each activity, or to move to another activity 
station that in turn can accommodate a number of users, may be needed when 
attendance is high. Attendance projections may then indicate the number of exhibits 
and activity stations that may be needed; these can then be roughly sized and used to 
estimate total space requirements. Assuming a space requirement of 50 square feet (5 
square meters) per child, a space of 1,500 square feet (150 square meters) may be 
sufficient to accommodate only one full school class of thirty children exploring 
interactive exhibits, but a more useful basic size for a single children’s discovery 
exhibition space would be 1,500-2,000 square feet (150-200 square meters). Additional 
modules of similar size could be planned to accommodate each age group (Lord & 
Piacente, 2014, p. 110). 
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Spaces for science and technology in museums – particularly in science 
centers – reflect the ethos science and industry in our age, of opportunity and 
challenges to man’s adaptability successfully met. The range of exhibits may be 
oriented toward natural history, earth sciences, pure science, science and technology, 
or industry. Aerospace, underwater exploration, nanotechnology, digitization, artificial 
intelligence, and genetics are just a few of the subjects that may be encountered. 
Exhibitions based on pure science focus more specifically on demonstrating 
phenomena, the scientific method, and the process of experimentation. The focus is 
on discovery learning with a strong hands-on emphasis. Although science centers have 
traditionally been broadly based in general science concepts, some facilities such as 
Nauticus (the National Maritime Center in Norfolk, Virginia) or the National Air and 
Space Museum in Washington, D.C., offer more specialized and themed experiences on 
particular modes of transportation, industrial technology, or scientific research. 

Large spaces and long hikes to encompass the entire exhibit area may 
therefore be an advantage, since this sense of spaciousness fits the general exhibition 
type and audience expectations. The scale of the exhibits themselves generally 
requires expansive open-span spaces, high ceiling with good roof suspension capability, 
and different viewing levels. Very few science center exhibition spaces are less than 
5,000 square feet (500 square meters) in area and in most examples a number of 
components of this scale are combined to encompass one interpretive space. A 
typical minimum ceiling height is 18 feet (6 meters), with at least 30 percent of the 
space at 30-35 feet (10-12 meters) or more to accommodate extra-large exhibit 
components, some of which may be suspended from the ceiling. Floor loading should 
be in high range for museums, from 10 kN/square meter to 20 kN/square meter 
depending on the type of exhibits, in order to accommodate airplanes, locomotives, or 
other large items (Lord & Piacente, 2014, p. 111). 

Philip Hughes (2010, pp. 59, 61) explains that the difference between "open" 
exhibition spaces and "closed" exhibition spaces are as follows. 

- “Open” exhibition spaces 
Some galleries are designed to show exhibits in the context of the 

surrounding landscape; for the sake of clarity, let’s call them “open” exhibition spaces. 
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They have large areas of glazing with views to the exterior. The pleasure of an 
exhibition in an open gallery is the interplay between the exhibits and their 
environment. For the designer, this type of gallery has some drawbacks. First, the 
exhibits have to compete with whatever visitors can see out of a window and it is 
more difficult to manipulate the viewer’s attention. 

Open galleries are also affected by fluctuating daylight, and the 
designer into consideration. They are unsuitable for displaying objects that many be 
harmed by ultraviolet rays and high lux levels. Fabrics, watercolors and books, for 
example, are severely affected by daylight, and can deteriorate visibly during the 
course of an exhibition. When it is well controlled, daylight leads to a comfortable 
visitor experience, though one that is perhaps a little less intense than in galleries 
where all the lighting is artificial. 

- “Closed” exhibition spaces 
Closed exhibition spaces with no daylight give far greater control to 

the designer. Where there are no competing views of a gallery’s surroundings, the 
visitor is forced to focus purely on exhibits and their message. For so-called immersive 
environments, where the designer aims to profoundly affect the visitor’s state of mind, 
closed galleries allow him or her to construct a narrative using sound, film and 
interactivity without external distraction. 

Where lighting cannot be disturbed by fluctuating daylight, 
designers have a much freer hand to emphasize the relative importance of the exhibits 
through subtle changes in light value. From the perspective of conservation, 
temperature, humidity and ultraviolet rays can be carefully monitored. Most projectors 
and video screens rely on relatively low light levels (with the exception of very 
powerful daylight projectors and screens) and a closed environment is therefore ideal 
for multimedia displays. 

After roughly an hour the closed environment, especially where 
light levels are very low or there are dramatic contrasts between light and dark, can 
become oppressive for visitors. The designer should therefore plan rest stops in areas 
where general light levels are higher. Long exhibition journeys in windowless 
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environments can be tiring, and daylight helps to ease the sense of claustrophobia 
engendered in many large galleries. 
 

Devising a path 
Devising how exhibits are viewed sequentially in a space is a major part of 

the designer’s task. Approaches differ: some exhibitions offer visitors a very open 

exploration of exhibits and some are very prescriptive, forcing them to work their way 

along a predetermined path (Hughes, 2010, pp. 75-77). 

- Single path 
A single path ensures that all visitors have similar experiences and 

allows the exhibitor to plan their approach to them in detail, so that they encounter a 
succession of exhibits in a preconceived fashion. This may be important where the 
objective is to build a platform of knowledge in the visitor’s mind. 

For example, if a museum is creating a science exhibition it might 
decide to show explanatory material at the start of the path to introduce visitors to 
scientific ideas. Later exhibits will be better understood once a basic understanding has 
been established. This process of introduction and preparation is called “scaffolding.” 

It should be noted that the single path approach is not always a 
matter of choice: some exhibition buildings, particularly historic ones, are simply too 
small to allow for individual exploration. Single path displays often involve visitor 
management problems and “dwell time” needs to be strictly managed. 

- Multiple path 
A multiple path exhibition causes fewer traffic management problems 

as visitors can select exhibits to engage with when a particular display is busy. This 
approach also allows for greater freedom, and provides visitors with the possibility of 
following their own interests and preoccupations. Multiple path exhibition; although 
visitors follow self-determined paths provide a wide range of themed visits. Designers 
often devise alternative routes through displays, and guided groups, interested in 
different subjects, can take separate paths. For example, in a museum of natural history, 
there might be a choice between tours of, say, animals, plants and human biology. 
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- Radial pattern 
The radial pattern was devised by the nineteen-century English 

museologist and explorer Henry Pitt Rivers, but was never implemented. In the 1960s, 
the scheme was revived and new proposals were produced for the Pitt Rivers Museum 
in Oxford, England but again, it was never put into practice. Pitt Rivers envisaged a 
display of Paleolithic artifacts in the center of a series of concentric circles each 
devoted to objects from a subsequent era – Paleolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age and so 
forth – up to the present day. By walking along paths from the center visitors would be 
able to see how a series of artifacts had evolved, and could trace the history of 
specific objects. The circles would have increased in circumference with an increasing 
diversity of artifacts in the outermost displays. The radial pattern was the forerunner of 
the visitor journey, often used in museum exhibitions to represent the world in 
microcosm. 

- “Star” exhibits 
Exhibitions can be arranged predominantly around outstanding 

objects when the exhibitor wishes to engage visitors with “star” exhibits before drawing 
their attention to less immediately striking ones. This type of display is important when 
other classification systems might entail a dull visitor experience. The Victoria & Albert 
Museum took this approach when it redesigned its British Galleries in the late 1990s. 
Before this reworking, artifacts had been classified in a variety of ways, none of which, 
in the opinion of the museum, engaged visitors sufficiently. The displays were 
redesigned to maximize visitor enjoyment and to highlight the most dramatic and 
exciting examples in the collection. Star exhibits have a dual role: they enliven the 
areas around them, and also tend to draw visitors through a gallery and create a sense 
of expectation throughout the journey. 

- Areas of affinity 
As it is usually difficult to make absolute classificatory distinctions, 

some exhibitors create “areas of affinity,” placing exhibits as near as possible to similar 
artifacts. This approach has its own logical problems and demands that exhibitors 
make subtle judgments about how close one object should be to another. However, it 
does allow visitors to make immediate visual connections between exhibits, compare 
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them directly and follow a thread of exploration from one artifact to another. This 
system was used very subtly by René d’Harnoncourt at the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York for “Arts of the South Seas,” to show the distinctiveness of artworks from 
different Polynesian islands. Individual areas of affinity were divided with walls, and 
gaps in the walls created vistas through the exhibition that allowed visitors to make 
cross-comparisons between discrete but related displays. 

- Fan pattern 
The fan pattern is usually favored for business-to-business trade fairs. 

This allows visitors to take in immediately all that is on display at a show, and works 
very well for anyone who has little time and wants to see a particular stand without 
delay. Trade fair customers have less interest than exhibition visitors in lengthy 
“experiences” – this applies especially when small businesses are involved – and 
need to move quickly and directly to their area of choice. For them, a stand with 
everything on display visible as they approach it is often preferable. It is important to 
orientate trade fair stands towards their busiest approaches. 

- Map orientation 
An interactive map is often the hub of an exhibition. Visitors can 

consult it and follow the route through the show that it suggests. If they wish to find 
out more about the subject of the exhibition, they can go back to the map to find new 
ways of exploring the displays. 
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   Single path                    Multiple path                             Redial path                   Star exhibits 

                          
                  Areas of affinity                      Fan pattern                             Map orientation 

 
Figure 4    Examples of devising a path 
Source: Philip Hughes. (2010). Exhibition Design. United Kingdom: Laurence King: 76-
77. 
 

Devising a path to lead towards the displayed object is crucial in allowing 

the smooth viewing. Therefore, the designer should arrange the appropriate hierarchy 

of displayed objects and devising the path according to the order of events or 

displayed objects for the audience to follow unconsciously. Path devising could be 

done in three ways, 1) certain path which the display objects would be arranged 

clearly and split the entrance and exit, 2) certain path, with the same entrance and 

exit, and 3) certain path with the entrance and exit that located juxtaposing to each 

other. There is also another type of path devising which concerns mostly about the 

audiences, which is the uncertain path. However, this type of path devising could lead 

to the chance to miss the displays. Therefore, it would be wise to use the appropriate 

media to guide the audience through all exhibitions. Naturally the audiences would 

select their own path and accustom to the clockwise direction (Jutawipat, 1999, pp. 

64-65). 
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According to the observation of the visitor’s behavior by Febeson Melton, it 

was found that the space on the front left of the room should display the low-

importance objects, and the path entering the room should be on the right or counter-

clockwise direction, in order to follow the audience’s familiarity. (Turning left would 

not be efficient, unless the exhibition is in the United Kingdom where the left side 

would be preferred) 

 

Visual field 
The limit of human visual field (without turning head) is about 40o. However, 

the human could actually see as wide as 120o, with more angles on the vertical axis 

than the horizontal axis. Therefore, the object display in the exhibition should follow the 

visual field and the head turning of human (Jutawipat, 1999, p. 70). 

According to Tawatchanon Sippaphakul (2005, p. 161), the capacity of human 

visual could be considered in two axis, vertical and horizontal. 

1. Horizontal perspective: when looking straight, human could see 
within 62o horizontally, and could read within the range of 10-20o. The distance of the 
left and right eyes visual field would cover approximately 94-104o. 

2. Vertical perspective: when looking straight, human could vertically 
see 50o upwards and 70o downward. The visual field when standing would cover the 
range of 10o, and 15o when seated. 

The visual field is that part of space, measured in angular magnitude that can 

be seen when the head and the eye are absolutely still. The visual field of the individual 

eye is termed “monocular vision.” Within this field sharp images are not transmitted to 

the brain, causing objects to appear unclear and diffused. When an object, however, is 

observed by both eyes simultaneously the visual field of each individual eye overlaps, 

creating a central field of greater magnitude than that possible by each eye separately. 

This central field of vision is termed “binocular field”, is about 60o in each direction. 

Within this field very sharp images are transmitted to the brain, depth perception occurs, 

and color discrimination is possible. Within this central field, recognition of words and 
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symbols also occurs: 10o to 20o of the line of sight for the former and 5o to 30o of the 

line of sight for the latter. Beyond these respective limits, both words and symbols tend 

to disappear. The area of the sharpest focus is actually about 1o either side of the sight 

line. Depending on the particular color, color begins to disappear between 30o to 60o of 

the line of sight (Panero & Zelnik, 1979, p. 287). 

The standard line of sight is assumed to be horizontal and at 0o. A person’s 

natural or normal line of sight, however, is actually below the horizontal and varies 

slightly depending upon each individual and whether he is standing or sitting, If 

standing, the normal line of sight is about 10o below the horizontal and if sitting about 

15o. In a very relaxed position, both standing and sitting sight lines may drift to an even 

greater angle below the horizontal: about 30o and 38o respectively. The magnitude of 

display materials is about 30o below the standard line of sight (Panero & Zelnik, 1979, 

p. 287). 

 
Figure 5   Visual field in horizontal plane 
Source: Julius Panero and Martin Zelnik. (1979). Human Dimension & Interior 
Space. Watson-Guptill; Revised ed. Edition: 287. 
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Figure 6   Visual field in vertical plane 
Source: Julius Panero and Martin Zelnik. (1979). Human Dimension & Interior 
Space. Watson-Guptill; Revised ed. Edition: 287. 
 

Exhibition graphics 
The exhibition graphics, or exhibition didactics, refers to a specific area 

involving the conveying of information that is not communicated by the presentation 
of the objects alone. They are concerned here with the design of the explanatory 
level, the user interface: the connection of object and meaning and thus the 
interaction of museum and visitor (Schwarz Frey, 2006, pp. 126-128). 

In an exhibition, the design of the graphics and three-dimensional 
components should be inextricably linked. Throughout the exhibition, text will be used 
to the visitors. It is vital that the exhibition designer has a good knowledge of 
typography and how best to communicate to all audiences. The use of a consistent 
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graphics structure throughout an exhibition helps to link areas and stories, offering 
visitors a logical visual anchor. It is the layout and structure, rather than the use of 
color or imagery, which enable us to recognize these similarities (Locker, 2011, pp. 110, 
112, 117). 

The role of graphic design involves above all, the production of information 
areas, exhibition panels and labels. It is not absolutely necessary to draw up a 
complete design map with imprints, logos and typographic specifications. However, 
formulating a comprehensive typographic concept that extends to all areas of 
communication with visitors is highly recommended. The design of an orientation 
system can also prove a valuable element of an overall, unitary design concept. 
 

Labels in an exhibition 
Beverly Serrell (1996, p. 21) describes that every label in an exhibition has a 

specific purpose that needs to make sense within the organization of the whole. But 
given the way visitors encounter them out of order, they also need to function 
independently. Labels should be developed as an integrated system from the single 
title to the broadest categories to the one-of-a-kinds. They should all work together. 

Types of labels in exhibitions, there are two main types (Serrell, 1996, pp. 
22-31). 

1. Types of interpretive labels 
1.1 Title labels identify the name of the exhibition. 
1.2 Introductory or orientation labels set up the organization 

and tone of the exhibition. 
1.3 Section or group labels inform visitors of the rationale behind 

a subgrouping of objects, paintings, or animals. 
1.4 Captions are specific labels for specific objects (e.g., artifacts, 

photos, and phenomena), and they are commonly used in all types of museum 
exhibitions. 

2. Types of non-interpretive labels 
2.1 Identification labels contain minimal, short details, such as 

name, maker, date, material, scientific name, accession number.  
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2.2 Donor information is typically provided last and in the 
smallest type. 

2.3 Credit panels recognize the contributions and efforts of all 
the people who worked on the exhibition. 

2.4 Wayfinding and orientation signs help visitors find their 
way around the museum and orient themselves in each new space.  

2.5 Prohibitive signs tell us not to touch the art or feed the animals. 
 
Table 1   Label lengths 

Main types of interpretive labels Purpose Number of words 
Exhibition titles to attract attention 

to inform about the theme 
to identify 

1-7 

Introductory labels to introduce the big idea 
to orientate visitors to the space 

20-300 

Group labels to interpret a specific group of 
objects 
to introduce a subtheme 

20-150 

Caption labels to interpret individual objects, 
models, phenomena 

20-150 

Source: Beverly Serrell. (1996). Exhibit labels: an interpretive approach. CA: 
AltaMira Press: 33. 
 
Table 2   Relationship between type size or displayed objects and the viewing distance 

Viewing distance Size or height of the type or displayed objects 
64 feet 2 inches 
32 feet 1 inch 
16 feet 1/2 inch 
8 feet 1/2 inch 

Source: Wattana Jutawipat. (1999). Art of Exhibition Design. Bangkok: Chulalongkorn 
University Publishing: 84. 
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Effective labels for children should be short, use non-technical language, 
make a limited number of points, use a large simple typeface, and adhere to 
traditional upper-case/lower-case convention (Caulton, 1998, p. 31). 

Information band heights, the design of exhibition graphics requires careful 
organization so that important information remains at heights accessible to the 
majority of visitors. The use of graphics in children’s exhibitions, including interactive 
and object labels, will need to consider literacy levels, child-friendly typefaces and 
content as well as engaging imagery (Locker, 2011, pp. 120, 121). 

 

 
Figure 7   Information band heights 
Source: Pam Locker. (2011). Basics Interior Design 2: Exhibition Design. Lausanne: 

AVA Publishing: 121. 
 

The success of the exhibition graphic design 
Jacqueline Tang (cited in Lord & Piacente, 2014, pp. 314-321) explained the 

process for graphic design follows that of exhibition design. Graphic design 
specifications and products are presented along with three-dimensional design 
packages and grow in specificity and detail as the project progresses. However, there 
are considerations that are particular to developing a graphic design solution for an 
exhibition. The seven steps to successful exhibition graphic design as follows. 
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Step 1: Understand the project 
Before developing a graphic language for an exhibition, the designer 

must first have a deep understanding of the project. Some questions that a designer 
might explore to gain more insight into a project may include: 

- What is the purpose of this project? 
- What is the context and position of the site? 
- What is the scale of the project? 
- What is the target audience? 
- What language(s) should be display? 
- Should the graphic language adhere to the brand of the 

institution? 
- What colors and materials are being proposed for the 

exhibit space? 
- What is the project schedule? 

Answering these questions will provide the designer with enough 
information to begin the next step: establishing a “look” and “feel” for the exhibition 
graphics. 

Step 2: “Look” and “feel” 
The “look” and “feel” informs the project team and other key 

decision makers of the design solution the graphic designer is hoping to achieve. Since 
the graphics and three-dimensional components are inextricably linked, their design 
directions should be developed in tandem. 

For the graphic designer, the best way to begin this exploration is to 
create a style booklet or collage of sketches, images and/or photographs of similar 
projects, historic photographs, and the institution’s logo that best communicate and 
support the design language that is being proposed. These collages are good testing 
grounds for color and font types. 

Step 3: Font palette 
The font palette should not be selected at random but with purpose, 

derived from the design language proposed by the interior design specialist and from 
the “look” and “feel” approved by the core exhibition team. With the many font 
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collections readily available, deciding on a font palette can be a daunting task. Some 
designers may even choose to create a custom font if there is nothing on the market 
that suits the visual requirements of the project. In order to make this decision more 
manageable, the graphic designer should consider the following: 

- Appropriateness: Fonts are like sweaters – each has its own 
distinct personality, style, and aesthetic. However, unlike selecting what to wear, 
selecting a font should not be mood dependent. The font must be appropriate to the 
project brief and the “look” and “feel.” Appropriateness also applies to the 
anticipated printing methods or substrate on which graphics will be applied. Some 
fonts are well suited to traditional panels but may not be suited to three-dimensional 
lettering, laser cut solutions, or direct wall applications. 

- Font classification: There are five common font classifications 
– serif, slab serif, sans serif, script, and display. Serif typefaces have the small lines tailing 
at the end of a character or letters. Slab serifs also exhibit these finishing strokes but 
they are squared-off serifs. Sans serif typefaces have no serif (sans meaning without in 
French). Script typefaces exhibit qualities similar to handwriting or calligraphy. Display 
typefaces have the most distinct visual form and vary widely (remember the psychedelic 
font of the 1960s?). A general rule of thumb is to avoid fashionable or trendy fonts, as 
they become outdated quickly. 

- Legibility: The ability of visitors to recognize individual 
letters of words, including visitors with aging or limited vision, is extremely important in 
the museum setting. This is governed by the design of the typeface. Legibility plays a 
more important role when selecting fonts for body text rather than title text as body 
text is smaller, so character and word recognition is more challenging. Font size in 
museums should never be lower than 18 points (20 is better) in order to ensure 
legibility in low light levels and for visitors with visual impairment. Legibility is also 
governed by contrast – black text on a white background is best, but when using color 
for creative solutions in an exhibition, the ability to read text must always be 
considered and tested. 

- Headline text vs. body text: In exhibition graphics there are 
typically two types of texts – headline text and body text. While the same font can be 
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used for both body and headline, not all fonts suitable as a headline are suitable for 
body text – and vice versa. For example, one might be inclined to choose a bolder, 
thicker typeface such as Franklin Gothic as the headline font, while Baskerville might 
be chosen as the body text. The former would be too heavy as body text and 
therefore difficult to read, but makes a great headline – big and attention-grabbing. 

- Quantity: Too many fonts can look a little messy and create 
a sense of chaos. Depending on the number of languages on display, maximum pf two 
fonts should be used for each language. 

Step 4: Color palette 
Color plays a major role in how a design is perceived by its audience. 

As we know color is often associated with temperature or moods. Blues are often 
considered cool and calming, while reds may be seen as hot and aggressive. Colors are 
also culturally specific, so it is important to understand the meaning associated with 
various colors in different countries in order to avoid offending people or incorrectly 
combining colors. Color can also play an organizational role in the exhibition – 
establishing hierarchy in the exhibit text or differentiating between thematic areas or 
zones in the gallery. Color coding in support of wayfinding needs to be planned in 
consultation with the graphic designer. 

With the different substrates and printing methods available to 
designers today, selecting a color that is universal across media and printing processes 
is important. Graphic designers typically use the Pantone Matching System (PMS), a 
leading provider of color systems. Colors, like fonts, emote and communicate. Several 
online color tools (such as Kuler, Color Scheme Designer, or ColorLovers) have been 
created to provide guidance or even to generate color schemes, depending on the 
criteria given to them. 

Step 5: Establish a hierarchy 
In general, there are four levels of text a graphic designer considers in 

a hierarchy. The characteristics of each are project-specific, but here is how they are to 
be used. 
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- Level 1 is used for first level exhibition content such as 
titles, headlines, quotations, and introductory text to the whole exhibition. It is be 
visible by a group and form a distance. 

- Level 2 is secondary to Level 1 and is used for general 
overviews on introduction panels to specific themes or sections of the exhibition and 
primary introduction or information panels on a tertiary level. It is sized to be visible by 
a group from a distance, but is slightly smaller than Level 1, as it begins drawing visitors 
into the exhibition content. This level of text communicates main themes and topics. 

- Level 3 is used for most general exhibit content as well as 
primary text on labels and multimedia or interactive devices where necessary. It is 
sized to be visible from a medium-to-close distance by only a few visitors at a time, 
and communicates information that is more specific to individual works of art, 
specimens, or artifacts. Visitors are drawn to specific topics and objects that are related 
to the main themes presented by Level 2 text. 

- Level 4 is used for the lowest level of exhibition content – 
label and caption text. It is detailed and explanatory and pertains to specific artifacts, 
works of art, or specimens, and to images reproduced in the exhibition. It is meant to 
be read by only one or two visitors at a time. Note that the smallest text size within an 
exhibition should be an 18-point font for Level 4 label text. 

Step 6: Role of images 
Illustrations, photographs, and info-graphics enliven the exhibition, 

supporting and in many instances replacing text. The graphic designer must consider 
early in the design process how these types of graphics can be use in the exhibition, 
whether they are to be support images on text panels, wall murals or backdrops for 
dioramas. Issues to consider include the following. 

- Size on panels, walls, and other surfaces should be 
standardized for application. 

- Resolution refers to the pixel count of a digital image. In 
order to ensure the highest-quality graphics in an exhibition, the graphic designer 
should establish baseline rules for resolution requirements for photographs at the sizes 
they will be printed in the gallery. 
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- Illustration styles for new maps, tables, info-graphics, and 
other illustrations should be consistent throughout the exhibition. This requires custom 
illustration of every info-graphic to create a clean and consistent look in the gallery. 
This does not apply to historic maps or illustrations that will be reproduced images. 

- Application of graphic images must also be considered and 
communicated. Graphics can be digitally printed and applied to various substrates, 
produced as wallpaper and applied to large surfaces, or head drawn and painted by 
commissioned artists. 

Step 7: Sample graphic treatments 
Once all the necessary discrete elements for a graphic design language 

have been determined, the next step in the process is to show how these elements 
come together to form a graphic delivery system in the exhibition. The hierarchy of 
exhibit content governs not only levels of text but also graphic panel sizes. This 
contributes to uniformity within the exhibition as well as providing visual cues for the 
audience. While the final numbers and size of panel types are project-dependent, a 
selection may include. 

- Introductory panels are the largest and most prominent. 
They may be freestanding, hung on surfaces, or directly applied and projected on 
walls. Often such panels incorporate textures and three-dimensional components, and 
may be dramatically backlit. These panels typically employ Level 1 and/or Level 2 
text. 

- Interpretive panels come in a variety of shapes and sizes to 
suit specific exhibit needs. These panels typically employ Level 2 and Level 3 text. 

- Monitors and digital surfaces will incorporate Level 3 and 
Level 4 text next to digital images and other assets particular to these media. The 
color palettes, fonts, and such are applied just as they would to a physical panel. 

- Labels for artifacts, works of art, or specimens can be 
categorized into two types – direct and indirect labels. Direct labels are extended 
labels placed beside each museum object. Indirect labeling involves keying museum 
objects to a group label. This might be facilitated by numbers located next to the 
museum object or on an illustrated key to the contents of the case. Indirect labels are 
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often better when there are many small museum objects to be labeled. Captions for 
images may be treated in the same way, with both direct and indirect captions. 

- Graphic Grid: Following (unseen) grid lines to arrange text 
and images on a panel creates a system to organize content hierarchies, unifying the 
look of the entire graphic family within an exhibition. 

- Readability: The ability to read and comprehend the words, 
phrases, and blocks of text on the panel. This is determined by how type is arranged, 
its color contrast, point size, line length, and kerning. Legibility is a general requirement 
of the graphic system but readability must be tested for each panel. 

- Substrates: The range of possible graphic substrates appears 
to be infinite. Graphic applications are not limited to two-dimensional surfaces. 
Designers may consider three-dimensional type, printing on a curved surface or 
projection or printing of graphics on the floor. 

- Lighting: The readability of text is greatly affected by lighting. 
Avoid typefaces with thinner line weights in dim lighting and if the text is being 
projected or back lit. Consultation between the lighting designer and the graphic 
designer is well advised as early and as often as needed to ensure readability. Visitors’ 
most frequent complaint about unreadable graphics is often due to the fact that the 
panel is in a more dimly lit location than the graphic designer assumed. 

- Content: The type of content and how it is being displayed 
may affect the graphic treatment. A traditional approach may be to exhibit and artifact 
in a display case with its accompanying graphic panel placed adjacent to it. However, it 
may be possible to integrate the two in order to create a “seamless” display. The 
graphic treatment may vary according to the size and location of the works of art, 
specimens, or artifacts. 

- Text and Image Placement: It is essential to consider the 
placement of text for visibility. 
 

Traditionally the communication of content is based on the use of texts and 
pictures. Modern exhibitions also often include an additional media-based element 
that can extend from audio-guides to complex interactive installations. In most 
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exhibitions, texts still play an important role and the question of how much text 
visitors can be expected to read is often hotly debated. A decisive argument in this 
context is that the visitor must be able to read the text while standing. The argument 
that texts are merely an option offered to visitors and that it is not necessary to read 
more than a part of them misses the point. Large quantities of text put people off. As 
the result visitors – who have come to the exhibition above all to look and marvel – 
abstain from reading altogether. 

Role of text, the best hands-on exhibits are intuitive to use, and do not rely 
on the visitor reading complex instructions or large amounts of explanatory text. 
However, text and associated graphic images can play a key role in helping visitors use 
the exhibits. It is quite common for children to interact with an exhibit without reading 
any instructions, whilst their adult helpers stand back and read the labels. If the exhibit 
is not intuitive, exhibition graphics must make it clear what physical activity should take 
place, otherwise the exhibit is confusing and ‘doesn’t work’ (Caulton, 1998, p. 30). 

The use of typography in exhibitions is subject to particular rules regarding 
legibility that do not directly correspond with the print media design requirements. The 
most common mistakes are the use of the typeface that is too small, fashionable 
lettering that is difficult to read, lettering that is too close together and inadequate line 
spacing (Schwarz Frey, 2006, pp. 126-128). 
 

Theories of children learning 
 

Cognitive development 
Piaget proposed the concept of cognitive development that while growing 

up, the cognitive capability of human would develop continuously through each stage. 

This development is related to the physiological during the early stages. According to 

Piaget, there were four major stages of cognitive development including the 

Sensorimotor stage (age 0-2), Preoperational stage (age 2-7), Concrete Operational stage 

(age 7-11), and Formal Operational stage (age 11-12). 
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Piaget argued that learning occurs as a result of direct interaction with the 
environment, and he traced children’s development into continuous and consecutive 
phases from birth to maturity. His research suggested that, in the early years, children 
predominantly explore their own motor and sensory skills; from age 2 to 4 they begin 
to explore their place in the world around them, and 4 to 7 they become less 
egocentric as they begin to have more contact with others. From 7 children begin to 
understand the workings of the world, and by adolescence they are beginning to 
understand logical and abstract principles (Caulton, 1998, p. 18). 

According to Piaget, children's cognitive development enters the 
preoperational stage, which extends from the second year of life through age seven of 
eight. This stage is when children's thinking differs most from adult thought patterns. 
Children are egocentric, can focus on only one characteristic of a thing or a person at a 
time, gather information from what they experience rather than from they are told, 
and over generalize from their experience. When children enter the concrete 
operational stage at about age seven, many changes in their thought patterns are 
visible. At this age, children possess the characteristic of reversibility, which allows 
them to reverse the direction of their thought. They are beginning to be able to think 
abstractly and begin to notice differences in classes of objects. They can hold several 
qualities in mind, and also can add, subtract, and multiply in their head (Mooney, 
2013, pp. 85, 86, 95). 

Laddawan Lampawed (2011, p. 11) stated that the window of opportunity in 
each subjects would occur at different time. For example, children could learn the 
tangible language during the first 6-7 years of life and start to learn the abstract 
language afterwards. Children would also learn the second language faster during the 
first 6 years. 

During their elementary years, children’s cognitive development would be in 

the Concrete Operational stage. Children of this age would understand the object 

constancy in terms of size, quantity, and volume even if the object might change its 

form, for they could think in terms of reversibility and compensation. For example, 

they would know that the water level in the thinner glass would be higher. Moreover, 

they would be able to classify things into groups according to their shape and size or 
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any tangible qualification. They could arrange things in order from small to large or 

large to small (Seriation). This cognitive development allows the children to 

understand the connection and comparison between things. For example, they would 

be able to tell if A is larger than B and B is larger than C, then B is smaller than A but 

larger than C. 

The object constancy, classification, and seriation allow the children to think 

logically within their mind without an actual trial and error experiment. They could think 

about the chess move without actually moving the piece. However, the children could 

only think logically about the tangible subject. They would not be able to form the 

image about the abstract subject yet and thus could have difficulty understanding 

abstract concepts or complex elements in the same time. (Upathai, 2015, pp. 41-45). 

Piaget illustrates that children of different ages (and developmental stages) 

can be classified into three groups. The youngest children (below about 7 years of age) 

are certain that the two glasses hold different amounts of juice, while the oldest 

children are equally certain that pouring the juice from one glass to another does not 

change its volume; they have learned the principle of “conservation of volume.” 

Between these two is group of children who provide contradictory answers; they are in 

transition from one stage to another. The transition appears to be holistic, not step-

wise (Hein, 1998, p. 27). 

When children enter Piaget’s stage of concrete operations at about age 

seven, many changes in their thought patterns are visible. At this age (usually from 

about seven through eleven or twelve) children possess the characteristic of 

reversibility, which allows them to reverse the direction of their thought. For example, 

a child at this stage can retrace her steps on the school yard looking for a forgotten 

lunch box. Children no longer count on their fingers because they are beginning to be 

able to think abstractly. They begin to notice differences in classes of objects. For 

instance, at four every dog is a “doggie,” but at eight or nine there are differences 

between a collie and a poodle. The concrete-operational child can hold several 

qualities in mind, knowing that a boat is large, red, and sailboat. She knows and really 
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understands that her mother is also the daughter of her grandmother. With this new 

flexibility of thought, children can add, subtract, and multiply “in their heads” 

(Mooney, 2013, p. 95). 

By age 7 most children are capable of using logical thought structures that 

are increasingly objective and reversible, and they can solve problems that involve 

class inclusion and transitivity. However, there is still one major limitation in their 

thinking: Their use of mental operations is still closely tied to concrete materials, 

contexts, and situation, or if the material is not tangible, they are not successful in 

using their mental operations. This is why the stage is called concrete operational 

thought (Cook & Cook, 2005, pp. 5-19). 

Karen Debord (1997) explains children at schematic stage (approximately 7-9 

years) increase the use of symbols, such as a heart for love or dark colors to represent 

night. They are less self-centered and they still do not have a realistic understanding of 

their environment. For example, the sky in a child’s picture may not meet the ground 

at the horizon. They show improved eye-hand coordination and fine motor skills. 

Children have an increased attention span. They begin developing a sense of humor, 

divide by gender in play and represent special characteristics for each person or object 

in their drawings. For example, if Mom wears glasses and has curly hair, the child will 

include these characteristics in the drawing. 

George E. Hein (1998, p. 143) cites that for Piaget children’s play illustrated 

their intellectual development, and play provided the means for children to confirm 

their understanding of the world. More recently, Nicolopolou (1993) has argued, 

following Vygotsky, that play “contributes significantly to cognitive development – 

rather than simply reflecting it” (Nicolopolou, 1993, p. 9) and should be studied for its 

own sake, “as one expression of imaginative activity that draws and reflects back upon 

the interrelated domains of emotional, intellectual, and social life” (Nicolopolou, 1993, 

p. 13). 

Nuchalee Upathai (2015) cited Erik Erikson’s thought about the social 

adaptation and the cognition of children between 6-12 years of age, or the children in 
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primary school, that they are eager to join the activity with the friends of similar 

gender. Many activities would be challenging, and could spark the competitive feeling 

among the children. However, when they could not win, it could lead to the feeling of 

embarrassment and inferiority (Upathai, 2015, p. 56). 

Laddawan Lampawed (2011, p. 11) concluded that the development 

according to the age of children from 6 to 9 years old would be as followings.    

- Development during 6 years old, or the start of primary school; 
children could be engaged longer in their activities, while still eager to explore the new 
objects. If there is another new object, they would turn towards the more interesting 
one right away. Moreover, the children of this age could understand some unique 
characteristics of objects.   

- Development during 7 years old, or the full primary years; children 
would try to do things which they are interested in. They are full of curiosity, could 
reason better, and remember the time of the past or present. Their attention span is 
longer, but they could not multi-tasking yet.   

- Development during 8 years old, or the age of learning; the 
children would be interested and focused on the assigned task until it is finished. They 
understand instructions and hope to get the better marks from their works. Children of 
this age would start to classify the play according to the gender. For example, boys 
might imitate the robots from the movies, while girls might be interested in drama, 
drawing, or fairy tales reading. 

- Development during 9 years old, or the age of immersing in 
knowledge; the children of this age would speak differently, using more complex 
language and know how to question or answer with reasons. They are curious, and 
could find the answer themselves through observation. The children of this age need 
more privacy. They might start to collect things and imitate the older children. 

Alvin R. Tilley (2002, pp. 4-6) explained the development of children from 

age 6-9 years old as followings. 

- 6 years; girls are superior in accuracy of movement, while boys are 
superior in forceful and less complex acts. They can throw with proper weight shift and 
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stop. Children think that their own point of view is the only one possible. They learn 
not only by sensing and doing, but by thinking as well. Basic understanding of cause 
and effect. 

- 7 years; balancing on one foot without looking becoming possible. 
They can hop and jump accurately into small squares and can accurately perform 
jumping jack exercises. Children realize that others may interpret a situation in a way 
different from their own. Children can think logically about “here & now”, but not yet 
about abstractions. 

- 8 years; grip strength permits steady 12-pound pressure. Girls can 
throw a small ball 40 feet. 

- 9 years; girls can jump vertically to height of 8 ½ inches while boys 
can jump vertically to height of 10 inches. Boys can run 16 ½ feet per second. Boys 
can throw a ball 70 feet. Children have reciprocal awareness, realizes others have a 
point of view and that others are aware that they have a particular point of view. 
Gaining proficiency at classifying, manipulating numbers, dealing with concepts of time 
and space, and distinguishing reality from fantasy. 

Viktor Lowenfeld and Brittain (1987, pp. 220, 222, 223, 225, 258, 260) explain 
the conscious creation of form as the beginning of graphic communication. The 
preschematic stage grows directly out of the last stages of scribbling. Scribbling was 
mainly a kinesthetic activity, but now the child intends to represent something. This 
provides a great feeling of satisfaction. By the time the child is six, shapes and forms 
have evolved into clearly recognizable pictures with a theme or purpose. The child 
typically produces a fairly detailed drawing of a person. By the age of seven, children 
will have established schemas and drawing will become less flexible. Most children 
arrive this schematic stage at about seven years old. 

The drawing characteristics of children in the preschematic stage, or about 4-
7 years old, would be as follow. Shapes for things are geometric and lose their 
meaning when removed from the whole, placement and sizes of objects are 
determined subjectively. Objects drawn are not related to one another, and art 
becomes communication with the self, known objects seem to be catalogued or listed 
pictorially and they can copy a square at four, a triangle at five. As for the space 
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representation, objects would seem to float around the page. Paper sometimes turned 
or rotated while drawing and size of objects would not be in proportion to one 
another. Objects are distorted to fit space available and space seems to surround 
child. As for the human figure representation, the head-feet symbol would grow out of 
scribble and flexible symbol constantly changing. People are looking at viewer, usually 
smiling, gradual inclusion of arms (often from head), body, fingers, and toes. Distortion 
and omission of parts are to be expected. Cloths, hair and other details expected by 
end of the stage (Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987, p. 475). 
 

 
Figure 8   The drawing of the preschematic stage 
Source: Viktor Lowenfeld and W. Lambert Brittain. (1987). Creative and Mental 
Growth. Eighth edition. New York: Macmillan Publishing Company: 475. 
 

The drawing characteristics of children in the schematic stage, or about 7-9 
years old would be as follow. The development of a form concept would be repeated 
again and again. The schema is altered only when the special meaning is conveyed. A 
representation is bold, direct, and flat, drawing shows concept, not percept and reflects 
a child’s active knowledge of the environment. As for the space representation, the 
establishment of a baseline on which objects are placed and often a skyline, with space 
between representing the air. Objects are two-dimensional organization and no or little 
overlapping. Subjective space representation would be common such as the 
simultaneous representation of plan and elevation, X-ray drawing, fusion of time and 
space multi-base lines. As for the human representation, they usually repeat the schema 
for a person. The body is usually made up of geometric shapes. Arms and legs show 
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volume and are usually correctly placed. Exaggeration, omission, or change of schema 
shows the effect of experience and proportions depend on emotional values 
(Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987, p. 476). 
 

 
Figure 9   The drawing of the schematic stage 
Source: Viktor Lowenfeld and W. Lambert Brittain. (1987). Creative and Mental 
Growth. Eighth edition. New York: Macmillan Publishing Company: 476. 
 

Children’s learning in the museum 
The nature of children is curiosity. Children like to ask “why” and “how”. 

They can explore knowledge from any objects around them and begin to understand 
the environment in which they live. They observe and communicate in topic of rock, 
soil, air, and sky. They learn about objects, energy from the magnetic, light and sound. 
Also, they can observe characteristics of water and heat. These enable children to 
scientific work (Saiyawun, 2014, p. 1). 

About learning of children, Piaget (1973) thought that children's interactions 
with their environment are what create learning. He claimed that children construct 
their own knowledge by giving meaning to the people, places, and things in their 
world. He believed children needed every possible opportunity to do things for 
themselves. Also, Maria Montessori (1965) believed that children learn language and 
other significant life skill without conscious effort from the environments where they 
spend their time. And she believed children best through sensory experiences. It 
corresponds with Lev Vygotsky (1978) believed that children’s knowledge as being 
constructed from personal experiences and believed that much learning takes place 
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when children play. But he thought that personal and social experience can’t be 
separated (Mooney, 2013, pp. 38, 79, 100). 

Howard Gardner likens children’s museums to ‘playgrounds for the mind’ – 
places where children can find things that interest them, explore them on their own 
and at their own pace, and create their own understanding (Caulton, 1998, p. 20), 
Gardner (1991, p. 202) notes that “science museums and children’s museums have 
become the loci for exhibitions, activities, and role models drawn precisely from those 
domains that do engage youngster. Schools and museums can benefit by reciprocal 
trade agreements and importing successful practices from each venue Paris & Ash, in 
press (cited in Paris, 2002, p. 41). 

George E. Hein (1998, pp. 27, 29, 33, 35) explains the educational theories 

that museums can apply to the exhibition as follows. 

- Museums organized on didactic, expository lines will have exhibitions 
that are sequential, with a clear beginning and end, and an intended order; didactic 
components (labels, panels) that describe what is to be learned from the exhibition; a 
hierarchical arrangement of subject from simple to complex; educational programs 
with specified learning objectives determined by the content to be learned. 

In addition to “telling a story” with a beginning and an end – a story 

with a specific theme – didactic exhibitions make some claim that the story they are 

reporting is “true”; it is the way things really are. Thus, they would not be likely to 

include panels that suggest that this is only one interpretation of the historic event and 

that there might be others, they are not likely to refer the visitor to an alternative 

explanation, or indicate explicitly or implicitly that this arrangement is arbitrary, to be 

replaced by a different intellectual scheme at a later date or in another gallery in the 

museum. 

- Museums organized on stimulus-response lines will be characterized, 
as are didactic, expository exhibitions, by didactic components (labels, panels) that 
describe what is to be learned from the exhibition; exhibits are sequential, with a clear 
beginning and end, and an intended order for pedagogic purposes. 

In addition, behaviorist exhibitions would have reinforcing components 
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that repeatedly impress the stimulus on the learner and reward appropriate response. 

Some exhibits do this by providing a positive written or computer screen response 

(“Yes, that’s the right answer!”) when a visitor pushes the correct button, lifts the 

appropriate flap, or arranges items in the correct sequence. 

- Museums organized on discovery learning lines will have exhibitions 
that allow exploration, probably including going back and forth among exhibit 
components; a wide range of active learning modes; didactic components (labels, 
panels) that ask questions, prompt visitors to find out for themselves; come means for 
visitors to assess their own interpretation against the “correct” interpretation of the 
exhibition; school programs that engage students in activities intended to lead them to 
accepted conclusions. 

Exhibits in a gallery designed on discovery lines may or may not be 

arranged linearly, with a beginning and end. If the entire exhibition is intended to lead 

the visitor to appropriate conclusions, the placement of exhibit components may 

provide such guidance. If the discoveries at each station were more or less 

independent, then there would be no reason to have a specified path through the 

exhibition. 

- A constructivist exhibition, like one based on discovery learning, will 
provide opportunities for visitors to construct knowledge. But in addition, it will provide 
some way of validating visitors’ conclusions, regardless of whether they match those 
intended by the curatorial staff. Thus, a constructivist exhibition will have many entry 
points, no specific path and no beginning and end; will provide a wide range of active 
learning modes; will present a range of point of view; will enable visitors to connect 
with objects (and ideas) through a range of activities and experiences that utilize their 
life experiences; will provide experiences and materials that allow students in school 
programs to experiment, conjecture, and draw conclusions. 

The constructivist exhibition would be likely to present various 

perspectives, validate different ways of interpreting objects and refer to different points 

of view and different “truths” about the material presented. This is in sharp contrast to 

a traditional view of museum exhibitions. 
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Beverly Serrell (1996, pp. 37-38) describes as a population, museum or 
exhibition visitors and their behaviors are fairly predictable. Given a representative 
sample, there are often many similarities in who they are, what they like, and how 
they visit at many museums. For example: 

- A significant proportion of visitors come for a social occasion, as a 
social group. Many of these groups include children. 

- Gender ratios (percent males and females) are often not significantly 
different. 

- A diverse cross section of visitor types is attracted to the most 
popular elements in an exhibition. When something “works,” it tends to work for many 
types of people. 

- More people read short labels than long labels. 
- If visitors cannot understand of personally connect with part of an 

exhibit, they will skip it. 
- Visitors of all ages are attracted to exhibit elements that are more 

concrete and less abstract. 
- Children are more likely to touch and manipulate interactive before 

adults. 
- Children are less likely to read labels then adults are. 

Experience, “hands-on”: The value of the experience for learning, which 
comes from a long educational tradition dating back to Comenius (Piaget, 1967), is 
strongly advocated by progressive educators (Cremin, 1961) and is supported by 
research in developmental psychology. The value of allowing visitors to interact with 
exhibits in museums was first documented by Melton (1936), who demonstrated that 
average time at an exhibit went from 13.8 to 23.8 seconds if visitors manually 
manipulated components at an electricity exhibition. Since then the importance of 
interactive elements in exhibitions, as well as younger visitors’ preference for them, 
has been demonstrated numerous times (Hein, 1998, pp. 143-144). 

The formal education literature has suggested for decades that students 
would learn more if they were able to be involved in a meaningful physical activity. 
Some museums interpreted the value of activity as including any form of physical 
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activity, such as buttons to push, flaps to raise to find answers, or any activity that 
involved the hands, without necessarily involving the mind (Hein, 1998, p. 144). 

The most striking differences between types of visitors are age-related, and 
these differences are primarily associated with children’s uninhibited exploratory 
behavior. Children instinctively investigate things with their hands, but adults may need 
to be invited to touch and participate. When adults seek structure or directions, 
children charge ahead without them (Serrell, 1996, p. 39). 

Designers of science exhibitions stress how important it is for children to 
have fun when they visit them. Po-faced and overserious displays are likely to put 
young ones off visiting exhibitions for good. Dusty exhibits in sealed cabinets with no 
interactivity are anathema to children, and lead to boredom, which is the enemy of 
any good show. How often have we heard a child say, “That was really boring?” It 
takes only a few such experiences for children to be completely turned off by 
museum-based learning. Good design and a thoughtful approach to the exhibits are 
the best ways to prevent this. However, it cannot be assumed that children are not 
willing to learn. They can be the first to say “What was the point of that?” if they a fun 
exhibit serves no purpose. 

Children have a very incomplete picture of how groups of knowledge relate 
to each other. Teachers describe how they can come away from an exhibition with 
numerous misunderstandings; they may not realize that the ancient Greek or Roman 
civilizations date from after and not before, say, dinosaurs. They have been heard to 
say the Vikings were at their height during the ice age – and, given their background 
knowledge, might have good reasons for thinking this. As children get older, areas of 
their knowledge map are filled in and the task of explaining context becomes easier. 
For most learning exhibitions, the designer should consider how the background to 
them is communicated and plan their flow accordingly (Hughes, 2010, p. 47). 

As children tend to wear down materials and mechanisms very quickly, their 
exhibits are usually made to a very high specification, suitable for heavy industrial 
components. In nearly all displays where there is interactivity, technical back-up is 
required to repair broken exhibits. Small children like to poke their fingers into any 
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holes or gaps in an exhibit, so the designer must like care to avoid traps might catch 
their fingers (Hughes, 2010, p. 204). 

Children who have grown up using computers are far more used to reading 
on-screen text than adults who learned to read before the 1980s. What look “normal” 
and legible to them may seem ugly and crude to adults who are accustomed to reading 
finer resolution print typography. Given the burst of new graphic design capabilities 
unleashed by computers, legibility issues are changing (Serrell, 1996, p. 193). 
 
 

Chapter summary 
Graphic design principles: It is summarized that the seven elementary 

design components including space, unity & gestalt, point & line & plane, scale & 
dominance, hierarchy, balance, and color. Graphic design is worked with two main 
components as type and visual. Criteria for text Consideration is the typeface, scale, 
lines of text, color, lighting, and legibility.  

Visual images or graphic images can use in a variety of ways; to identify areas 
or themes, to create an environment, to reinforce a message on specific exhibit, and to 
give instructions, either on exhibits or for services with a variety of formats such as 
glyph, pictogram, symbol, drawing, illustration, painting, photography, and even 
typography can all be described as forms of images. An image can be two-dimensional 
or virtual, such as a photograph, an illustration, or a screen display; or it can be three-
dimensional, such as a sculpture or statue. Visual images are pictures of all kinds, 
ranging from simple pictographs to illustrations and photographs. Some of the imaging 
possibilities are as follows; notation, pictograph, silhouette, contour drawing, line of 
tone, and representation. Visual symbols are drawings, sketches, cartoons, comics or 
strip drawing, diagrams, charts and graphs, maps, and posters. The primary form of 
perception is visual, and exhibition are mostly planned to be experienced through this 
sense. Gestalt principles are similarity, proximity, continuation, closure, figure/ground. In 
addition, color images divided into eight basic types including casual, modern, 
romantic, natural, elegant, chic, classic, and dandy. 
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Exhibition design concepts and theories: In short, an exhibition is designed 
to affect the visitors’ experience. The result of the design process should be an 
exhibition experience that addresses at least these five primary design principles as to 
engage, to be comfortable, to surpass expectation, to spark curiosity and to be 
disruptive and/or contemplative.  

Typically, exhibition spaces range from 100 to 5,000 square feet. All types of 
exhibition spaces or interpretive spaces have the common denominators of being 
structured to facilitate the visitor’s experience. The scale of the overall space should 
respond to the needs of each age group and be calculated to reassure children that 
all is secure. Some galleries are designed to show exhibits in the context of the 
surrounding landscape in opened exhibition spaces that are affected by fluctuating 
daylight. While closed exhibition spaces with no daylight give far greater control to the 
designer. Devising a path of the exhibition can be designed in the various formats 
including single path, multiple path, radial pattern, star exhibits, areas of affinity, fan 
pattern, and map orientation. Path devising could be done in three ways; 1) certain 
path with the separated entrance and exit, 2) certain path with same entrance and 
exit, and 3) certain path with entrance and exit next to each other.   

The visual field of human without head turning is about 40o, and it could be 

expanded to 120o. The horizontal perspective cover 62o, while reading angle cover the 

range of 10-20o. The vertical perspective would be 50o upward and 70o downward. The 

visual line while standing cover 10o, and 15o when seated.  

The design of the graphics and three-dimensional components should be 

inextricably linked. The text will be used to the visitors, and use the consistent 

graphics structure throughout an exhibition. The role of graphic design involves above 

all, the production of information areas, exhibition panels and labels. Labels in 

exhibitions are divided into two main types; 1) types of interpretive labels 2) types of 

non-interpretive labels. Effective labels for children should be short, use non-technical 

language, make a limited number of points, use a large simple typeface, and adhere to 

traditional upper-case/lower-case convention. 
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The seven steps to successful exhibition graphic design; 1) The designer 

must first have a deep understanding of the project. 2) The look and feel informs the 

project team and other key decision makers of the design solution the graphic designer 

is hoping to achieve. 3) The font palette should be selected with purpose, derived 

from the design language, from the look and feel. 4) Color palette which is associated 

with temperature or moods. 5) Establish the levels of text hierarchy. 6) Consider types 

of graphics can be used in the exhibition, whether they are to be support images 

including size, resolution, and illustration. And 7) Sample graphic treatment to show 

how the elements come together to form a graphic delivery system in the exhibition. 

Theories of children learning: It could be summarized that the major 

cognitive development are the Sensorimotor stage (age 0-2), Preoperational stage (age 

2-7), Concrete Operational stage (age 7-11), and Formal Operational stage (age 11-12). 

Concrete Operational stage is when children's thinking differs most from adult thought 

patterns. The children could understand constancy, reversibility, compensation, 

classification, seriation, and tangible logic. Children at schematic stage (approximately 7 

to 9 years) increase the use of symbols, eager to join the activities with friends of the 

same gender, eager to try new things, and start to compare their own skills with their 

peers. 

Children age 6 would be interested by new things, one thing at a time, and 

their attention could easily be diverted. They could identify some characteristics of 

objects. Children age 7 become more willful and curious. They would understand 

cause and effects better and could remember the time period. The attention span at 

age 7 becomes longer even though they could not multi-tasking yet. Children age 8 

could focus on the task, understand instruction, and differentiate plays according to 

gender. And finally, children age 9 would use more complex language and could find 

the answer by themselves from observation. 

As for the physiological development, the 6-year-old girl could move well, 

while the boy loves to exert their power and not complex. At the age 7, children 

could balance on one leg and jump in a small square. At the age 8, they could push 
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and throw ball, and could jump higher when they turn 9 years old. They would also 

be able to run faster and throw the ball farer. 

As the Children of 6 years old drawing enter final stage of the preschematic 

stage, the shapes and forms have evolved into clearly recognizable pictures with a 

theme or purpose. When children reach the schematic stage at the age about 7 years 

old, children will have established schemas and drawing will become less flexible. 

Children would learn from the exhibition through questioning and find the 

knowledge from the things around them. Their interactions with the environment are 

the construction of knowledge. The children’s wisdom derived from their personal 

experience and would learn through play.    

In most exhibitions, the starting point and ending point are usually 

designated clearly. There would be the use of educational medium such as sign or 

panel board to explain the subjects which are arranged from simple to complex. The 

theme is usually specific. There would be the repeated attention calling and 

rewarding. In the constructivist exhibition, there could be many entrances while the 

certain path, entrance, and ending might be left out in order to allow variation in the 

mode of learning. The audience could make the connections between objects and 

concepts through the activities and their experiences. They could explore, predict, 

conclude, and interpret the exhibition from different perspective. 

Children would learn better if they could participate in the meaningful 

action. They usually touch things by their hands, and they might swiftly input the 

materials or mechanic, which could damage the display. Thus, there should be the 

backup of data. Young children also love to put their fingers in the hole or gap. Thus, 

the designer should be concerned about safety. Children are usually familiar with 

computer that they could read the text on screen longer than the adults.   

After the literature review above, the researcher’s next move was the 

observation from the actual space, in order for the results to be more complete. The 

results from the observation would be described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Observation and Data Collection 

 

The field observation was done with the purpose to survey and assess the 
actual exhibition area to see if their quality and forms follow the theories and 
concept found in the previous literature review. The researcher thus selected the 
country from each region of Europe and Asia as the representative area for the field 
observation, including the United Kingdom, Japan, and Thailand. The observation 
from three countries would be compared together. Then the researcher conducted 
the interview with the expert of the science museum organization in Thailand in 
order to understand the concept and style of exhibition graphic for children which 
the science museum used in their presentation. The conclusion of this chapter 
would lead to the synthesis of the appropriate graphic design for the children age 6-9 
years old’s learning. 
 

Part 1: Field observation of the science museums’ exhibitions 
 

Field area selection 
1. The science museums in Thailand in this study were selected by three 

criteria. The science museum must be under the governance of Thai government. 
The museum must be located in Bangkok or Pathum Thani. The museum must 
display the exhibition about natural science and science learning. The researcher 
would collect data from the document and site visiting. 

The list below included the selected science museums in Thailand. 
1) Children’s Discovery Museum, Bangkok 
2) Science Center for Education, Bangkok 
3) National Science Museum, Pathum Thani 

2. The science museums abroad in this study were selected by three 
criteria. The museums must be the national-level museums which were supported 
by the government of the country where they were located. The museum must 
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display the exhibition about natural science and science learning. And the museums 
must be located in the United Kingdom, which was the representative field area of 
Europe, or in Japan, which was the representative field area of Asia. The researcher 
would collect data from the document and site visiting. 

In selecting the countries for the field observation, the researcher 
referred to the overall ranking of Best Countries measures global performance on a 
variety of metrics (The Best Countries: ranking global performance), according to U.S. 
News and WPP and Wharton. (USNews.com, 2016) 

- The United Kingdom received the third ranking in the world, and 
ranked the best in Europe, while Japan received the seventh ranking in the world, 
and ranked the best in Asia. 

- In the ranking of cultural influence, The United Kingdom received 
the 5th ranking, while Japan was ranked at the 6th most cultural influencing country of 
the world. Japan was also the top cultural influencer in Asia.   

- As for the ranking of the education from primary school to 
university, the United Kingdom received the top ranking as the country with the 
world’s top education. Japan received the 8th ranking, and also ranked as the country 
with the best education in Asia.  

- The researcher thus selected the United Kingdom and Japan as the 
representative field area in this research. 

The list below included the selected science museums abroad 
1) Natural History Museum, London, the United Kingdom 
2) Science Museum London, the United Kingdom 
3) National Museum of Nature and Science (Kahaku), Tokyo 
4) National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan), 

Tokyo, Japan 
3. As there were many categories of the science museum’s exhibitions in 

each place, the researcher would follow the categories of science lessons for Thai 
children from age 6-9 years old, or the elementary school grade 1, 2, and 3, 
according to the standard basic curriculum 2008 (Bureau of Academic Affairs and 
Educational Standards, 2008) and use them as the classification criteria, so that the 
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exhibition analysis would be relevant to the Thai children’s science lesson in the 
elementary school.  
 

Table 3   Science curriculum for elementary school, grade 1, according to the basic 
education curriculum, 2008 

Science curriculum for elementary school grade 1  

Lesson content, grade 1 (book 1)  Lesson content, grade 1 (book 2) 

Lesson 1: Morning in the garden   
- What are around us? 
- What are in the soil?   
- What does the soil look like?  
- How is soil useful?  
Lesson 2: Our friends   
- Where are all the living things in our 
neighborhood?  
- What do the plant and animal look like?   
- How can we classify them?  
- What are their usefulness and importance?  

Lesson 3: Our body   
- What are in our body?  
Lesson 4: We love our toys and utilities  
- What are the toys and utilities around us?  
- What are they made of?  
- Let’s do some exercise. 
Lesson 5: The beautiful sky  
- Our sky   
- Where does the sun rise and set?  
- What is an importance of the sun?  

Source: Bureau of Academic Affairs and Educational Standards, 2008. 
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Table 4   Science curriculum for elementary school, grade 2, according to the basic 
education curriculum, 2008 

Science curriculum for elementary school grade 2 

Lesson content, grade 2 (book 1) Lesson content, grade 2 (book 2) 

Lesson 1: The life of plant and animal   
- What is in the seed?   
- Does the seed alive?   
- What does the plant need to grow?  
- What does the animal need to stay alive?  
- How do the plant and animal respond to 
the stimulus?   
- How can we classify the plant and animal?  
- What are their importance?   
Lesson 2: Plant the tree, raise the animal   
- What does the appropriate soil to grow 
plant look like?  
- How do we plant the tree?   
- Shall we raise an animal?  

Lesson 3: Our lives   
- Do our body grow?  
- What do we need in staying alive and growing 
up?    
- How do our bodies respond to the stimulus?   
Lesson 4: The toys and the utilities   
- What are the materials in our toys and 
utilities?  
- What is the safe and suitable way to select 
the materials?  
Lesson 5: Fun with magnetic and electricity.   
- Let’s have fun with magnetic 
- How could the electric energy happen?  
- Let’s learn about the electric energy   
- Can we transform the electric energy into 
another kind of energy?  

Source: Bureau of Academic Affairs and Educational Standards, 2008. 
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Table 5   Science curriculum for elementary school, grade 3, according to the basic 
education curriculum, 2008 

Science curriculum for elementary school grade 3 

Lesson content, grade 3 (book 1) Lesson content, grade 3 (book 2) 

Lesson 1: The life’s relationship   

- Why do the children resemble their 

parents?  

- How do the living things stay alive in each 

different environment?   

- Can we see the life?   

- What is the relationship of living things?   

Lesson 2: Water and air   

- Where can we find water in the world?   

- What are our daily usages of water?   

- What are the characteristics of water?   

- What are the qualities of water?   

- What does the air contain?  

- Where is the air?   

- What are the characteristics of air?   

- What is the importance of air?   

- Why could the air move?   

Lesson 3: Natural Resources   

- What are the natural resources in our 

area?   

Lesson 4: The materials around us   

- What are the different characteristics of each 

material? 

- How many materials are in our toys?   

- How can we select the suitable and safe 

material to make our toys and utilities  

- How can each material transformed?   

- What is the result of the material 

transformation?  

- Let’s make some toys.   

Lesson 5: Force and movement   

- Why could the object change their 

movement?   

- How can we measure the size of the force?  

- What make the object fall to the floor?   

- The material’s order of weight   

Lesson 6: Electricity in our house. 

- What is the origin of electricity?  

- What are the sources of energy we can use 

for electricity production?  

- What is the safe and economical way to use 

electricity?  

Source: Bureau of Academic Affairs and Educational Standards, 2008. 
 

According to the above table, the content of science lessons for Thai 

student from grade 1 to 3 include the life of plant and animals, the environment 

around the children, the human body, the materials around the children, the basic 
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science principles, sky, and stars. The lesson categories could be classified into five 

groups as the following table. 

 

Table 6   Categories of science lessons for children age between 6-9 years old 

Categories of science lessons for children age between 6-9 years old 

Animal & Plant Life 

Earth & Environment 

Human Life 

Science & Technology 

Space & Universe 

 

4. Afterwards, the researcher selected 28 exhibitions from the science 
museums in three countries from different regions, which were the United Kingdom, 
Japan, and Thailand. The selected exhibitions included both temporary and 
permanent exhibitions during years 2015-2016. The selected exhibitions were all 
about science and natural science. 

The list of selected museums and exhibitions are as follows.   

- Natural History Museum, London, the United Kingdom; four exhibitions 

were observed including : 1) “Dinosaurs”, 2) “Ecology”, 3) “Human Biology”, and 4) 

“Sensational Butterflies” 

- Science Museum London, the United Kingdom; six exhibitions were 

observed including: 1) “Atmosphere”, 2) “Cravings: Can your food control you?”, 3) 

“Exploring Space”, 4) “Launchpad”, 5) “Pattern Pod”, and 6) “Who am I?” 

- National Museum of Nature and Science (Kahaku), Tokyo, Japan; 

four exhibitions were observed including: 1) “ComPaSS”, 2) “Investigation Technology 

for the Earth”, 3) “Navigators on the History of Earth”, and 4) “Origins of 

Biodiversity” 
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- National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan), 

Tokyo, Japan; were observed including: 1) “Curiosity Field”, 2) “Earth Environment 

and Me”, 3) “Songs of Anagura”, 4) “Stories of One, Everyone, and You”, and 5) 

“This is ISS, go ahead” 

- Children’s Discovery Museum, Bangkok, Thailand; three exhibitions 

were observed including: 1) “Creative Science”, 2) “Dino Detective”, and 3) 

“Incredible Me” 

- Science Center for Education, Bangkok, Thailand; five exhibitions 

were observed including: 1) “The Blue Planet”, 2) “Inspired by Astronomy”, 3) “Kid 

City”, 4) “Miracle of Life”, and 5) “The Secret of Life” 

- National Science Museum, Pathum Thani, Thailand; one exhibition 

was observed, which was “Fun Science” 

5. The content of the 28 selected exhibitions was relevant to the science 
lessons in the basic curriculum of Thailand. Most exhibitions were also designed for 
the children target audiences. Although some of them were universally friendly, but 
the major portion of the audiences were children, according to the answer from the 
museum’s curator and the document review. 
 

The selected exhibitions could be classified into five content categories 

according to the figure below. 

 
Figure 10   The categories of the selected exhibitions 
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6. Using the data from the field observation, the researcher conducted the 
comparative analysis of the graphic design principles and exhibition design approaches 
in eleven topics: 1) site and space 2) visual image 3) text 4) layout 5) color 6) lighting     
7) material 8) interactive 9) model 10) sensory perception and 11) mood and tone. 

Afterwards, the researcher interviewed the experts in three fields, 

namely science museum, exhibition production, and children learning. Everyone was 

the stakeholder with this research. There were total eight participants from three 

organizations including Science Center for Education, Children Discovery Museum, 

and National Science Museum, Thailand. 

 

Analysis of the science museum exhibitions 
The next topic is the analysis of the 28 exhibitions from the science 

museums. The researcher could not gather the information from some exhibition 

because there was the limitation of time and approval from the museum. There 

were also many audiences in some exhibition that it was not possible to access the 

content. The detail comparative table can be found in the appendix A. 
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Animal & Plant Life 

1. Dinosaurs 

 
Figure 11   Examples of the “Dinosaurs” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Dinosaurs 

Location: Natural History Museum, South Kensington, London, the United 

Kingdom 

 

1.1 Site and space 

The “Dinosaurs” is one of the most popular exhibitions of the Natural 

History Museum. This dark, exciting space, spanned by a skeletal steel bridge, 

explores the science of these fantastic creatures, from horned Triceratops to 

boneheaded Pachycephalosaurus, and perhaps the most famous of all, a moving 

Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

The exhibition was designed for the audience with the age above 5 years 

old. It was the permanent exhibition in the closed space, contained in the 

rectangular-shape area of approximately 1,200 square meters. The height was about 

6 meters. Paths were design as the multiple path, for there were large amount of 

content and wide range of audiences’ ages. Therefore, the young audiences could 

learn freely. There would be the panel installed to display the biographic of the 

important people, or the content which was more suitable for the adults. There was 

also the restricted path in the skeletal steel bridge path, where the audiences would 
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experience the realistic moving models of dinosaur which were the focal point of this 

exhibition   

1.2 Visual images 

The style of visual images employed in this exhibition included the 

silhouette, contour drawing, line as tone, and representation. There was also the use 

of visual symbols as an object structure diagram, pictorial chart, physical map, 

cartoon, poster, drawing and sketch, altogether in order to explain the content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the image, and the use of proximity to 

group the elements which were close together.   

The image transformation used the principle of image exaggeration and 

cropping methods, in order to emphasis on the element. 

1.3 Texts 

The typefaces used were mostly sans-serif, slab-serif, and display 

typefaces. The character styles were normal and bold type. The typeface structure 

was arranged horizontally. 

1.4 Layouts 

The exhibition used the title label, introductory label, section labels, 

identification labels, captions, wayfinding and orientation signs, and interpretive 

graphic panels in order to communicate to the audiences. 

There were four levels of text hierarchy. Level 1 was the heading and the 

message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The heading 

text’s height was approximately 2 inches, with the length of 1-2 lines containing 1-4 

words. The body text’s height was about 0.5 inch, with the length of 3-12 lines 

containing 25-28 words. There was also the level 1.5 for the quotations, using the 

text height about 0.75 inch, with the length of 10 lines and 30 words. 

 Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text’s height was about 0.4 inch, with 
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1-3 lines in length and included 1-3 words. The body text’s height was about 0.2 

inch, with 3-20 lines in length and included 24-66 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The title text’s height was about 0.2 inch, 

with the length of 1-3 lines containing 3 words. The body text’s height was about 

0.15 inch, with the length of 3-5 lines containing 18-46 words. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text’s height was about 0.25 inch, with the 

length of 1-2 lines containing 1-12 words. The body text’s height was about 0.15 

inch, with the length of 1-5 lines containing 3-44 words. 

The text and images ratio was about 40 : 60. The graphic images layout 

was asymmetry, which the balance was created with two different sides. There was 

the use of singularity to create the focal point by separate an element, the use of 

juxtaposition to compare the contrast, and the use of exaggeration through the 

larger-than-life size to create focal point. 

1.5 Colors 

The color usage in each graphic element included the use of vivid, light, 

and dark color in text, the use of vivid, light and dull color in images, and the vivid, 

light, and dark color in the background with the contrast against the text color.   

1.6 Lighting 

The closed exhibition space installed the spotlight, wall-wash lighting, 

contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting in order to light the artifacts, 

panel, and graphic sign as well as creating ambient in the exhibition area.   

1.7 Materials 

Most graphic printing medium were ink-jet printed on sign and panel. The 

materials used were fiberboard, plastic, acrylic, and glass. 
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1.8 Interactive 

This was the hands-on exhibition which allowed the audiences to explore 

with interactive media including the electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, 

computer games, and mechanical objects. 

1.9 Models 

There was the use of naturalistic, animated models and touchable 

models in this exhibition. The audiences could study the actual dinosaurs bones and 

be amazed by the life-size dinosaurs models which could move like the actual one 

and the models which they could touch. 

1.10 Sensory perception 

 The perception of this exhibition would include the visual, audio, and 

tactile sensory. 

1.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the exhibition was warm and soft, with the flamboyant 

casual image. 

 

2. Sensational Butterflies 

 
Figure 12   Examples of the “Sensational Butterflies” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Sensational Butterflies 

Location: Natural History Museum, South Kensington, London, the United 

Kingdom 
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2.1 Site and space 

The “Sensational Butterflies” exhibits butterflies from around the world. 

So the visitors come in and explore the remarkable life cycle of these amazing 

insects, from egg to caterpillar, chrysalis to butterfly. 

This temporary outdoor exhibition was designed for the audiences above 

5 years old. The space was square, with the area about 140 square meters. The 

height was within 6 meters. The exhibition decoration resembled the butterfly garden 

and filled with various plants which were placed underneath the tent. The tent was 

necessary, for the actual butterflies were kept free underneath. The path was 

designed as the star path. While the audiences follow the twisted trail, they would 

encounter the butterflies and fruit trees or flowering trees along the path while 

learning about the butterflies’ natural life cycle. There was the demonstration of the 

butterflies breeding and the interactive media such as graphic-sign game about the 

butterflies. There were also the specialists in butterflies available for q&a within the 

exhibition. 

2.2 Visual images 

The visual image style found in this exhibition included the contour 

drawing, and representation. The visual symbols usage included cartoons and 

comparison chart which help explain the content of exhibition. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, form, or size, and the use of proximity to group the elements 

which were closed together. 

The image transformation was done with cropping methods in order to 

emphasis on the element.   

2.3 Texts 

The typefaces used were mostly sans-serif and display typefaces. The 

character style was normal, italic, and bold letters. The typeface structure was 

arranged horizontally. 
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2.4 Layouts 

There was the use of title label, introductory and orientation label, 

section labels, identification labels, prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels 

in this exhibition. 

There were four levels of content hierarchy. Level 1 was the title and 

message for the content on the introductory and quotations panels. The heading 

text’s height was about 1.5 inches, with the length of 2 lines consisted of 3-6 words. 

The body text’s height was about 0.3 inch, with the length of 4 lines consisted of 20 

words. There was also the level 1.5 for the quotations, using the text height about 

0.75 inch and the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 3-7 words. 

 Level 2 was the title and message for the primary and secondary 

interpretive graphic panels. The heading text’s height was about 0.5 inch, with the 

length of 1-3 lines consisted of 1-7 words. The body text’s height was about 0.3 inch, 

with the length of 3-8 lines consisted of 13-57 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the extended tertiary label panels, 

and special contexts. The heading text’s height was about 0.5 inch, with the length 

of 1 lines consisted of 1 words. The body text’s height was about 0.3 inch, with the 

length of 1-2 lines consisted of 4-17 words. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the artifact labels and some special 

contexts. The heading text’s height was about 0.2 inch, with the length of 1-2 lines 

consisted of 2 words. The body text’s height was about 0.15 inch, with the length of 

2-3 lines consisted of 3-6 words. 

The image and text ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic element layout was 

asymmetry, with the asymmetrical balance. There was the use of singularity to create 

the focal point by separate an element, the use of juxtaposition to compare the 

contrast, and the use of exaggeration through the larger-than-life size to create focal 

point. 
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2.5 Colors 

The text color was dark, the image color was vivid, and the background 

was light and contrast with the text color. 

2.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was displayed in the open exhibition space with the 

natural lighting. 

2.7 Materials 

Materials used were mostly graphic in-jet printed on panels and boards. The 

materials used were fiberboards, plastic materials, and some of them are on mirrors. 

2.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which allowed the audience to play with 

the media to spin, the butterfly’s sound to listen, the touch-screen computers to 

interact, and label flappers to investigate the butterflies. 

2.9 Models 

The exhibition used naturalistic and touchable models to let the visitors 

experience the natural life of the butterflies. 

2.10 Sensory perception 

 The perception of the audiences would include visual, olfactory, 

auditory, and tactile sensory in experience the exhibition. 

2.11 Mood and tone 

 The overall mood and tone of this exhibition was warm and soft. The 

image was enjoyable and casual. 
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3. Pattern Pod 

 
Figure 13   Examples of the “Pattern Pod” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Pattern Pod 

Location: Science Museum, South Kensington, London, the United Kingdom 

 

3.1 Site and space 

“Pattern Pod” was designed for the children 5-7 years, so that they could 

learn the simple classification of pattern, using the animal parts as the lesson content. 

The exhibition would enhance the basic hypothesis skill, and the understanding of 

each thing. The perception and study of patterns was an important part of the 

scientists’ work.   

This is a permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was 

rectangle, with the area about 140 square meters. The height was 4 meters. The 

content of the exhibition included the learning and play through touch. The graphic 

serves as the instruction tool. For example, the lesson about the animal’s rhythm of 

walk, there would be the graphic of animals’ footprints for the children to put their 

hands and feet above the footprints and follow the trail. The artifacts display was 

divided into the activity bases, and the path was designed as the areas of affinity, 

which the audiences could choose to learn and play with the artifacts by themselves. 
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3.2 Visual images 

The style of visual image in this exhibition included silhouette and 

representation, with the visual symbols in the style of cartoon. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, form, or size in grouping the image.  

The image transformation was done through the cropping methods to 

emphasis the element.   

3.3 Texts 

The typefaces used were mostly the sans-serif typefaces. The character 

styles were normal and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally. 

3.4 Layouts 

The exhibition used the title label, section/group labels, captions, 

wayfinding and orientation signs, prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels in 

order to communicate to the audiences, of which the majorities were young 

children. Therefore the graphic images played an important role of instruction for the 

play. There were quite a few used of text. 

There were two levels of text hierarchy. Level 1 was the title and 

message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The title text’s 

height was over 2 inches, with the length of 2 lines consisted of 2 words. There was 

no body text. And level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary 

and secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text was about 1.5 inches in 

height and 1-4 lines in length. There were about 3-7 words in each line. The body 

text’s height was about 0.4 inch, with the length of 1 line consisted of 7 words.   

The text and image ratio was 10 : 90. The graphic layout included both 

the symmetrical and asymmetrical balance. There was the use of repetition of 

graphic image into the pattern relevant to the exhibition’s concept. There was also 

the use of singularity and juxtaposition in creating the focal point by separating the 

element and contrast the images to compare the differences. 
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3.5 Colors 

The color of graphic elements including the text, image, background, and 

pattern was vivid. 

3.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was displayed in the closed space which installed the 

spotlight, wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting. The objects 

were lighted selectively. And the colored lighting was used to create color and fun 

atmosphere. 

3.7 Materials 

The medium used in this exhibition was mostly the ink-jet printing on the 

panels and boards. The materials included the fiberboards, plastic, acrylic, and glass. 

3.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which was designed as the activity bases 

for the children to touch, play, and exercise. There were many types of interactive 

media including the electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, computer games, 

mechanicals, and interactive projector. 

3.9 Models 

The exhibition uses the touchable models to encourage learning through play.   

3.10 Sensory perception 

The perception of this exhibition included the visual, auditory, and tactile 

sensory.   

3.11 Mood and tone 

The overall mood and tone of this exhibition was warm-soft, with the 

enjoyable and casual image. 
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4. CompaSS 

 
Figure 14   Examples of the “ComPaSS” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: ComPass 

Location: National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, Japan 

 

4.1 Site and space 

The “ComPaSS” was designed to encourage communication between 

children aged 4-6 years and their parents (aged 0-12 years also acceptable.) Children 

must be accompanied by parents or adults. There would be the activity room that 

children will learn about the animal life. There were models of animals, games, and 

playground with the climbing base. The area was designed to resemble the zoo. 

There was also a small library corner for the children and their parents to read 

together. 

This was a permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was 

rectangular, with approximate size of 270 square meters. The exhibition height was 

about 3 meters. The path was designed as the areas of affinity which the audiences 

could choose to play and learn from the artifacts according to their preferences. 

4.2 Visual images 

The style of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette and representation. The visual symbols in the style of cartoons and 

posters were used to communicate the exhibition content. 
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The image transformation was done through the exaggeration method. 

The images were exaggerated to create the focal point. 

4.3 Texts 

Most of the exhibition text was in Japanese, with just the second titles, 

instructions, or warnings in English underneath Japanese. All typefaces were sans-serif. 

The character styles were normal, bold, and extra bold. The typeface structure was 

arranged horizontally. 

4.4 Layouts 

The exhibition used the title label, introductory/orientation label, 

section/group labels, captions, identification labels, wayfinding and orientation signs, 

and interpretive graphic panels to communicate the content towards the audiences.  

The content hierarchy was divided in three levels. Level 1 was the title 

and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 was 

the title and message for the primary and secondary interpretive graphic panels. And 

Level 3 was the title and message for the artifact labels and in some special context. 

The text and image ratio was 20 : 80. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

4.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark, while the image color was vivid. The 

background was vivid or light, in contrast with the color of the text. There was no use 

of pattern. 

4.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was designed in the closed space which installed the 

spotlight, wall-wash lighting, and ambient lighting. There was also reading light 

installed in the library zone. 

4.7 Materials 

The medium used were mostly the ink-jet printing on the panels and 

boards. The materials included the wood, fiberboard, plastic, acrylic, and glass. 
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4.8 Interactive 

Apart from the library area, there was also the separate animal model 

display which resembles the zoo. The zoo area was divided in two layers and 

allowed the children to burrow or climb up and down. There was also the use of 

touch-screen computers as the interactive media. 

4.9 Models 

There were the life-size animal models and the touchable models to 

encourage learning through touching. 

4.10 Sensory perception 

The perception of this exhibition included the sight, sound, and touch.   

4.11 Mood and tone 

The overall mood and tone was warm-soft, with enjoyable casual image. 

 

5. Origins of Biodiversity 

 
Figure 15   Examples of the “Origins of Biodiversity” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Origins of Biodiversity 

Location: National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, Japan 

 

5.1 Site and space 

The “Origins of Biodiversity” exhibition was about the ecosystem. This 

was the sub-exhibition in the Biodiversity zone of the museum. The content was 
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about the evolution and breeding of each animal. The topics included “What is 

life?”, Species of Life Factors of Diversification: Evolution, Factors of Diversification: 

Speciation, and Examples of Diversification. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was rectangular, with 

the size about 70 square meters and the height of 4 meters. The path was designed 

as the star path, which designate the path for the audiences to learn about the 

content in sub-group. The audiences would learn the content in each station and 

move towards the next station. 

5.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image included the silhouette, contour drawing, and 

representation. There were also the use of visual symbols including the object structure 

diagram, pictorial chart, physical map, and cartoon to explain the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity in grouping the images through their color, forms, or sizes. There was also 

the use of proximity to group the elements which were closed together.   

The image transformation was done through the cropping methods, to 

emphasis the elements. 

5.3 Texts 

Most exhibition texts were in Japanese, with just the sub-titles in English 

at the heading. Most typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were 

normal, italic, bold, and extra bold. The typeface structures included the horizontal, 

vertical, and directional arrangement. 

5.4 Layouts 

The exhibition used the title label, introductory label, section labels, 

captions, identification labels, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate the 

exhibition content.   

There were four levels of message hierarchy. Level 1 was the title and 

message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. There was also 
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the level 1.5, which was the quotation text. Level 2 was the title and message for 

the content on the primary and secondary interpretive graphic panels. Level 3 was 

the title and message for the content on the extended tertiary label panels, and in 

some special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for the content on the 

artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout was asymmetry, 

using asymmetrical balance. There was the repetition of graphic into pattern.   

5.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The color if the image was vivid, the 

background was vivid, light, or dark. The pattern was light. Both the background and 

pattern color would contrast the text color. 

5.6 Lighting 

This was an exhibition in the closed space, which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, 

panels, and graphic sign. The lighting was also used to create ambience. 

5.7 Materials 

The medium were mostly ink-jet printed and mounted on the panel and 

board. There were paintings in some area. The materials included wood, plastic, 

acrylic, and glass. 

5.8 Interactive 

This exhibition used the touch-screen computers to interact with the 

audiences. 

5.9 Models 

There was the display of stuffed animals and the life-size animal models, 

with the diagram and touchable models to encourage learning through touch. 

5.10 Sensory perception 

The audiences’ perception of this exhibition included the visual, auditory, 

and tactile sensory. 
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5.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition is cool-soft, with the plain 

natural image. 

 

6. Dino Detective 

 
Figure 16   Examples of the “Dino Detective” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Dino Detective 

Location: Children’s Discovery Museum 1 (Chatuchak), Bangkok, Thailand 

 

6.1 Site and space 

“Dino Detective” was the exhibition about dinosaurs. The audiences 

would explore the world of dinosaurs. There were activities instructed by the 

museum’s officers, about the reason of the dinosaurs’ extinction, and what would 

happen if the human went extinct to. Moreover, the children could learn to be an 

archeologist through the dinosaurs’ fossil digging activities. 

The focal point of the exhibition started from the entrance which 

resembled the dinosaur’s mouth with spike teeth, to give the impression of exploring 

the dinosaur’s internal body. On the right side, there was the sculpture of dinosaur’s 

hatching eggs. There were the fossil murals on the wall, and the experiment to test if 

each dinosaur was a carnivore or herbivore. There was the activity ground for the fossil 
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digging in the sand. The children would register to receive the tools such as the brush, 

the shovel, the boots, and proceed to find the hidden dinosaurs’ bones in the sand. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences between 7-12 years old. It 

was a permanent exhibition located in both closed and outdoor space. The indoor 

exhibition was rectangular shape and the sand pit outdoor for the fossil digging 

activity was organic shape. The overall size was about 290 square meters, with the 

2.5 meters height in the indoor area. The path was designed as the single path, which 

the audience would learn about each topic in sequence. The exit door led to the 

sand pit and forced the audience to return back to the entrance, which was at the 

same place with the exit. 

6.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image were silhouette, contour drawing, and 

representation. The use of visual symbols included object structure diagram, pictorial 

chart, cartoon, drawing and sketch altogether to illustrate the exhibition content.   

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, form, or size in grouping the images. 

The image transformation was done with the cropping methods in order 

to emphasis the element. 

6.3 Texts 

The content of this exhibition was mostly Thai, with English subtitles at 

the heading which was the dinosaur’s name and object. The Thai typefaces were all 

serif typefaces, while the English typefaces were sans-serif. The character style was 

normal and bold, except for the English text which would be italic. The typeface 

structures were all arranged horizontally. 

6.4 Layouts 

There was the use of identification labels, captions, wayfinding signs, 

prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences. 

Although there was no exhibition title in text, but there was the model which serves 

as the symbol of the exhibition, which was the large dinosaur’s head bone with open 
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jaw installed over the exhibition entrance, allowing the audiences to walk right into 

its mouth to explore the exhibition inside. 

The message hierarchy could be divided into four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and the message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary 

interpretive graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the 

extended tertiary label panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and 

message for the content on the artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 50 : 50. The balance in the graphic image 

layout was asymmetry. 

6.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark, against the contrasting background. 

The image colors were vivid, dull, and dark. The background was dull. 

6.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was installed within the closed space. There were the 

uses of spotlight, wall-wash lighting, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, panels, 

and graphic sign as well as creating the atmosphere. 

6.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly graphic inkjet printed and mounted 

on the panels and boards. The materials included wood and fiberboard. 

6.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the children to try digging 

for the model dinosaur’s fossils. There was also the use of electro-mechanical media to 

interact with the audiences. 

6.9 Models 

There were the displays of naturalistic, animated, touchable, and cut-out 

models in this exhibition. 
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6.10 Sensory perception 

The audiences would perceive this exhibition through their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

6.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition was warm-hard, with a dynamic 

image. 

 

7. The Secret of Life 

 
Figure 17   Examples of “The Secret of Life” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: The Secret of Life 

Location: Science Center for Education, Bangkok (Building 2), Thailand 

 

7.1 Site and space 

The exhibition’s content was about learning the secrets of nature, the 

origins of life, the evolution from the simple lifeforms towards the complex 

organisms including human. The exhibition also presented the story of DNA, or the 

code which could designate the faith of the organisms. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences between 7-12 years old. It 

was a permanent exhibition within the closed space. The exhibition area was 

rectangular, with the size over 700 square meters and the height of 4 meters. The 

path was designed as the multiple path, for there were quite large amount of 
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content designed for both children and adult audiences. The artifacts were displayed 

for the young audiences to learn according to their preferences, while the side 

panels provided information for the adults to read. 

7.2 Visual images 

The forms of visual image in this exhibition included silhouette, contour 

drawing, and representation. There were also the uses of visual symbols as 

component diagram, progress chart, tree chart, flow chart, bar graph, political map, 

cartoon, poster, drawing and sketch, and strip drawing to illustrate the content of the 

exhibition. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the images.   

The image transformation was done by image combination, image 

exaggeration, and cropping methods in order to emphasis the graphic elements. 

7.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was mostly in Thai, with English subtitle for the 

heading and the artifacts label. Typefaces used for Thai text included both serif and 

sans-serif typefaces. But English texts were all script typefaces. The character styles 

were normal, italic, and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally and 

directionally. 

7.4 Layouts 

There was the use of title label, introductory label, captions, identification 

labels, wayfinding and orientation signs, and interpretive graphic panels in this exhibition 

to communicate with the audiences. 

There were four levels of message hierarchy. Level 1 was the title and 

message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. There was also 

the level 1.5 for quotation text. Level 2 was the title and message for the content on 

the primary and secondary interpretive graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and 

message for the content on the extended tertiary label panels, and special contexts. 

Lastly, level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels and in 
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some special contexts. Nevertheless, there were many sizes of typefaces in each 

level and there was large amount of text. Therefore it was not possible to identify 

the quantity. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout employed 

asymmetrical balance. There was also the exaggeration of size, through the larger-

than-life size which creates the focal point for the elements. 

7.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light, or dark. The image was vivid. The 

background was vivid, light, or dark color which contrasts against the text color. 

7.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was installed in the closed space with spotlight, wall-wash 

lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, panels, and 

graphic boards as well as creating atmosphere. 

7.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly graphic inkjet printed and installed on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, plastic, acrylic, and glass. 

7.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the audiences to play. 

There were also the uses of electro-mechanical media, touch-screen computers to 

interact with the audiences. There was also the use of matching cards to encourage 

learning about DNA.   

7.9 Models 

The exhibition displayed the naturalistic, touchable, and cut-out models. 

7.10 Sensory perception 

The perception of the audiences in this exhibition would include visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

7.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition was cool-soft, with the plain 

natural image. 
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Earth & Environment 

8. Ecology 

 
Figure 18   Examples of the “Ecology” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Ecology 

Location: Natural History Museum, London, the United Kingdom 

 

8.1 Site and space 

The exhibition was about the ecology. There was the floor-to-ceiling 

video display about the importance of water for all organisms, and the exploration of 

the food chain in order to find the reason why the population balance is important. 

There was also the lesson about how the rabbit recycle its environment. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 8 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was U-shape, with the size about 

500 square meters and the height of 6 meters. The path was designed as the single 

path, which allowed the audiences to learn the content sequentially. There were 

two levels of display, which the audiences would start from first floor to second 

floor. There were two sides on the second floor which were connected by a bridge. 

The exit could be access from the second floor. 

8.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included pictograph, contour 

drawing, line as tone and representation. There were also the uses of visual symbols 
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such as process diagram, flow chart, pictorial chart, physical map, cartoon, poster, 

and strip drawing to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, form, or size in grouping the image. There was also the use of 

figure/ground principle, by creating the relationship between the forms and background 

that the images can be perceived in two ways. 

The image transformation was done through the image combination, image 

exaggeration, and cropping methods in order to emphasis the element. 

8.3 Texts 

The typefaces were mostly serif, sans-serif, slab-serif, and display typefaces. 

The character styles were normal, italic, and bold. The typeface structure was arranged 

horizontally and directionally. 

8.4 Layouts 

This exhibition used the title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, credit panel, wayfinding and orientation signs, prohibitive signs, and 

interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided into two levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches. The body text height was about 0.65 inch. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.75 inch, and 

the body text height was about 0.45 inch. 

The text and image ratio was about 30 : 70. The graphic layout included 

both symmetrical balance and asymmetrical balance. There was the use of graphic 

repetition into pattern. There was also the juxtaposition of contrasting images. 

8.5 Colors 

The text color was light or dark. The image colors were vivid, light, and dull. 

And the background was light or dark, with the contrasting color to the text color. 
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8.6 Lighting 

This exhibition was installed in the closed space, with the use of spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light the 

artifacts, panels, and graphic signs. The lighting also created ambience in the area. 

8.7 Materials 

Most of the exhibition mediums were ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, concrete, plastic, and acrylic. 

8.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition, which allowed the audiences to play. 

There were the use of electro-mechanical media, touch-screen computers, and video 

to interact with the audiences.   

8.9 Models 

There were the displays of naturalistic, diagrammatic, and touchable 

models in this exhibition. 

8.10 Sensory perception 

 The audiences would perceive this exhibition’s content through their 

visual, auditory, and tactile sensory. 

8.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft, with the natural 

image. 
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9. Atmosphere 

 
Figure 19   Examples of the “Atmosphere” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Atmosphere 

Location: Science Museum, London, the United Kingdom 

 

9.1 Site and space 

“Atmosphere” was the exhibition about the climate, the earth’s 

atmosphere, the history of earth’s climate although the billion years, the secrets of 

the ice core and stalactite, and the world of future with the latest low-carbon 

organism concept. The interesting artifacts included the actual Antarctic ice core, the 

tree’s annual ring, and the scientists’ instruments. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 8 years. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was L-shape, with the 

approximate size of 1,200 square meters. The height was about 6 meters. The path 

was designed as the areas of affinity which allows the audiences to connect each 

display. The display was divided into two floors. The audiences would start their trip 

from the first floor, to the second floor which was also divided into two sides with a 

connecting bridge. After the second floor, the path would lead to the exit. 

9.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image used in this exhibition included pictograph, 

contour drawing, and representation. There were the use of visual symbols such as 
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line graph, pictorial graph, physical map, drawing and sketch to illustrate the 

exhibition content.   

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, form, or size in grouping the images.   

The image transformation was done through photomontage and cropping 

methods. 

9.3 Texts 

The typeface styles were sans-serif and script typefaces. The character 

styles were normal and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally. 

9.4 Layouts 

This exhibition used the title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, identification label, donor information, credit panel, and interpretive 

graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   

There were four levels of message hierarchy. Level 1 was the title and 

message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The title text 

height was over 2 inches, with the length about 3 lines consisted of 4 words. The 

body text height was about 1.5 inches, with the length of 7 lines consisted of 16 

words. There was the level 1.5 for the quotations, which the text height was about 

0.75 inch, and the length was 6-7 lines consisted of 16-18 words.  

 Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was 1.5 inches, with the 

length of 2 lines consisted of 2-3 words. The body text height was about 0.75 inch, 

with the length of 7 lines consisted of 17 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The title text height was about 0.4 inch, 

with the length of 2-3 lines consisted of 8-15 words. The body text height was about 

0.25 inch, with the length of 5-6 lines consisted of 38-52 words. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.2 inch, with the 
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length of 1-2 lines consisted of 3-12 words. The body text height was about 0.2 inch, 

with the length of 5-7 lines consisted of 41-56 words. 

The text and image ratio was about 30 : 70. The graphic layout was 

asymmetry, with the asymmetrical balance. There was the use of singularity to create 

the focal point by placing an element alone. 

9.5 Colors 

The color of text was light. The colors of images were vivid and dull. The 

background was dull or dark, with the contrasting color to the text color. The pattern 

was vivid. 

9.6 Lighting 

The exhibition was installed in the closed space with spotlight, wall-wash 

lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light the artifacts, 

panel, and graphic sign and to create the atmosphere in the area.   

9.7 Materials 

Most of the exhibition mediums were graphic inkjet printed and installed 

on panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. 

9.8 Interactive 

This is a hands-on exhibition, which allowed the audiences to try and 

play. There was the use of touch-screen computers, computer games, label flappers, 

and video to interact with the audiences. 

9.9 Models 

There were the displays of naturalistic and touchable models in this 

exhibition. 

9.10 Sensory perception 

The audience’s perception of this exhibition would include the visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

9.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition was cool-soft, with youthful cool 

casual image. 
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10. Navigators on the History of Earth 

 
Figure 20   Examples of the “Navigators on the History of Earth” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Navigators on the History of Earth 

Location: National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, Japan 

 

10.1 Site and space 

“Navigators on the History of Earth” told the story of life and history of 

mankind during the time from 13.8 billion years, through the artifacts, document, and 

video. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was oval, with the 

approximate size of 170 square meters and height of 4 meters. The path was 

designed as the fan pattern, which allowed the audiences to see every display 

instantly from one standing point. The display was about the origin of the world from 

the small planet in the universe, to the evolution of life from past to present. The 

narrative was done through the animation cartoon on large screen installed around 

the oval. The sequence of story started from the left screen towards the right screen. 

And there were the relevant artifacts displayed at the bottom of these large screens. 

There was also the graphic number on the floor to depict the timeline. 
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10.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included silhouette, contour 

drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols including process 

diagram, chronological flow chart, and cartoon to illustrate the exhibition content.   

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principles. There was the use of 

similarity and proximity by placing the image with similar color, forms, or size 

together to be perceived as group. 

10.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was mostly in Japan, with English subtitles at the 

heading and the artifact labels. The typeface styles were serif and sans-serif 

typefaces. The character styles were normal and bold. The typeface structure was 

arranged horizontally.   

10.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, identification labels, wayfinding and orientation signs, prohibitive 

signs, and interpretive graphic panels in this exhibition to communicate with the 

audiences.  

The message hierarchy could be divided into four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for 

the content on the artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text to image ratio was 20 : 80. The graphic layout employed the 

asymmetrical balance. There was the repetition of graphic into pattern, and the 

exaggeration by using larger-than-life size to create focal point in among the 

elements. 
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10.5 Colors 

The color of text was light, while the image colors were vivid and light. 

The background was vivid or dark, with the color contrast to the text. The pattern 

color was dull. 

10.6 Lightings 

The exhibition was located in the closed space which installed the 

spotlight, wall-wash lighting, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light the 

artifacts, panels, and boards. The lighting also create ambience for the area.   

10.7 Materials 

Most exhibition mediums were ink-jet printed graphic mounted on the 

panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. 

10.8 Interactive 

This exhibition used only the animated cartoons to communicate to its 

audiences. There was no interactive media or instrument for the audience to try and 

play. 

10.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic and diagrammatic models. 

10.10 Sensory perception 

The perception of the exhibition’s audiences would include the visual 

and auditory sensory.   

10.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft, with the artistic 

and tasteful chic image. 
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11. Earth Environment and Me 

 
Figure 21   Examples of the “Earth Environment and Me” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Earth Environment and Me 

Location: National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Tokyo, Japan 

 

11.1 Site and space 

The content of the exhibition “ Earth Environment and Me”  was the 

reflection of relationship between the earth environment and human from the 

perspective of cycles, in order to consider the future alternatives. It warned that the 

earth environment is being destroyed by the human through the biological activities 

supporting cycles which consumed the earth resources and energy. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was free-from, with 

the approximate size of 90 square meters and 2.5 meters height. The display was 

divided into 5 zones. The path was designed as the star path which directs the 

audience to learn within each zone sequentially. There were the displays of artifacts, 

play instruments, and interactive media. 

11.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual 
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symbols such as component diagram, pictorial chart, line graph, drawing and sketch 

to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by placing the image with similar color, forms, or size in group. 

The image transformation was done through the cropping methods, in 

order to emphasis the element. 

11.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was bilingual, Japanese and English. The typeface 

style was sans-serif typeface. The character styles were normal, bold, and extra bold. 

The typeface structure was arranged horizontally and directionally. 

11.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, wayfinding and orientation signs, credit panel, and interpretive 

graphic panels in this exhibition to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided into four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for 

the content on the artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text to image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout employed 

asymmetrical balance.   

11.5 Colors 

The text color was dark, the image color was vivid, and the background 

was light. No use of pattern was found. 

11.6 Lightings 

This exhibition was located the closed space which installed the wall-

wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, panels, 

and graphic sign as well as creating the atmosphere in the area.   
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11.7 Materials 

Most exhibition mediums were the ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials used were wood, fiberboard, plastic, and 

acrylic. 

11.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the play. There were 

the uses of electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, computer games, and 

label flappers to interact with the audiences. 

11.9 Models 

There were the displays of naturalistic, touchable, and cut-out models in 

this exhibition. 

11.10 Sensory perception 

The exhibition audiences’ perception would include the visual, auditory, 

and tactile sensory. 

11.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft, with youthful 

cool-casual image. 
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12. The Blue Planet 

 
Figure 22   Examples of “The Blue Planet” exhibition 

 

Exhibition name: The Blue Planet 

Location: Science Center for Education (Building 2), Bangkok, Thailand 

 

12.1 Site and space 

The exhibition “ The Blue Planet”  was about the earth and the solar 

system, the earth’s internal structure, the cycle of water on earth, the earth 

atmosphere, the climate change, and the natural organisms. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences between 7-12 years. It was 

a permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was rectangular, with 

the size over 700 square meters and the height of 4 meters. The path was designed 

as the multiple path due to the large amount of exhibition content. The artifacts 

were displayed for the young audiences to learn according to their preference, and 

there were the detailed information on the side panels. There was a lot of graphic 

incorporation in the instruction. However, the layout of image and text were 

cramped and hardly legible. Nevertheless, there were also the interactive 

presentations which attracted mostly the young audiences to play and watch the 

animation as they did not read the text on panels. Most readers of the panels were 

the adults or older children who need the information for writing report. 
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12.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included silhouette, contour 

drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols such as object 

structure diagram, process diagram, pictorial chart, flow chart, line graph, bar graph, pie 

graph, pictorial graph, physical map, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition 

content.   

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principles. There was the use of 

similarity and proximity by placing the image with similar color, forms, or size together to 

be perceived as group. 

The image transformation was done through the image combination, 

image exaggeration, photomontage, and cropping methods in order to communicate 

the content and emphasis the particular element. 

12.3 Texts 

The exhibition text was mostly in Thai, with English subtitles on the 

heading and the artifact labels. The Thai typefaces were serif and sans-serif. The 

English typeface was script typefaces. The character styles were normal, italic, and 

bold. And the typeface structure was arranged horizontally.   

12.4 Layouts 

There was the use of title label, introductory label, captions, prohibitive 

signs, and interpretive graphic panels to illustrate the exhibition. 

The message hierarchy could be divided into four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for 

the content on the artifact labels and in some special contexts. It was not possible 

to identify the words amount and text sizes due to the large amount of data.   

The text to image ratio was 50 : 50. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the juxtaposition of contrasting images.   
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12.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light, or dark. The image was vivid. The 

background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text color. No 

use of pattern was found. 

12.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light 

the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards and to create the ambience in the area.  

12.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, plastic, and acrylic. 

12.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanical, VDO, and Kiosk to interact with the 

audiences. 

12.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic and touchable models. 

12.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

12.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-hard with the vigorous 

dynamic image. 
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13. Kid City 

 
Figure 23   Examples of “Kid City” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Kid City 

Location: Science Center for Education (Building 4), Bangkok, Thailand 

 

13.1 Site and space 

The exhibition “ Kid City”  was designed especially to encourage learning 

through playing for the children audiences. There were six zones in the exhibition. 

Zone 1, small world, was about the people in different countries, regions, and races 

living altogether in the world. Their costumes were different according to the culture 

and environment. Zone 2, the fun forest, was about the natural environment, the 

sounds of animals in the forest, the models of the underground animals such as ant, 

termite and the decayed plant or animal outside. Zone 3, village of the good kids, was 

about the urban community, designed to resemble a village. There were supermarkets, 

shops, dentist clinic, dairy shop, post offices, and things around the children to play 

role. This exhibition was suitable for the school children from preschool (3 years) to 

the elementary school (8 years). They could practice arithmetic or buy and sale in 

team or assisting partners. Zone 4, the playground, was designed to encourage exercise 

to develop the gross motor skills though climbing. Zone 5 included the Lego puzzles 

to encourage the fine motor development and the observation of shape and colors. 

Zone 6 was the Cineplex, which taught the principle of animation, light and shadow, 
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illusion, and visual perception. There was also the theatre space and the art corner 

which encourage the children to create things from the upcycled materials, in order to 

develop the children’s imagination and creativity. 

This exhibition was designed for the young audiences from age 3-8 years. It 

was a permanent exhibition in the closed space, located inside an office building. The 

exhibition area was rectangular, with the size of 700 square meters and the height of 

2.5 meters. As there were many zones, the path was designed as the star path, which 

directed the audiences to learn the content by categories. When the audiences enter 

each spot, they would learn about the relevant topic then move forward to the next 

spot. However, there was no restriction on the path. So the children still could learn 

with freedom. 

13.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included silhouette and 

representation. There were the uses of visual symbols such as object structure 

diagram, pictorial chart, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to attract the 

audience’s attention to perceive the elements as a whole, and the focal point which 

might be color-contrasted or size-contrasted to the other element. There was also 

the use of figure/ground principle, by creating the relationship between the forms 

and background that the images can be perceived in two ways. 

13.3 Texts 

Most of the exhibition content was in Thai, with English subtitles at the 

heading and the artifact labels. The Thai typefaces were serif, sans-serif, and display 

typefaces. The character styles were normal, bold, and extra bold. And the typeface 

structure was arranged horizontally and directionally. 

13.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section labels, 

prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   
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The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. And level 3 was the title and message for the content on the 

extended tertiary label panels, and special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphics into pattern. And there was the exaggeration of 

size to create focal point. 

13.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light, or dark. The image was vivid. The 

background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text color. The 

pattern color was vivid and light.   

13.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the wall-wash 

lighting and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards and to 

create the ambience in the area.   

13.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, plastic, and acrylic. 

13.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanical, label flappers, cartoon animation, CCTV 

monitor, and sound box to interact with the audiences.  

13.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, touchable, and cut-out models. 

13.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 
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13.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the enjoyable 

casual image. 

 

Human Life 

14. Human Biology 

 
Figure 24   Examples of the “Human Biology” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Human Biology 

Location: Natural History Museum, South Kensington, London, the United 

Kingdom 

 

14.1 Site and space 

“Human Biology” was an exhibition about the human body. The content 

included topics such as how the hormones affect our body, what the influence of 

feelings are, how the memories work, how the brain functions together with other 

organs. The audiences could see the large-scale blood cell, hear the sound of fetus 

in the womb, and test their memory with the interactive media. The focal point of 

exhibition were the gigantic cell models which showed their parts’ functions, the 

actual DNA samples, the journey through the human reproduction system, the birth 

and growing up of human, the actual brain and spinal cord nerves, and how to 

control the nervous system.    
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The exhibition was designed for the audiences above 8 years. It was a 

permanent exhibition in a U-shape closed space, approximate size 1,200 square 

meter and 6 meters height. The path was designed as the multiple path. Since there 

were quite a lot of content in this large exhibition, the content was divided into 11 

zones identified by the letters A-K. The audiences could walk the exhibition 

sequentially or randomly according to their preferences. 

14.2 Visual images 

 The styles of visual image in this exhibition included pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, line as tone, and representation. There were the uses of 

visual symbols such as object structure diagram, component diagram, process 

diagram, flow chart, tree chart, process chart, pictorial chart, line graph, pie graph, 

pictorial graph, physical map, cartoon, poster, drawing, and comic strip to illustrate 

the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to attract the 

audience’s attention to perceive the elements as a whole. There were also the use 

of proximity and figure/ground principles to create relationship between forms and 

background to double the meaning.   

The image transformation was done through the combination, image 

exaggeration, photomontage, and cropping methods to emphasis the elements. 

14.3 Texts 

Most of the typefaces were serif, sans-serif, script, and display typefaces. 

The character styles were normal, italic, bold, extra bold, and outline. And the 

typeface structure was arranged horizontal, diagonally, and directionally. 

14.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section labels, 

identification labels, captions, donor information, wayfinding and orientation signs, 

and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   
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The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches. The body text height was about 0.5 inch, with the 

level 1.5 for quotations which the text size was 0.75 inch. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.75 inch and 

the body text height was about 0.3 inch. There was also the level 2.5 for quotations 

which the text size was 0.25 inch. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The title text height was about 0.4 inch 

and the body text height was about 0.2 inch. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.2 inch and the body 

text height was about 0.15 inch. 

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layouts were symmetry 

and asymmetry. There was the repetition of graphics into pattern, the creation of focal 

point through a singularity, and the juxtaposition of contrasting images. And there was 

the exaggeration of size to create focal point. 

14.5 Colors 

The color of text was light, or dark. The images were vivid, light, dull, and 

dark. The background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text 

color. The pattern color was vivid. 

14.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light 

the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards and to create the ambience in the area. 
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14.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, mirror, plastic, 

acrylic, and glass. 

14.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, mechanicals, 

label flappers, and VDO to interact with the audiences.  

14.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, diagrammatic, touchable, and 

cut-out models. 

14.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

14.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the casual 

image. 
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15. Craving: Can your food control you? 

 
Figure 25   Examples of the “Craving: Can your food control you?” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Craving: Can your food control you? 

Location: Science Museum, South Kensington, London, the United Kingdom 

 

15.1 Site and space 

“Craving: Can your food control you?” was about the food’s influences 

on the body and the eating behavior. There was the display of model intestine to 

show its function, the artifacts for smelling, and the unusual cutleries designed by 

scientists and chefs to fool the taste buds. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences above 8 years old. It was a 

temporary exhibition in the closed space of trapezoid shape. The exhibition size was 

about 130 square meters, with the height of 7 meters. The path was designed as the 

fan pattern, which allowed the audiences to see all artifacts and graphic panels from 

one perspective that was suitable for the audiences with short visiting time. 

15.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the contour drawing 

and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols such as component diagram, 

process diagram, pictorial chart, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition content. 
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The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to attract the 

audience’s attention to perceive the elements as a whole. 

The image transformation was done through cropping methods to emphasis 

the elements. 

15.3 Texts 

Most of the typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were 

bold and extra bold. And the typeface structure was arranged horizontally, and 

diagonally. 

15.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section labels, 

captions, identification labels, credit panel, and interpretive graphic panels to 

communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches, with the length of 3 lines consisted of 6 words. 

The body text height was about 0.5 inch, with the length of 8 lines consisted of 62 

words. There was also the level 1.5 for quotations, using the text height about 1.5 

inches, with the length of 3 lines consisted of 10 words. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.25 inch, with 

the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 2-7 words. And the body text height was about 

0.25 inch, with the length of 11-16 lines consisted of 50-110 words. There was also 

the level 2.5 for quotations, using the text height about 0.25 inch, with the length of 

3-8 lines consisted of 20-51 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.15 inch, with the 

length of 1 line consisted of 1-7 words. The body text height was about 0.15 inch, 

with the length of 4-8 lines consisted of 24-76 words. 
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The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphics into pattern. And there was the exaggeration of 

size to create focal point. 

15.5 Colors 

The color of text was light. The image was vivid. And the background was 

dark, with the contrasting color to the text color. The pattern color was vivid. 

15.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, 

panels, and graphic boards and to create the ambience in the area.   

15.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, fiberboard, plastic, and 

acrylic. 

15.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, label flappers, 

and VDO to interact with the audiences. 

15.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, touchable, and cut-out models. 

15.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, olfactory, and tactile sensory. 

15.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the enjoyable 

casual image. 
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16. Who am I? 

 
Figure 26   Examples of the “Who am I?” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Who am I? 

Location: Science Museum, South Kensington, London, the United Kingdom 

 

16.1 Site and space 

The presentation of the exhibition “Who am I?” was the scientific 

exploration of the human body through the artifacts and hands-on experiment. The 

audiences would discover their own voices, learn about the genetic, experiment with the 

face changing according to age, and learn about DNA testing in criminal investigation 

through the interactive media in the exhibition. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences above 8 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was L-shape, with the size 

about 1,200 square meters and the height of 6 meters. The path was designed as the 

areas of affinity, which encourage the connection between each display through direct 

analysis and the follow-up of exploration topic from on innovation to another. 

16.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of object structure, 

component diagram, pictorial chart, physical map, cartoon, poster, drawing and sketch to 

illustrate the exhibition content. 
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The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity and proximity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to 

attract the audience’s attention to perceive the elements as a whole. 

The image transformation was done through image exaggeration and 

cropping methods to emphasis the elements. 

16.3 Texts 

Most of the typefaces were sans-serif and display typefaces. The character 

styles were normal and bold. And the typeface structure was arranged horizontally. 

16.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section labels, 

captions, identification labels, credit panel, and interpretive graphic panels to 

communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches, with the length of 1 line consisted of 6-8 words. 

The body text height was about 2 inches, with the length of 8-9 lines consisted of 

58-60 words. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.25 inch, with 

the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 3-8 words. And the body text height was about 

0.25 inch, with the length of 7 lines consisted of 48-55 words. There was also the 

level 2.5 for the quotations, using the text height of 0.25 inch with the length of 2-3 

lines consisted of 3-9 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The title text height was about 0.25 inch, 

with the length of 1-2 line consisted of 2-6 words. The body text height was about 

0.2 inch, with the length of 7-8 lines consisted of 50 words. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.2 inch, with the 
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length of 1-2 line consisted of 2-6 words. The body text height was about 0.15 inch, 

with the length of 5-9 lines consisted of 32-52 words. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphics into pattern, the use of singularity to create focal 

point, and the juxtaposition of contrasting images. There was also the exaggeration of 

size to create focal point. 

16.5 Colors 

The color of text was dark. The image was vivid. And the background was 

light, with the contrasting color to the text color. The pattern color was light. 

16.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light 

the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards and to create the ambience in the area.   

16.7 Materials  

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, steel, plastic, acrylic, and glass. 

16.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of touch-screen computers, computer games, and VDO to 

interact with the audiences. 

16.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, diagrammatic, and touchable 

models. 

16.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

16.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the brilliant 

gorgeous image. 
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17. Curiosity Field 

 
Figure 27   Examples of the “Curiosity Field” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Curiosity Field 

Location: National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Tokyo, Japan 

 

17.1 Site and space 

“Curiosity Field” was the activities area for young children. The exhibition 

was divided into 5 activity bases, encouraging the fun creation and experiment. There 

was also the space for parents. The overall exhibition was designed to copy the 

atmosphere inside the house and the backyard garden. The parents could sit and 

observe what their children were engaged in through the broadcasting camera.   

The content consisted of many activities. 1) Rolling Lawn was the base 

where the children could drop or roll objects such as balls of various shapes and 

materials along the hill of synthetic grass. 2) Sketch Space was the area for free 

drawing on the wall and floor, which were made of white board. There was also the 

training and playing with the prototype instrument under the supervision of the 

museums’ volunteer. 3) Orb Track was where the children could try inserting a tube 

into the wall full of holes, and use the daily things such as tubes or cups to connect 

the wood blocks in the yards. The children could create their own marble things for 

the rollers. 4) Shared Wonders used the video to introduce the interesting works of 

children. The children’s work would be broadcasted on the screen, with digital 
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information which could be shared during the play. And 5) Parents’ Sight was the 

area where the parents can monitor their children from a distance. Many cameras 

can be controlled from afar, allowing the parents to discover their children’s interest.   

This exhibition was designed for the children age between 3-10 years. It 

was a permanent exhibition within the closed space. The exhibition area was 

trapezoid-shape, with approximate size of 250 square meters and the height of 3 

meters. There were the steps leading up to the mezzanine. The path was designed 

as the areas of affinity, encouraging the random play in children. 

17.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the silhouette, 

contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols such as 

cartoon, drawing and sketch to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to attract the 

audience’s attention. No image transformation was found.  

17.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was bilingual, Japanese and English. Most of the 

typefaces were sans-serif and display typefaces. The character styles were normal 

and bold. And the typeface structure was arranged horizontally and diagonally. 

17.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, identification labels, credit panel, wayfinding and orientation signs, and 

interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in two levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. And 

level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary 

interpretive graphic panels. 

The text and image ratio was 10 : 90. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 
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17.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid or light. The image was vivid. And the background 

was vivid or light. No use of pattern was found. 

17.6 Lightings 

This exhibition located in a closed with one side which could receive the 

natural light from outside the building. Therefore, only the ambient lighting was 

installed to give enough brightness to the atmosphere. 

17.7 Materials  

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, and plastic. 

17.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of touch-screen computers, docent activated, sketch town (the 

application which transform the children’s sketch into 3D on monitor), and VDO to 

interact with the audiences. 

17.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable models. 

17.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

17.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the lighthearted 

natural image. 
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18. Stories of One, Everyone, and You 

 
Figure 28   Examples of the “Stories of One, Everyone, and You” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Stories of One, Everyone, and You 

Location: National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Tokyo, Japan 

 

18.1 Site and space 

The exhibition “Stories of One, Everyone, and You” presented the human 

as the conscientious being according to the scientific understanding.   

The content was displayed through the area which designed to resemble 

four picture books. 1) Inside One - The Brain expresses oneself, was where the 

audiences would experience the exhibition through the viewpoint of a boy who 

narrate the story. There was the exploration of the brain’s function at “One”, where 

each character has the brain which function continuously to create memories and 

emotions, the basis of human interaction with the society. The audiences would 

meet their “self” which originated from the brain function that is unique in each 

human and all other roles in their lives. 2) Between one and another – Responses, 

was the move from one world into one and another’s world. This area explored the 

empathy within the brain which response to the other’s emotion. The content 

included how the emotion developed by imitating the other’s emotion. The 

audiences would watch what happen in the brain and body of one individual, in 

tandem with another individual through the display and experiment. They could 
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sense the experience of one human who was affected or not affected by another.  3) 

Among many - Social relations, was where the audiences would learn how the 

society was created by the gathering of many individuals. They would understand 

that we demonstrated various social psychology behaviors. There was also the 

comparison with the Chimpanzee, which is the human’s closest relative in evolution. 

The content also included the nature leading to language, the participating 

relationship, and the factors of stress. Finally, 4) Towards the future - Creating the 

future is human nature, was the zone where the audiences would learn about the 

human instinct to retain the relationship unconsciously. The audiences would be 

introduced to the new image of their connection towards another.  

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The exhibition area was rectangular, with 

the size of 80 square meters, and the height of 4 meters. The path was designed as 

the star path, which directed the audiences to learn the content in small group. They 

would learn the relevant content in each spot then move forwards to another spot. 

18.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual 

symbols including process diagram, pictorial chart, and cartoon to illustrate the 

exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity by grouping images with similar color, forms, or size, in order to attract the 

audience’s attention. There was also the use of proximity to group the elements 

which were closed together. No image transformation was found. 

 18.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was bilingual, Japanese and English. Most of the 

typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were normal and bold. And 

the typeface structure was arranged vertically in Japanese, and horizontally. 
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18.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, credit panel, wayfinding and orientation signs, and interpretive graphic panels 

to communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. And level 3 was the title and message for the content on the 

extended tertiary label panels, and special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphics into pattern and the juxtaposition of contrasting 

images. 

18.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The image was vivid. And the background 

was vivid or light. The pattern color was also vivid or light. 

18.6 Lightings 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the wall-wash 

lighting to light the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards. There was also the use of 

ambient lighting and to create the atmosphere in the area. 

18.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, and plastic. 

18.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanical, touch-screen computer, and computer 

game to interact with the audiences. 

18.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the diagrammatic and touchable models. 
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18.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

18.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the enjoyable 

casual image. 

 

19. Incredible Me 

 
Figure 29   Examples of the “Incredible Me” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Incredible Me 

Location: Children’s Discovery Museum, Bangkok, Thailand 

 

19.1 Site and space 

The content of the exhibition “ Incredible Me” was about the amazing 

facts of organs, arms and legs, hands, eyes, and the incredible brain. The audiences 

would learn about each part of the brain, how to nourish their brains, and the 

different skills of human being. The exhibition entrance started from the quizzing 

game which encourages them to find the answer from the exhibition. There was the 

zone of incredible human which children could imagine the special skills they would 

like to have and how to gain the particular skills. 
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This exhibition was designed for the audiences between 7-12 years old. It 

was a permanent exhibition within the closed space. The exhibition area was hybrid 

between half-circle and rectangle. The size of area was about 250 square meters, 

with the height of 3 meters. The path was designed as the star path, which directed 

the audiences to learn in small group. When the audiences enter each spot, they 

would learn the relevant information before moving towards the next spot. 

19.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the silhouette, 

contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols including 

component diagram, process diagram, pictorial chart, tree chart, cartoon, and poster 

to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

proximity in grouping the element closed to each other. 

The image transformation was done through the image exaggeration, 

cropping methods, in order to execute the image and emphasis the element. 

19.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was mostly in Thai, with the English title for the 

exhibition title only. Most of the Thai typefaces were serif and script typefaces, and 

the English typefaces were sans-serif. The character styles were normal and bold. 

And the typeface structure was arranged horizontally. 

19.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, prohibitive signs, 

and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches. Level 2 was the title and message for the content 

on the primary and secondary interpretive graphic panels. There were 2 sizes of title 

text, 0.75 and 2 inches. The body text also varied from 0.12-1.25 inches. And level 3 

was the title and message for the content on the extended tertiary label panels, and 
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special contexts. The title text height was about 0.4 inch. The body text height was 

about 0.25 inch. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout included both 

symmetrical and asymmetrical balance. There was the juxtaposition of contrasting 

images, and the exaggeration of size to create focal point. 

19.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light or dark. The image was vivid. And the 

background was vivid, light, or dark, with the color contrasting to the text. No use of 

pattern was found. 

19.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the wall-wash 

lighting to light the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards, and installed the ambient 

lighting to create the atmosphere in the area. 

19.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood and mirror. 

19.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanical, touch-screen computer, computer game, 

VDO capture, and wood jigsaws to interact with the audiences. 

19.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable models which can be played by 

the audiences. 

19.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

19.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the casual 

image. 
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20. Miracle of Life 

 
Figure 30   Examples of “Miracle of Life” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Miracle of Life 

Location: Science Center for Education (Building 4), Bangkok, Thailand 

 

20.1 Site and space 

“Miracle of Life” presented the story of the five senses, on how they are 

related to the living and the natural science of our body through the game and 

various new playing instruments. The content and activities included 1) “The five 

senses game”, which introduce the audiences to the five senses. 2) “Don’t chat 

while in the class” taught about listening and forwarding the message in order to 

practice focus and listening skill. 3) “Seeing” taught about how the eyes and brain 

function together. 4) “The higher the scarier” let the children close their eyes and 

hold on tight to guess how much they would float higher. 5) “The house of illusion” 

let the children see their body size smaller or larger than the actual size through the 

illusory effect of the model room. 6) “Olfactory” tested the skill of differentiating the 

smells and explain the reasons of difference. 7) “Tastebud” let the children try 

candies of various tastes. 8) “Mommy, can the coffee be blue color?” taught how 

the visual perception could alter the olfactory sensory. 9) “Stealth” let the children 

practice their tip-toe. 10) “Relating Castle” taught about the essential senses of each 

animal including the human. 11) “Puzzle room” let the children experience a dark 
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room to find the answer of the puzzle inside. 12) “Whose ear is the best” taught 

about the efficiency of human auditory skill in comparative of the animals’. And 13) 

“whose sense is this” taught about other kinds of sense apart from the five senses. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences from 7-12 years old. It was 

a permanent exhibition in the closed space, located in an office building. The 

exhibition area was rectangular, with the size about 700 square meters and the 

height of 2.5 meters. As the exhibition was divided into activities zone, and the 

content of each zone could end in itself, the path was thus designed as the areas of 

affinity, which allowed the audiences to experience the artifacts randomly. 

20.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the silhouette, contour 

drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols including object 

structure diagram, pictorial chart, bar graph, and cartoon to illustrate the exhibition 

content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the images, in order to direct the viewer’s 

eyes towards the element grouping and the focal point with contrasting color or forms. 

There was also the use of figure/ground principle to create relationship between forms 

and background in order to double the meaning. 

The image transformation was done through the image exaggeration and 

cropping methods, in order to execute the image and emphasis the element. 

20.3 Texts 

The exhibition content was bilingual. But the emphasis was in Thai, which 

the typeface size was much larger than the English typeface size. Most of the Thai 

typefaces were serif and script typefaces, and the English typefaces were sans-serif. 

The character styles were normal and bold. And the typeface structure was arranged 

horizontally. 
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20.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, captions, and 

interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. And level 3 was the title and message for the content on the 

extended tertiary label panels, and special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout included both 

symmetrical and asymmetrical balance. There was the use of repetition of graphic to 

create pattern. 

20.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The image was vivid. And the background 

was vivid, light, or dark, with the color contrasting to the text. The pattern color was 

vivid, light, or dark. 

20.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light the artifacts, panels, 

and graphic boards and create atmosphere in the area.    

20.7 Materials 

The exhibition mediums were mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, mirror, plastic, and acrylic. 

20.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanicals and mechanical to interact with the 

audiences.  

20.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable models which can be played by 

the audiences. There was one point where diorama is installed. 
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20.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile sensory. 

20.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-hard with the vigorous 

dynamic image. 

 

Science & Technology 

21. Launchpad 

 
Figure 31   Examples of the “Launchpad” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Launchpad 

Location: Science Museum, South Kensington, London, the United Kingdom 

 

21.1 Site and space 

Launchpad was an interactive gallery displayed as the popular exhibition. 

The children could learn about the basic science principles through playing and 

experimenting. There were many types of artifacts including the “Icy Bodies” which was 

most exciting one for children. It was a shallow water container which the blue dry ice 

pellet would fall from the treadmill that carried them and turned into gas. This artifact 

was designed by the artist Shawn Lani, with the pale light which cascaded into the blue 
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seawater. It was as beautiful as an art installation. There was also the display of thermal 

imaging camera, which allow the audiences to see themselves change from purple to 

yellow when the temperature of each part change. 

The exhibition was designed for the children between 8-14 years old. It was 

a permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was L-shape, with approximate 

size of 1,200 square meters and the height of 6 meters. The path was designed as the 

areas of affinity which allows the audiences to connect each display together, compare 

directly, and follow the topic of exploration from one artifact to another. 

The unique characteristic of Launchpad was based on the dynamic script 

logo with various colors, which enable the viewer to feel the movement and speed in 

the logo in consistence with the concept of Launchpad. This was also the basis of 

environmental graphics in the gallery displayed together with the photographs and 

illustrations.   

 21.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols including process 

diagram, pictorial chart, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the images, in order to direct the viewer’s 

eyes towards the element grouping and the focal point with contrasting color or forms. 

There was also the use of figure/ground principle to create relationship between forms 

and background in order to double the meaning. 

The image transformation was done through the image combination, 

photomontage, and cropping methods, in order to execute the image and emphasis the 

element. 

21.3 Texts 

Most of the typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles 

were normal, italic, bold, and extra bold. And the typeface structure was arranged 

horizontally. 
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21.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory/orientation label, 

section/group labels, captions, donor information, credit panel, wayfinding and 

orientation signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in three levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches, with the length of 1-4 lines consisted of 1-7 

words. The body text height was about 0.75 inch, with the length of 12-17 lines 

consisted of 50-81 words. There was also the level 1.5 for the quotation text. The 

text height was about 1.75 inches, with the length of 3 lines consisted of 16 words. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.4 inch, with 

the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 2-5 words. The body text height was about 0.2 

inch, with the length of 2-13 lines consisted of 16-86 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.4 inch, with the 

length of 1 lines consisted of 6 words. The body text height was about 0.2 inch, with 

the length of 1-3 lines consisted of 2-10 words. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the use of size exaggeration to create focal point among the elements. 

21.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The image was vivid. And the background 

was vivid or light, with the color contrasting to the text. No use of pattern was found. 

21.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light 

the artifacts, panels, and graphic boards and create atmosphere in the area. 
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21.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. 

21.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanicals, computer games, docent activated, 

mechanicals, label flappers, and VDO to interact with the audiences. 

21.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable and diorama models. 

21.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

21.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-hard with the dynamic 

image. 

 

22. Investigation Technology for the Earth 

 
Figure 32   Examples of the “Investigation Technology for the Earth” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Investigation Technology for the Earth 

Location: National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, Japan 
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22.1 Site and space 

“Investigation Technology for the Earth” was an interactive exhibition in the 

hands-on style, which encourage learning through play and experiment. The exhibition 

content portrays the image and information about the earth’s fluctuation as a semi-real-

time presentation. There were many interactive results for the audiences to study the 

physics of light and electro-magnetic, which is the basis of the observation technology. 

The explanation was done through the familiar phenomena such as the compass. The 

exhibition was divided into 3 zones, consisted of GED (Global Environment Detector), 

Investigate the Ground, and Investigate Interior of the Earth. Each zone displayed artifacts 

and simulation games for the audiences to play randomly.   

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was square-shape, with the size of 

250 square meters and the height of 4 meters. The path was designed as the multiple 

path. The artifacts were displayed for the audiences to explore randomly, while the 

information graphics can be read from the wall panels. 

22.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols 

including object structure diagram, process diagram, pictorial chart, line graph, physical 

map, political map, drawing and sketch. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size and the proximity in grouping the images, in order to 

direct the viewer’s eyes towards the element grouping. 

The image transformation was done through the photomontage and 

cropping methods, in order to execute the image and emphasis the element. 

22.3 Texts 

Most of the content in this exhibition was in Japan, with the English subtitle 

at the exhibition title and the artifact labels. Most of the typefaces were serif and sans-

serif typefaces. The character styles were normal, italic, and bold. The typeface structure 
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was arranged vertically for the Japanese text, while the English text was arranged 

horizontally. 

22.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group labels, 

captions, identification labels, wayfinding and orientation signs, and interpretive graphic 

panels to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the title 

and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 was 

the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive graphic 

panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended tertiary label 

panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for the content on 

the artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the juxtaposition of the contrasting elements. 

22.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The images were vivid, light, and dull. 

And the background was light, dull, or dark, with the color contrasting to the text. 

The pattern color was dull. 

22.6 Lightings 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installed the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light the artifacts, panels, 

and graphic boards and create atmosphere in the area.   

22.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. 

22.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. There 

were the uses of electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, and mechanicals to 

interact with the audiences.  
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22.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, diagrammatic, and touchable 

models. 

22.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

22.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft with the artistic & 

tasteful chic image. 

 

23. Songs of Anagura 

 
Figure 33   Examples of the “Songs of Anagura” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Songs of Anagura 

Location: National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Tokyo, Japan 

 

23.1 Site and space 

“Songs of Anagura” was an interactive exhibition about the geographic 

information science which supports the data processing about the real residential 

area, the movement of people, and other related things. The exhibition content 

included 1) The “ME”, which was the colorful cartoon companion with eyes and 

hands. The “ME” would pop up at the audiences’ feet at the entrance of Anagura 
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and display the information given by the audiences at the registration. What was 

found in Anagura would be transformed into “data” which affect the change in 

“ME”. However, cautions must be taken not to lose “ME” in Anagura, for it would be 

an important information sharing instrument. 2) The Devices displayed the secrets of 

what the inventors hoped for and the philosophy behind the creation of the GIS 

through the five Devices in Anagura, and when the audiences interact with them, the 

data would be transformed into music. 3) The Researchers' Desks displayed the left-

behind condition of the inventor’s desk. There were the un-edited video and the actual 

research document for the audiences to learn about the technology of the five devices. 

And 4) Selection Device display the voting arena, which let everyone in the Anagura to 

vote in order to decide which devices would be most successful. 

The focal point of the exhibition was the character appeared in Anagura, or 

ME. When the audiences register their name in a computer and move into the display 

area, the character ME would pop up at their feet. And when one walks close to 

another audience, the hands of ME would reach towards each other. However, it could 

be destroyed if the audiences jump on it and could be revived only at the computer. 

There was also the music and graphic inviting the audiences to dance, which was fun 

for both children and adults. 

The exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was rectangular, with the size of 80 

square meters and the height of 4 meters. There was the step leading to the 

mezzanine, and the path was designed as the areas of affinity, allowing the audiences 

to explore the artifacts randomly. 

23.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols 

the form of cartoon to illustrate the exhibition content. 
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The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the images, in order to direct the viewer’s 

eyes towards the element grouping. No image transformation was found. 

23.3 Texts 

The exhibition was bilingual, Japanese and English. Most of the typefaces 

were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were normal. The typeface structure 

was arranged vertically and horizontally. 

23.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, identification labels, 

wayfinding and orientation signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate 

with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in two levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels.  

The text and image ratio was 10 : 90. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphic into patterns. 

23.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The image was vivid. And the background 

was light. 

23.6 Lightings 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installs the interactive 

projector on the ceiling. There were also the projector screens all around, which 

create the ambient lighting and atmosphere around the exhibition area. 

23.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, and plastic. 
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23.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of electro-mechanicals, touch-screen computers, interactive 

projector, and VDO to interact with the audiences.  

23.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable models. 

23.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

23.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft with the neat clear 

image. 

 

24. Creative Science 

 
Figure 34   Examples of the “Creative Science” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Creative Science 

Location: Children’s Discovery Museum 1 (Chatuchak), Bangkok, Thailand 

 

24.1 Site and space 

“Creative Science” was a children-friendly exhibition which displays the 

activity bases about the scientific exploration. It encourages the reasoning skills 
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through play and experiment. The exhibition content included the natural genius and 

the latest innovation, fast swimming with the shark’s skin, sticky with the gecko’s 

feet, discovery of the beautiful butterfly skin, the reason why the lotus leaves are 

always dry, from the Victorian lotus towards the architecture, from the bubbles 

towards the modern architecture, from the beehives towards the human house, the 

eggshell as the inspiration of innovation, fun with energy and force, human and the 

energy generation, the journey of sound, the wind and the letter sending, and 

transforming heaviness to lightness. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences’ age between 7-12 years 

old. It was a permanent exhibition within a semicircular area. The size of this 

exhibition was about 450 square meters, with the height of 5 meters. The path was 

designed as the areas of affinity, encouraging the random exploration. 

24.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph, 

silhouette, contour drawing, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols 

the form of component diagram, process diagram, pictorial chart, cartoon, and poster 

to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size and proximity in grouping the images, in order to direct 

the viewer’s eyes towards the element grouping.  

The image transformation was done through the image combination, image 

exaggeration, and cropping methods. 

24.3 Texts 

The exhibition was in Thai, except for the exhibition title, topic, and artifact 

labels which the English subtitle would be included. The Thai typefaces were serif and 

sans-serif typefaces, while the English typeface was sans-serif typeface. The character 

styles were normal and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally and 

directionally. 
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24.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, wayfinding signs, prohibitive signs, 

prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in two levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The title 

text height was over 2 inches, with the length of 1 line consisted of 5 words. The body 

text height was about 1.2 inches, with the length of 6 lines consisted of 60-65 words. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary 

interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.6 inch, with the length of 

2-3 line consisted of 5-10 words. The body text height was about 0.15-0.4 inch, with 

the length of 9-35 lines consisted of 65-400 words. 

The text and image ratio was 40 : 60. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the size exaggeration to create focal point among the elements. 

24.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light or dark. The image was vivid. And the 

background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text. 

24.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which install the wall-wash 

lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts, panels, and 

graphic sign as well as create atmosphere in the area. 

24.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included woven material, wood, and plastic. 

24.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. 

There were the uses of docent activated, mechanical, and VDO to interact with the 

audiences. 

24.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable and cut-out models. 
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24.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. 

24.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the enjoyable 

casual image. 

 

25. Fun Science 

 
Figure 35   Examples of the “Fun Science” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Fun Science 

Location: National Science Museum, Pathum Thani, Thailand 

 

25.1 Site and space 

“Fun Science” was designed for the children age between 6-10 years. 

This exhibition presented the scientific works through the colorful touchable media 

in order to stimulate the children’s attention and curiosity to learn, try, and discover 

a new experience. The exhibition content was about learning from the nature around 

the children. It was divided into 3 zones. 1) “Sensing” displayed the content about 

the sensory perception including the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile 

as well as balancing and movement. 2) “Fun with Materials” encourages the play 

with touchable media while learning about the properties of materials in daily life. 3) 
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“Recycle” encourage the understanding of recycle principle to conserve the 

environment. 

This exhibition was a permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area 

was square-shape, with approximate size of 300 square meters, and the height of 4 

meters. There were two storeys, and the path was designed as the areas of affinity 

which the audiences could choose to view the displays in each zone randomly as 

the sequence was not designated. 

25.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the silhouette and 

representation. There were the uses of visual symbols in the form of object structure 

diagram, data chart, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

proximity in grouping the images, in order to direct the viewer’s eyes towards the 

element grouping. No image transformation was found. 

25.3 Texts 

The exhibition was bilingual, Thai and English. The Thai typefaces were serif 

typefaces, and the English typeface was sans-serif and display typeface. The character 

styles were normal and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally and 

vertically. 

25.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, identification label, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate 

with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in two levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels.  

The text and image ratio was 30 : 70. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There were the uses of singularity and size exaggeration to create focal point among 
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the elements. There was also the repetition of graphic into pattern relevant to the 

exhibition theme.  

25.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid or dark. The image was vivid. And the 

background was vivid or light, with the contrasting color to the text. 

25.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installs the wall-wash 

lighting, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts. The colored lighting was also used 

to bring out colors and create the fun atmosphere. 

25.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, mirror, and plastic. 

25.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the visitors to play. There 

were the uses of many interactive media including electro-mechanicals, computer 

games, docent activated, mechanicals, label flappers, VDO, and kiosk. 

25.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic, touchable, and cut-out models. 

25.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, tactile, and olfactory sense. 

25.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-soft with the enjoyable 

casual image. 
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Space & Universe 

26. Exploring Space 

 
Figure 36   Examples of the “Exploring Space” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Exploring Space 

Location: Science Museum, London, the United Kingdom 

 

26.1 Site and space 

“Exploring Space” was a focal exhibition which was very popular in the 

Science Museum. The displays included the actual three-meter-high, 600 kg Spacelab 

2 X-ray telescope that was flown on British space missions and full-scale models of 

the Huygens Titan probe and Beagle 2 Mars Lander. There were also the displays of 

rocket, spaceship, satellite, the astronaut’s appliances, and much other knowledge 

about the earth and the universe. The audiences would discover how the spacecraft 

could be launch to the other planets, how to walk on the moon, or how to look into 

the center of our galaxy. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 7 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was rectangular, with the size 

about 750 square meters and the height of 6 meters. The path was designed as the 

multiple path, with the artifacts displayed for the audiences to learn randomly. For 

those who want to read the educational detail, there were the graphic panels 

mounted on the walls. 
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26.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph and 

representation. There were the uses of visual symbols in the form of poster to illustrate 

the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the image and figure/ground law to create 

relationship between the forms and background.  

The image transformation was done through the image combination, image 

exaggeration, and cropping methods in order to emphasis the elements. 

26.3 Texts 

The typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were bold and 

extra bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally, vertically, and diagonally. 

26.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section/group 

labels, captions, identification label, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate 

with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 1.5 inches, with the length of 2-3 lines consisted of 5-6 

words. The body text height was about 0.25 inch, with the length of 2 lines consisted 

of 5-9 words. There was also the level 1.5 for the quotation text. The text height was 

over 2 inches, with the length of 1-4 lines consisted of 10-12 words. 

Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The title text height was about 0.4, 1.5 inches, 

with the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 2-6 words. The body text height was about 

0.2 inch, with the length of 4 lines consisted of 35 words. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The title text height was about 0.4 inch, 
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with the length of 1-2 lines consisted of 3-5 words. The body text height was about 

0.15, 0.25 inch, with the length of 8-20 lines consisted of 30-120 words. 

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The title text height was about 0.25 inch, with the 

length of 1 line consisted of 3 words. The body text height was about 0.12 inch, with 

the length of 4-5 lines consisted of 7-10 words. 

The text and image ratio was 50 : 50. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the use of size exaggeration to create focal point among the elements. 

26.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light or dark. The images were vivid and dull. 

And the background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text. 

The pattern color was dark. 

26.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which install the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts and 

create atmosphere in the area. 

26.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. 

26.8 Interactive 

There was the use of interactive media including the touch-screen 

computer and the Global-LED panel, which was the LED monitor installed around 

the large sphere, displaying the earth geographic and other stories for the audiences 

to learn. 

26.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic and touchable models. The emphasis 

was on the actual artifacts and allow touching in some artifacts. 
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26.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sense. 

26.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-hard with the dynamic 

image. 

 

27. This is ISS, go ahead 

 
Figure 37   Examples of the “This is ISS, go ahead” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: This is ISS, go ahead 

Location: National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Tokyo, Japan 

 

27.1 Site and space 

“ This is ISS, go ahead”  was a small exhibition displayed inside a model 

space station. The content of this exhibition included the introduction of experiment 

and daily life of the astronauts within the International Space Station (ISS), the 

experiment in the research, and the observation of earth and other celestial body. 

There was also the display of the rooms within the ISS such as living room or restroom.   

This exhibition was designed for the audiences above 5 years old. It was a 

permanent exhibition in the closed space. The area was rectangular, with the 

approximate size of 40 square meters and the height of 1.8 meters. The path was 
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designed as the fan pattern, which allows the audiences to see all displays from a 

single perspective. 

27.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included the pictograph and 

representation. There were the uses of visual symbols in the form of process 

diagram, physical map, and cartoon to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the image. 

The image transformation was done through the cropping methods in 

order to emphasis the elements. 

27.3 Texts 

The content of this exhibition was bilingual; Japanese and English. The 

typefaces were sans-serif typefaces. The character styles were normal and bold. The 

typeface structure was arranged horizontally. 

27.4 Layouts  

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, captions, identification 

labels, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences.   

The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. Level 2 

was the title and message for the content on the primary and secondary interpretive 

graphic panels. Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. And level 4 was the title and message for 

the content on the artifact labels and in some special contexts. 

The text and image ratio was 50 : 50. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

There was the repetition of graphic into patterns. 

27.5 Colors 

The color of text was light or dark. The images were vivid and dull. And 

the background was light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text. No use of 

pattern was found. 
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27.6 Lightings 

This exhibition located in the closed space which installs the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, and ambient lighting to light the artifacts and create atmosphere 

in the area. 

27.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper and acrylic. 

27.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the audiences to play. 

There was the use of electro-mechanical, touch-screen computer, and VDO as the 

interactive media. 

27.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the naturalistic and touchable models. The 

emphasis was on the actual artifacts and allow touching in some artifacts. 

27.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sense. 

27.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt cool-soft with the youthful 

cool-casual image. 
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28. Inspired by Astronomy 

 
Figure 38   Examples of “Inspired by Astronomy” exhibition 
 

Exhibition name: Inspired by Astronomy 

Location: Science Center for Education, Bangkok (Building 2), Thailand 

 

28.1 Site and space 

The exhibition “Inspired by Astronomy”  was an attempt to encourage 

children to have fun while learning through the exciting interactive media, which 

corresponded to the principle of STEM Education. This educational approach integrated 

the multidisciplinary knowledge including science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics. The content of this exhibition included 1) The Thai King’s genius and the 

development in science and astronomy. 2) The world and universe in the astronomical 

perspective, which the children would experience the weightless stage during a short 

period of time through the Free Fall machine, that they could slide down through the 

gigantic slider of 7 meters height and 15 meters length. 3) The aviation exhibition, which 

aimed to inspire the Thai children to become pilot. 4) Science Idol presented the path 

to become a scientist. And 5) The science film screening room with 200 seats. 

This exhibition was designed for the audiences between 7-12 years old. It 

was a temporary exhibition within the closed space. The exhibition area was 

rectangular, with the approximate size of 600 square meters and the height over 7 

meters. The path was designed as the multiple path, for the exhibition was designed 
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for both children and adults that it included large amount of content. The exhibition 

was divided into zones and activities. The artifacts were displayed for the children 

audiences to explore randomly, while the adults could read the detail information 

from the panels around the exhibition. Most children audiences engaged more with 

the activities and the artifacts which they could play with. 

28.2 Visual images 

The styles of visual image in this exhibition included contour drawing, line 

as tone, and representation. There were the uses of visual symbols in the form of 

progress diagram, data chart, table chart, chronological flow, physical map, political 

map, cartoon, and poster to illustrate the exhibition content. 

The graphic layout followed the Gestalt principle. There was the use of 

similarity of color, forms, or size in grouping the image. 

The image transformation was done through the image exaggeration and 

cropping methods in order to emphasis the elements. 

28.3 Texts 

The content of this exhibition was bilingual; Thai and English. The 

typefaces for title and quotation were sans-serif typefaces, while the body text was 

serif typeface. The English typeface was sans-serif typeface. The character styles were 

normal and bold. The typeface structure was arranged horizontally, vertically, and 

directionally. 

28.4 Layouts 

There were the uses of title label, introductory label, section labels, 

captions, identification labels, credit panel, wayfinding and orientation signs, 

prohibitive signs, and interpretive graphic panels to communicate with the audiences. 

The message hierarchy could be divided in four levels. Level 1 was the 

title and message for the content on the introductory panels and quotations. The 

title text height was over 2 inches. The English body text height was 0.85 inch, and 

the Thai body text was 1.5 inches. There was also the level 1.5 for quotations, which 

used the English text of 1 inch height and Thai text of 1.25 inches. 
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Level 2 was the title and message for the content on the primary and 

secondary interpretive graphic panels. The English title text height was 0.5, 1, 1.25 

inches, and the Thai title text height was 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 inch. There was also the level 

2.5 for quotations, which used the English text of 0.4 inch height and Thai text of 0.6 

inch height. 

Level 3 was the title and message for the content on the extended 

tertiary label panels, and special contexts. The English title text height was 2 inches, 

and Thai title text height was 0.8 inch. The body text in both Thai and English was 

the same height of 0.5 inch.  

Level 4 was the title and message for the content on the artifact labels 

and in some special contexts. The English and Thai title text height was 0.25 inch. 

The English and Thai body text height was 0.15 inch.  

The text and image ratio was 50 : 50. The graphic layout was asymmetry. 

28.5 Colors 

The color of text was vivid, light or dark. The images were vivid and dull. 

And the background was vivid, light, or dark, with the contrasting color to the text. 

The pattern was vivid. 

28.6 Lighting 

This exhibition located in the closed space which install the spotlight, 

wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, ambient lighting, and colored lighting to light 

the artifacts and create atmosphere in the area. 

28.7 Materials 

The exhibition medium was mostly ink-jet printed graphic mounted on 

the panels and boards. The materials included paper, wood, plastic, and acrylic. 

28.8 Interactive 

This was a hands-on exhibition which encourages the audiences to play. 

There was the use of electro-mechanical, touch-screen computer, computer game, 

mechanical, and label flappers as the interactive media. 
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28.9 Models 

This exhibition displayed the touchable and cut-out models. 

28.10 Sensory perception 

In perceiving the exhibition content, the audiences would use their visual, 

auditory, and tactile sense. 

28.11 Mood and tone 

Mood and tone of the overall exhibition felt warm-hard with the vigorous 

dynamic image. 

 

Part 2: Interview with experts from 
the science museum organizations in Thailand 

 

Due to the limit in observation, the researcher did not find the answer in 

some issues. Therefore, the gap could be filled by the interview with 8 experts from 

3 organizations who were also the stakeholders of this research, including the 

academic officer, the exhibition media development and production officer, and the 

experts in developmental media for children. The organizations included Science 

Center for Education, National Science Museum, and Children’s Discovery Museum, 

in order to find the concept and graphic design approaches for the children 

exhibition used by the science museum. 

The researcher interviewed the experts in two major issues including the 

exhibition content and the exhibition media design. The interview topics were 

designated to follow the design analysis approach as follows. 

Exhibition content 

1. The exhibition which could engage the children audience the most.   
2. The exhibition suitable for children age 6-9 years old. 
3. The science content suitable for presentation to children age 6-9 years 

old. 
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Exhibition media design 

1. The element of exhibition media design for children age 6-9 years old. 
2. The concept of exhibition design for children. 
3. Suitable space for children exhibition. 
4. Popular graphic in the exhibition media for children. 
5. The most preferred graphic style by children age 6-9 years old. 
6. Suitable graphic for children age 6-9 years old. 
7. The functions of graphic of children age 6-9 years old. 
8. Suitable typeface for the children exhibition. 
9. Design problem solving, in case the acquired content was the 

obstruction in design. 
 

The researcher concluded the interview results as follows. 

Exhibition Content 

1. The exhibition which could engage the children audience the most.  
The interactive and hands-on exhibition which children could play by 

touching. 
2. The exhibition suitable for children age 6-9 years old.   

The suitable exhibition should include the content structure which 
teaches children to learn from their daily environment and nature as well as the 
content which could inspire the creativity. There should be the content involving 
learning through playing and using their five senses, which were visual, tactile, 
auditory, olfactory, and gustatory senses. However, the tasting should be avoided 
due to the children health concerns. 

3. The science content suitable for presentation to children age 6 -9 
years old. 

The content would be considered according to the science curriculum for 
the elementary school children. The science content would be woven through the 
content about the daily things and the familiar things, such as toys, daily materials, and 
body. However, it would not go too deep in detail. Examples of content included the 
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visual, light and shadow, in order to ground the basic for children to learn and 
experience. 
 

Exhibition Media Design 
1. The element of exhibition media design for children age 6-9 years old. 

The safety must be the first priority. There were two safety concerns, 
with the strength and durability of the machines or playthings, and with the area 
which the children play. 

The design would emphasis the color, images, and cartoon. They must 
be able to engage children with as small amount of the text as possible, because the 
children might not read. Nevertheless, there must be some text appear in the title 
and the zone title. 

2. The concept of exhibition design for children. 
The design concept was touchable and play-emphasis. Children must 

be able to touch, push, and knock, etc. with as few instructions as possible. The 
content must be short and brief. If the artifacts could be touched, turned or rolled, 
children would try them first and read the content later. 

3. Suitable space for children exhibition. 
According to the principle of exhibition design, the appropriate height 

should be around 4-5 meters, which would allow children to climb or jump in the 
net. The width of the area would follow the architecture, which most science 
museum in Thailand would be limited by the area and budget. Many exhibitions 
were thus located in the inappropriate space such as the office building with the 
floor-to-ceiling just 2.5 meters. However, there could be some problem solving 
through the use of color to create fresh atmosphere. If the ceiling color is light, it 
could help creating the feeling of spaciousness. 

4. Popular graphic in the exhibition media for children.   
Cartoon is the most popular graphic style. And the diagram is mostly 

used in presentation of data to children. 
5. The most preferred graphic style by children age 6-9 years old.   

Cartoon is also the most preferred graphic style by children. 
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6. Suitable graphic for children age 6-9 years old. 
The experts gave the different opinion in this issue. Some experts believe 

that using the realistic representation would be most suitable to communicate with 
children, while some experts stated that pictograph and contour drawing with lessen 
details and non-realistic, cute, or soft styles would be more appropriate for children. 
The silhouette would also encourage imagination and creativity in children. 

7. The functions of graphic of children age 6-9 years old.   
The children would be benefited from graphic in communication and 

creativity. The role of graphic in communication included the instruction on how to 
play through the demonstration images together with the text for the parents or 
teachers to read and teach children to play, because children would not read the 
text. And the role of graphics in creativity included the case of art corner, which the 
graphic styles such as cartoon would be followed by children in their drawing, 
decoration, collage, or assemble. 

8. Suitable typeface for the children exhibition. 
The suitable typeface must follow the correct Thai letters. There should 

be the circular head, straight body, legibility, and space. The letters should not be 
too closed together. There should also be the boldness. The sans-serif fonts should 
be avoided because it would be hard to read. As the exhibition could be considered 
as a teaching medium, it required the clear typeface. The script typefaces could also 
be used if the head is clear. 

The text size could not be clearly defined. However, it should be 
suitable size which could be easily read from the distance. The amount of content 
should be short, brief, and not exceed 2-3 lines because children would not read 
and the adults dislike reading too much. If the international look is required, there 
could be a few English subtitles with the smaller size. 

The hierarchy level of the body text for children age 6-9 years old 
should only include 2 levels, which are the headline and body text. 
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9.  Design problem solving, in case the acquired content was the 
obstruction in design. 

Most of the exhibition design problems occurred from too much 
content and limited display area. In solving this kind of problem with the exhibition 
for adults or older children, the boards or panels could be added. However, if the 
exhibition was designed for the small children, the content must be re-edited to be 
as brief as possible. The message should be in short sentence and focus on graphic 
instructions on how to play instead. 

Another solution is to use the multimedia or video for children to listen 
and watch through the monitor. However, there should be some concern when using 
sound in exhibition that if there were too many spots with sound or if many 
interactive media were installed closed together, the sound could disrupt each 
other’s audibility. Therefore, the designer should also be concerned about the 
distance between each artifact. 
 

Part 3: Conclusion of science museum exhibition analysis 
 

After the literature review, field observation, and expert interview, the 
researcher could reach the conclusion of the concepts and approach in graphic 
design for children exhibition in the science museum as follows. 

1. Site and space 
The site and space of exhibitions were varied. The reviewed exhibitions 

could be divided into three sizes; small-scale exhibition with area less than 200 square 

meters, medium-scale exhibition with area between 201-500 square meters, and large-

scale exhibition with the size over 500 square meters. Even the display area shape 

varied according to the architecture’s form. However, most temporary exhibition 

spaces tend to be rectangular. Many other forms could be created within the rectangle 

according to the desired style. 

The devising path in the exhibition also varied according to the exhibition 

content. Most exhibitions for children were designed with the concept to encourage 
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freedom in learning. Therefore, many exhibitions’ paths were designed as the areas of 

affinity, which “allow visitors to make immediate visual connections between exhibits, 

compare them directly and follow a thread of exploration from one artifact to another, 

and secondary is multiple path that allows for greater freedom, and provides visitors 

with the possibility of following their own interests and preoccupations (Hughes, 2010, 

pp. 76, 77). 

2. Visual images 
As for the stroke and style of visual images or illustrations; all exhibitions 

used the representation. The contour drawing and silhouette was also often found. 

Pictograph was usually used with the exhibition in The United Kingdom and Japan, 

while very few of it could be found in Thailand. The use of visual images also related 

to the cultural use of symbols in each country. The finding was in consistent with the 

experts’ opinion, that the representation was the most appropriate style, although 

some experts preferred the silhouette for its encouragement of imagination and 

creativity. Most exhibitions also used the cartoon and chart as visual symbols, in 

consistent to the expert’s comment that cartoon could engage the children attention 

well. There was also the additional comment that the diagram or chart should also 

include the image, rather than just the text. 

As for the Gestalt principles, it was found that most exhibitions employed 

the rule of similarity in grouping the image through color, forms, or size. Amy E. Arnston 

(2007, pp. 80-84) explained this principle that “When people see things that are similar, 

they naturally group them. Grouping by similarity occurs when they see a similar 

shape, size, color, spatial location (proximity), angle, or value. All things are in some 

respects and different in others. In a group of similar shapes and angles, they will 

notice a dissimilar shape or angle.” Also, Rudolf Arnheim (2004, p. 79) also agreed that 

“The same sensible attitude prevails in perception. Comparisons, connections, and 

separations will not be made between unrelated things, but only when the setup as a 
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whole suggests a sufficient basis. The similarity is a prerequisite for the noticing of 

differences.” 

Moreover, the image transformations of photographs in three countries were 

all done through the cropping method. However, the image transformation could be 

found in the exhibition from the United Kingdom and Thailand, while rarely could be 

found in Japan. 

3. Texts 
Most exhibitions used the sans-serif typeface with the English text. In the 

case which the national language was not English, such as the exhibition from Thailand 

and Japan, the text would be presented in bilingual. In the case of Thailand, the 

exhibition would mainly be in Thai and use the serif typeface with the headline and 

body text. The experts also agree that the children-friendly typefaces in Thai language 

should be serif, for the correct writing of Thai letters must include the head. Thai 

children were also familiar with the letter head from their lessons in school. In 

addition, the handwriting typeface could often be found on the heading and the zone 

or category titles in the exhibition for children in Thailand, for it create the child-like 

and casual feeling. 

The character styles found in most exhibitions were normal and bold. Some 

exhibition also employed the extra bold style to emphasis the message on the 

headline or category signs. 

From the observation, it was found that the exhibition from the United 

Kingdom and Japan mostly used just one or two typefaces. However, the exhibition 

from Thailand used many typefaces. The typeface structure was mostly horizontal, 

except for the typeface structure in the exhibitions from Japan which were arranged 

both horizontally and vertically, especially the quotations which would always be 

arranged vertically according to the writing nature in Japan. 
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4. Layouts 
All exhibitions used the interpretive graphic panels, and most of them 

included the title label, introductory label, section/group labels, and captions to 

communicate with the audiences. The difference was that several Thai exhibitions 

installed prohibitive signs and some temporary prohibitive signs made by curators, 

which were less likely to be found in the exhibition from the other countries. The 

experts also agree that it was necessary for Thai children’s behavior, especially the 

young children who visited with their parents. Some hands-on objects in the exhibition 

would be damaged quickly as their parents would not educate them much before 

playing with the objects. As a result, the museum had to put up the prohibitive signs at 

various points, echoing some parents who blocked their children's learning. Also, Thai 

children lack the freedom to learn because the education system emphasis the 

memorization rather than the critical thinking and creativity. So, Thai children have 

been receiving less freedom to learn in the museum than the children in other 

countries. 

The message hierarchies were mostly divided into four levels. Level 1 was 

used for title, headlines, quotations, and introductory texts. Level 2 was used for 

general overviews on introduction panel to specific themes or sections of the 

exhibition. Level 3 was used for exhibit contents as well as primary text on labels and 

multimedia or interactive devices. And level 4 was used for exhibition content-label 

and caption text. The exception was only with the Thai exhibitions which used four 

levels of text but included many typefaces and font sizes in each level. However, 

exhibitions that designed primarily for children still used two or three levels of text 

and did not use several fonts, in consistent with the experts' opinion that the text for 

children should be limited to two to three levels and should have its own title and 

section or group label, only because children do not read any message. 
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The graphic layouts, all exhibitions usually used the asymmetry composition 

similarly because this method provided the casual look. It was also found that the text 

and images ratio on a label and a panel consisted of larger proportion of images rather 

than text, but it depends on the amount of content. 

In analyzing the amount of content, the experts stated that the content of 

Thai exhibitions was designated by the academics. As a result, there was large amount 

of data, for the Thai educational culture emphasis the push of such information into 

the children. These amounts of information would directly impact the layout design. 

5. Colors 
It was found that the colors of the graphic element in the exhibition, texts 

were mainly in light or dark color. Images were in vivid color. Backgrounds were in 

light, dark, and vivid color and they also contrast to the text. The pattern colors were 

varied and the use of pattern tends to appear less. According to the experts' opinion, 

the suitable visual image for children should be vivid. The exhibition also required 

the light text color on dark or vivid background or dark on light. 

6. Lighting 
The exhibition spaces were usually closed space with artificial lighting 

installed, including the spotlight, wall-wash lighting, contour spotlight, and ambient 

lighting that to build atmosphere and illuminated the object, label, and panel. Some 

of them installed the colored lighting. In additional, some open exhibition space 

would use the available natural lighting. 

7. Materials 
All exhibitions used the graphics on ink-jet printed to mount on panels and 

labels made of the wood, fiberboard, plastic, and acrylic. Experts stated that the ink-

jet printed materials were the medium with the lowest cost, easily adjusted, and 

suitable primarily for the temporary exhibition. In case of Thai exhibition, permanent 
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exhibitions mainly used the ink-jet printed mounted on plywoods or fiberboards but 

several damaged occurred due to materials deterioration from the long term use. 

8. Interactive 
The most exhibitions are the hands-on type which the visitors could 

explore experience by touching and used the interactive media namely touch-screen 

computer, VDO, and electro-mechanical to interact with them. The finding was 

consistent with the experts' opinion that the exhibitions are designed for children 

should encourage the exploration. The devices could also function as the instruction 

media, instead of the static text on panels. Although children would not read the 

message, but these media would engage them to learn and have at the same time. 

9. Models 
Touchable model was found in most exhibitions, and the naturalistic 

model comes as the second most popular type. The current experts' opinion also 

agree that the visitor should be able touch on explores the model closely. The old 

fashion of "please don't touch" is outdated. This method is also effective for children 

as it can attract their attention well, because children like to touch objects. However, 

the safety precaution for visitors must be considered whether the objects on display, 

experimental player, interactive media, interior design, and decoration, etc. These 

must be safe and harm no visitor. 

10.  Sensory perception 
The perception of visitors to the exhibition would include the visual, 

auditory, and tactile senses. In some case, the visitors would also use their olfactory 

sense to perceive, but the gustatory sense was hardly found. The experts also agreed 

that the exhibition designer should avoid the children’s exposure to taste due to the 

health concern. 

11.  Mood and tone 
Referring to Shigenobu Kobayashi’s Color Image Scale theory (1990, pp. 12-

13), which can be applied to classify overall mood and tone of exhibitions, it found 
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that each exhibition had different mood and tone depending on its content. The 

British exhibitions mainly designed with the enjoyable casual image (warm-soft). The 

Japanese exhibitions used several mood and tone such as enjoyable casual image 

(warm-soft), youthful cool-casual image (cool-soft), and artistic & tasteful chic image 

(cool-soft). Thai exhibitions mostly designed with the vigorous dynamic image (warm-

hard), and enjoyable casual image (warm-soft) comes second. 

In the case of exhibitions that designed for children only such as Pattern 

Pod in the United Kingdom, ComPass in Japan, finally Kid City and Fun Science in 

Thailand, it was found that the core mood and tone generate the enjoyable casual 

image (warm-soft) corresponded to the exhibition in all three countries and the 

experts' opinion as well. 

 

 
Figure 39   Analyze overall mood and tone of exhibitions 
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Chapter summary 
The field observation of the 28 science museum exhibitions in three 

countries, including the United Kingdom, Japan, and Thailand, followed to the 5 
categories of science lessons for Thai children. The observation was done in 11 topics. 
The 8 Experts from 3 stakeholder organizations were also interviewed in order to study 
the concept and approach in graphic design for science museum exhibition. The result 
could be concluded as follows. 

1. Site and space; the exhibitions could be divided into three sizes: small-
scale (less than 200 square meters), medium-scale (between 201-500 square meters), 
and large-scale ( over 500 square meters) . The exhibition area shapes were varied 
according to the building forms. The temporary exhibitions were most likely to be 
rectangular shape. The devising path was varied according to the presented content. 
But the exhibitions for children mostly attempt to encourage the freedom in learning.            
2. Visual images; the representation was the style of visual images which was most 
suitable for children audiences. The cartoon and diagram should also be used as visual 
symbols. The layout should follow the similarity principle in grouping the images. The 
image transformation should be done through cropping. 3. Texts; most exhibitions use 
the sans-serif typefaces with the English text and serif typefaces with Thai text. The 
character styles should include the normal and bold, with just 1-2 typeface styles 
arranged horizontally. 4. Layouts; title label and interpretive graphic panel were the 
essential things in the exhibition. The message hierarchy in communication with 
children should only be divided in 2-3 levels on the title and group or zone labels. 
The layout balance should be asymmetrical. The image should be used more than 
text. 5. Colors; the color of images and background suitable for children audiences 
should be vivid, with the light or dark text color on the contrasting background. The 
pattern color would be different, and only a few of them was found. 6. Lighting; the 
exhibition in the closed space would install artificial lighting to illuminate the artifacts, 
signs, and panels as well as to create the atmosphere. 7. Materials; the panels and 
sign would be made of ink-jet printed mounting on wood, fiberboard, plastic, or acrylic 
due to its low cost and suitability for the temporary exhibition. 8. Interactive; the 
exhibition for children should be hands-on, with the interactive media which 
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encourage learning through touching. 9. Models; touchable model could very well 
engage the children, but the safety precautions must be concerned. 10. Sensory 
perception; the exhibition audiences should perceive through their visual, auditory, 
and tactile senses. And 11. Mood and tone; the exhibition for children audiences 
would employ the enjoyable casual image (warm-soft) in order to create the fun and 
casual atmosphere in learning. 

After the reference information was completed, the researcher would design 
the research method which would lead to the 2nd phase of research in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Research Methodology 

 

This research used the mixed method approach which completes the 

results by gathering both the qualitative and quantitative data. The researcher used 

the process of exploratory sequential design which included two phases. The first 

phase was the qualitative research in order to explore the research topic to the full 

understanding, and then followed by the second phase which uses the result from first 

phase in designing the quantitative research, with the purpose to confirm the 

qualitative results with the quantitative results (Ngamvichaikit, 2015, p. 8). Afterwards, 

the confirmed results would be applied in the third phase as follows. 

 

Research Methodology Approach 
This research aimed to study the suitable graphic design for exhibition with 

the audiences from age 6-9 years old. The conceptual framework of this research 

involved three issues, which were the graphic design, exhibition design, and children’s 

learning. 

The details of research process would be described below. 

Phase I 

The first phase of this research was the qualitative research, which explore 

and prove the theory through the literature review, case study field observation, and 

the in-depth interview. 

As for the field observation, the researcher used the direct observation in 

order to gain the valid and reliable data. The researcher also participated in the 

activities in some exhibition to test the presentation and explain some behavior 

directly through the data recording on the observation form, photograph, journal, and 

comparative table. 
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As for the in-depth interview, the researcher designed the open-ended 

question, asked the experts who were the key informants and the stakeholders of this 

research, record the answer in journal, analyzed the content, and synthesized the 

result into the concept and approach in graphic design used in the science museum 

exhibition for children, which further became the hypothesis for the quantitative 

research during the 2nd phase. 

Phase II 

This 2nd phase was the quantitative research which started by creating the 

research instrument and questionnaire, identifying the representative group, gathering 

the quantitative data, and statistical analysis in order to confirm the results before the 

real application. 

The data gathering was done twice. The first data gathering was done in 
order to understand the children’s preference of content. The result would be used to 
create the research instrument in the second data gathering, which was the graphics 
for testing and another set of questionnaire to test the children’s preference of graphic 
images. The final results would be used as the suitable graphic design approach for 
exhibition in the 3rd phase. 

Phase III 
The final phase of this research was about the application of research results 

in design. The researcher would apply the graphic design approach from the results of 
the first and second phases with the process of graphic design, in order to create the 
suitable exhibition for children age between 6-9 years old. The module exhibition 
would be the concrete evidence of this research. And the research instruments in this 
phase included the design and construction of the exhibition, the exhibition evaluation 
questionnaire for the experts, and the satisfaction questionnaire for the sampling 
group. 
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Figure 40   Description of the research methodology 
 

Criterion of selection of the samples 
1. The population and sampling group in this research included children 

between age 6-9 years old. The sampling groups could be divided into two groups.   
Group1: This was the sampling group for the 2nd phase research. The 

participant selection criteria included the education level from grade 1-3 in the 
demonstration school under the Thai Government’s Universities in Bangkok and its 
perimeter. The researcher randomly selected the three schools as follows. 

1) The Demonstration School of Silpakorn University (Early Childhood & 
Elementary), Nakorn Pathom Province 

2) Chulalongkorn University Demonstration Elementary School, Bangkok 
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3) Srinakharinwirot University: Prasarnmit Demonstration School 
(Elementary), Bangkok 

The sampling groups included 30 students from each school, or total 90 
students. The participants were selected by the head class teacher, who would select 
the student with high educational achievement, medium achievement, and the low 
achievement equally, in order to gather the non-biased data. The demographic profiles 
of the participants from each school were as follows. 

- Grade 1, 10 students, 5 females, 5 males 
- Grade 2, 10 students, 5 females, 5 males 
- Grade 3, 10 students, 5 females, 5 males 

Group 2: This was the sampling group for the research in the 3rd phase. The 
criteria in selecting the participants were the age between 6-9 years old. The 
researcher therefore recruited the 32 volunteers through online registration to 
participate in the activity. The graphic testing activity was a part of the module 
exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly” , which was display at the Bangkok Art and Cultural 
Centre (BACC) from September 27th–29th, 2017. 
 

2. Experts. The experts in this research could be divided into two groups;   
Group 1: The experts about children’s learning in the science museum, 

which were mostly the academics. The criteria in participant selection was that they 
must be responsible for the exhibition project of the science museum or children 
museum. Total 8 participants were selected as follows. 

1. Mr.Surawut Songsana 
Head of the science and technology group, Museum department, 

Science Center for Education 

2. Mr.Chaipon Janpoe 
Head of the department of media development and production, 

Science Center for Education 

3. Ms.Patchara Suwannalarp 
Head of the department of elementary level science, Museum 

department, Science Center for Education 
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4. Mrs.Apinya Sorhasan 
Specialist educator, Science Center for Education 

5. Mrs.Maneerat Paonariang 
Academic service officer, Museum division, National Science 
Museum 

6. Mrs.Tassana Naksomboon   
Management officer, Science communication division, Office of 

science awareness development, National Science Museum 

7. Mrs.Supattra Charoenrattana   
Academic officer, Exhibition development division, Office of special 

project, National Science Museum 

8. Mrs.Preeya Mankoksoong   
Cultural work specialist, Children’s Discovery Museum 

Group 2: Design Experts including graphic designers and exhibition designers. 
Selection criteria was the work experience in graphic or exhibition design at least 7 years 
with actual design for children audiences. There were total 4 experts in this group as 
follows. 

1. Mr.Opas Limpiangkanan 
Previous president of Thai Graphic Designers Association, 

Managing director and exhibition designer, Fontory Co., Ltd. 

2. Mr.Attapon Teerapatam 
Design department manager, Bangkok Entertainment Co., Ltd. 

3. Mr.Siripol Incherdchai 
Art director, Department of creative & event, 

Amarin Printing and Publishing PLC. 

4. Mr.Thammarat Thamrongrat 
Graphic design section manager, Department of creative & event, 

Amarin Printing and Publishing PLC. 
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Data collection methods 
1. The researcher gathered the document data from books, articles, researches, 

electronic documents, and websites. The gathered data would be later analyzed into 
the conceptual framework. 

2. Data collection in the field observation of case study was done through 
direct observation recording on the observation form, photograph, journal, and 
comparative analysis table.  

3. Data collection from the expert groups would be done twice. 
1) In-depth interview with the first group of experts. The researcher used 

the open-ended question and records the answer. 
2) Module exhibition evaluation by both groups of experts. The experts 

would fill in the evaluation forms after seeing the exhibition. 
4. Data gathering from representative groups. 

                  For the first representative group, there would be twice data gatherings.  
1) First questionnaire about content preference by children audiences, 

the representative group would choose the answer which matches their preferences 
best. 

2) Second questionnaire about the image preference by children 
audiences, the representative group would look at the graphic images and answer the 
question in the second set of questionnaire after the first questionnaire was completed. 
The researcher would record the answer. 

For the second representative group, the data collection would be done 
through the questionnaire about the satisfaction with the module exhibition. The 
researcher would record the representative group’s satisfaction after viewing the 
exhibition. Also, the representative group's behaviors would be observed, analysis, and 
concluded descriptively. 
 

Research instruments 
The research instruments could be divided into five parts as follows 

1. Case study field observation form consisted of 11 topics.
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1) Site and space  2) Visual image  3) Text  4) Layout  5) Color  6) Lighting  
7) Material  8) Interactive  9) Model  10) Sensory perception  and 11) Mood and tone 

2. Experts interviewing form. The questions included two topics, which were 
the exhibition content and exhibition medium design. The questioning would be 
adjusted according to the experts’ specialization in each topic. 

3. Questionnaires for the representative groups included three sets of 
questionnaires as follows. 

1) Content preferences questionnaire. The researcher would designate 
the scope of content which would be developed into graphic set for testing from the 
children’s interest in the insects, which were the familiar animal in class and daily life, 
according to the experts’ interview and the research by Laddawan Lampawed (2011, p. 
108). Lampawed found that the suitable content for children from age 6-9 would be 
done through the use of animal to communicate the story symbolically. 

2) Image preferences questionnaire. This questionnaire would be used 
together with the graphic set for testing the graphic image preferences by the 
representative group. The question topics would be consistent with the amount of 
graphic images used in the test. 

3) Module exhibition satisfaction questionnaire. This questionnaire would 
be used to find the representative groups’ most preferred things in the exhibition. 

In constructing the questionnaires, the researcher found the approaches 

from the literature review and field observation. After the questionnaires were 

constructed, they would be assessed by the experts in the research instrument design 

about the content validity, and then adjusted according to the experts’ comment. The 

questionnaire would be further tested with the 20 participants who were not the 

actual representative group, in order to find and edit the language flaws to the suitable 

communication according to the research objectives. 

4. Graphic set for testing. The researcher found the approach in creating this 
research instrument through the analysis and synthesis of document data, field 
observation of the case study, and the interview with the experts. The researcher then 
designed the graphic images set which would be used to test the children’s 
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preference. The testing topics were about the aspect of forms, including style, scale, 
space, pattern, artistic style, and the mood and tone which were most preferred. 

5. Evaluation form. This evaluation form would be used together with the 
design presentation to the experts, which would lead to the conclusion of this 
research and the complete presentation of suggestions. 

6. Module exhibition. The conclusion of design approach which was found 
would be the design guideline for the module exhibition, which would be installed in 
the temporary exhibition space at the meeting room 401, 4 th floor, Bangkok Art and 
Culture Centre (BACC), during September 27th–29th, 2017. 
 

Data analysis 
1. In analyzing the case study field observation, the researcher did the 

comparative analysis of the cores and differences in the concept and approaches of 
graphic design for exhibition. The comparative analysis was done in the form of 
comparative table and the descriptive conclusion. 

2. In analyzing the data from the representative group’s questionnaire, the 
researcher used the quantitative analysis approach. The data would be analyzed 
through the instant statistical application, using the descriptive frequency function. 

3. In analyzing the data from the experts’ interview, the researcher would make 
a conclusion according to the designated interview topics. 

4. In analyzing the data to find the design approach, the researcher would bring 
the analysis results from the case study field observation, the experts’ interview, and 
the statistic from the representative groups to create the analysis and synthesis of the 
design approach. 
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Chapter summary 
This research used the mixed method approach by gathering both the 

quantitative and qualitative data. The conceptual framework included three issues, 

which were the graphic design, exhibition design, and children’s learning. The study 

could be divided in three phases. The 1st phase was the qualitative research to explore 

and test the theory through the literature review, the case study field observation, and 

the in-depth interview. The 2nd phase was the quantitative research which started by 

identifying the representative group, gathering the quantitative data, and statistical 

analysis in order to confirm the results. The researcher used the created research 

instruments and questionnaires in data gathering. The 3rd phase of research was the 

implementation of the research results in the module exhibition, which would be 

evaluated and tested for the satisfaction using the evaluation forms and satisfaction 

questionnaire to gather the data. 

The representative groups included the children from age 6-9 years old. 

They could be divided into two groups. The representative group for the 2nd phase of 

this research was the group of 90 students from grade 1-3 from in the demonstration 

schools. The representative group for the 3rd phase of this research was the group of 

32 children who were interested in participating the graphic testing activity in the 

exhibition. The researcher also gathered the data from two groups of experts, including 

8 experts from the organizations who were also the stakeholders in this research, and 

4 experts in design. Data gathering method was done through the literature review, 

field observation of the case study, interview with the experts, and questionnaire for 

the representative groups. The research instruments could be divided into 6 parts, 

which were 1) field observation form, 2) expert interview form, 3) three sets of 

questionnaire for representative groups, 4) graphic set for testing, 5) exhibition design 

evaluation form, and 6) module exhibition. 

The data analysis from the case study was done through the comparative 

analysis in the form of table and descriptive conclusion. The data from questionnaire 
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would be processed quantitatively with the statistical program. The data from 

interview would be analyzed and concluded according to the designated topic, and 

the design approach would be the result of the whole data analysis and synthesis. 

The overall results would lead to the conclusion, which would answer the 

research question and test the research hypothesis. The results would be discussed to 

present the findings, other related analysis, and suggestions which would be beneficial 

for further research and development. 

 

 
Figure 41   Diagram of the process of the study 
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Chapter 5 
Experiment and Implementation 

 

After the qualitative research of survey and analysis to form the hypothesis 

was done, the second phase of the quantitative research would be as follows. The 

researcher would identify the representative groups, gather the quantitative data, and 

do the statistical analysis, in order to confirm the result before using the discovered 

principles in the third phase of the research. 

 

Part 1: Experimental procedure and testing 
 

During this phase of quantitative research, the researcher gathered the data 

twice. The children’s content preference would be asked with the first set of 

questionnaire, in order to select the suitable content to create the research 

instrument. Then the children’s preference of graphic image would be further asked 

with the second questionnaire, together with the graphic image set which served as 

the research instrument. The results would be further analyze and synthesize into the 

suitable graphic design principles for exhibition. 

The research process was as follows. 

1. Distributing the first questionnaire to the 90 children who were the 

representative group to answer, then analyzing the results with the statistic program, in 

order to find the most preferred content to create the graphic image set for the 

second testing. 

2. Developing the research instruments which were 6 sets of graphic images 

which would be further used with the second questionnaire. 

3. Distributing the second questionnaire to the same representative group 

through the activity room, in order to test the research instrument. The researcher 

would install the research instrument in the activity room and let the children in the 
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room one by one. The children would look at the installed images set by set, then 

select their most preferred image from each set. The researcher would record the 

result in the questionnaire. Total visiting time for the activity room would be about 5 

minutes per child.  

4. The results would be furthered analysis and synthesis into the suitable 

principle of graphic design for exhibition. 

 

Analysis results 

 First questionnaire. The researcher used the descriptive analysis to find the 
crosstabs frequency and found the following results.   

1. Demographic data. The representative group consisted of 90 samples 
which can be divided as follow.   

1.1 Age: The representative group’s age was between 6-9 years old. 
24.4% was 6 years old. 34.4% was 7 years old. 28.9% was 8 years old. And 12.2% was 
9 years old, according to the table 7. 
 

Table 7   The age of the representative group 

Age (year) Amount (person) Percent 

6 22 24.4 

7 31 34.5 

8 26 28.9 

9 11 12.2 

Total 90 100 
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1.2 Gender: The representative group was 52.2% male and 47.8% female 
according to the table 8. 
 

Table 8   The gender of the representative group 

Gender Amount (person) Percent 

Male 47 52.2 

Female 43 47.8 

Total 90 100 

 

1.3 Education level: 33.3% of the representative group was studying in 
1st grade, 33.3% was studying in the 2nd grade, and 33.4% was studying in the 3rd grade 
according to the table 9. 
 
Table 9   The education level of the representative group 

Education level Amount (person) Percent 

Grade 1 30 33.3 

Grade 2 30 33.3 

Grade 3 30 33.4 

Total 90 100 

 

 

2. Preference of insects 
The insects which were mostly preferred by the representative group 

included butterfly (48.9%), weevil (30%), and beetle (12.2%). When analysis according 

to the age group, it was found that the representative group who were 6 years old 

preferred butterfly most (45.6%), followed by weevil and beetle (22.7% each). The 

representative group of 7 years old also preferred butterfly most (54.9%), followed by 

weevil (22.6%) and beetle (16.1%). The 8-year-old representative group preferred the 
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butterfly and weevil mostly (42.4% each). And the representative group of 9 years old 

also preferred butterfly most (48.9%), followed by weevil (30%) according to table 10. 

 

Table 10   The insect preferences of the representative group 

Age 

Insects 

Total 

(%) Fly Ant 
 

Beetle Bee 
 

Dragonfly 
 

Butterfly Mosquito 
 

Weevil 
 

Grasshopper 

6 0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

5 

(22.7) 

0 

(0) 

1 

(4.5) 

10 

(45.6) 

0 

(0) 

5 

(22.7) 

1 

(4.5) 

22 

(100) 

7 0 

(0) 

1 

(3.2) 

5 

(16.1) 

0 

(0) 

1 

(3.2) 

17 

(54.9) 

0 

(0) 

7 

(22.6) 

0 

(0) 

31 

(100) 

8 0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

1 

(3.8) 

1 

(3.8) 

1 

(3.8) 

11 

(42.4) 

0 

(0) 

11 

(42.4) 

1 

(3.8) 

26 

(100) 

9 0 

(0) 

1 

(9.1) 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

6 

(54.5) 

0 

(0) 

4 

(36.4) 

0 

(0) 

11 

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

0 

(0) 

2 

(2.2) 

11 

(12.2) 

1 

(1.2) 

3 

(3.3) 

44 

(48.9) 

0 

(0) 

27 

(30.0) 

2 

(2.2) 

90 

(100) 

 

Therefore, it could be concluded that the content selected for design 

and development of research instrument would be about the butterfly. 

 

 

Figure 42   Butterfly was the selected content to create the research instrument 
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 Graphic images set for testing. The researcher followed the guideline in 
the creation of research instrument from the analysis of literature, field observation of 
the case study, and the interview with the experts, in order to create the graphic set 
for testing which would test the children’s preference of image.  

There were total 6 sets of graphic images. 

(remarked with * was the baseline image which the researcher would let the 

representative group see as the first image, before showing the rest of images in the 

set for comparison) 

1. Form: Style, to study the characteristic of the line in the preferred 
image by children, consisted of the representation*, contour drawing, freehand, 
silhouette, and pictograph. 
 

 

Figure 43   Graphic set for testing, 1st set 
 

2. Form: Scale, to study the size of the preferred image by children, 
consisted of small*, medium, and large. 
 

 

Figure 44   Graphic set for testing, 2nd set 
 

3. Form: Space, to study the use of space in the preferred image by 
children, consisted of singularity*, juxtaposition, and combination. 
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Figure 45   Graphic set for testing, 3rd set 
 

4. Form: Pattern, to study the form of pattern usage between the object 
and background in the preferred image by children, consisted of solid object & solid 
background*, pattern object & solid background, solid object & pattern background, 
and pattern object & pattern background. 
 

 

Figure 46   Graphic set for testing, 4th set 
 

5. Form: Artistic style, to study the artistic style of the image preferred 
by the children, by selecting the artwork with different expression style consisted of 
Realism*, Impressionism Lite, Simplify, and Art Nouveau. 
 

 

Figure 47   Graphic set for testing, 5th set 
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Table 11   Example of the art works from the artists of different styles 

Artwork Style Description 

 
Leonardo Da Vinci, 

Dama con l'ermellino, 1489-90, 
oil on wood panel, 54 x 39 cm, 
Czartoryski Museum, Krakow. 

Realism The style which attempt to 
represent the facts and avoid the 
surreal elements. 

 
Henri Matisse, 

Femme au Chapeau, 1905,  
oil on canvas, 80.56 x 59.69 cm, San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, CA. 

Impressionism 
Lite 

The style which resembles or looks 
alike, but does not have to be the   
true impressionism. The image 
should consist of light and shadow, 
dark and bright, but the shadow 
would be rendered in violet or 
other dark color instead of black 
and white. 

 
Constantin Brancusi, 

Etude pour Mlle Pogany, 1913, 
épreuve gélatino-argentique,  

238 x 180 cm, 
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. 

Simplify The semi-abstract style would 
simplify the detail, with the non-
dynamic and serene look. 

 
Alphonse Maria Mucha, 

F. Champenois Imprimeur-Editeur, 1897,  
color lithograph, 72.7 x 55.2 cm, 

The publisher F. Champenois, Paris. 

Art Nouveau The style which create the dreamy 
world in parallel with the real 
world. The inspiration came from 
the organic form decorated with 
curvy lines. 
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6. Mood and tone, to study the image and color preferred by children, 
included the natural image (cool-soft)*, enjoyable casual image (warm-soft), and 
vigorous dynamic image (warm-hard). 
 

 

Figure 48   Graphic set for testing, 6th set 
 

 2nd questionnaire would be analyzed with descriptive method in order to 
find the crosstabs frequency. The results of analysis were as follow. 

1. Style: It was found that the most preferred style was representation 
(56.7%), followed by contour drawing (24.5%) and freehand (11.1%) respectively. When 
the age group was analyzed, it was found that the 6-year-old representative group 
preferred the representation style mostly (63.6%) followed by contour drawing (18.2%) 
and freehand (18.2%). While the 7-year-old representative group preferred the 
representation mostly (44.5%) followed by contour drawing (33.3%), freehand and 
silhouette at the same ratio of 8.3%. The 8-year-old representative group mostly 
preferred the representation style (56.5%) followed by freehand (21.7%) and contour 
drawing (13%) respectively. The 9-year-old representative group also preferred the 
representation most (75%) followed by contour drawing (25%) according to table 12. 
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Table 12   The style of graphic image preferred by the representative group 

Age 

Style 

Total  

(%) 
 

Representation 
 

Contour Drawing 
 

Freehand 
 

Silhouette 
 

Pictograph 

6 
7  

(63.6) 

2  

(18.2) 

2  

(18.2) 

0 

 (0) 

0  

(0) 

11  

(100) 

7 
16  

(44.5) 

12  

(33.3) 

3  

(8.3) 

3 

 (8.3) 

2 

(5.6) 

36  

(100) 

8 
13  

(56.5) 

3  

(13.0) 

5 

(21.7) 

1 

 (4.4) 

1  

(4.4) 

23  

(100) 

9 
15 

(75.0) 

5  

(25.0) 

0  

(0) 

0  

(0) 

0  

(0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

51 

(56.7) 

22  

(24.5) 

10 

 (11.1) 

4 

 (4.4) 

3  

(3.3) 

90  

(100) 

 

 

2. Scale: It was found that the most preferred size was medium (47.8%) 
followed by large (28.9%) and small (23.3%) respectively. When the age group was 
analyzed, it was found that the 6-year-old representative group preferred the small 
and large size equally at 36.4%, followed by the medium size at 27.2%. The 7-year-old 
representative group preferred the medium and large size equally at 38.9%, followed 
by small size (22.2%). While the 8-year-old representative group mostly preferred the 
medium size (65.2%) followed equally by the small and large size at 17.4%. The 9-
year-old representative group also preferred the medium size (55%), followed by the 
small size (25%) and large size (20%) according to table 13. 
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Table 13   The scale of graphic image preferred by the representative group 

Age 

Scale 

Total  

(%) 
 

Small 
 

Medium 
 

Large 

6 
4  

(36.4) 

3  

(27.2) 

4  

(36.4) 

11  

(100) 

7 
8  

(22.2) 

14  

(38.9) 

14 

(38.9) 

36  

(100) 

8 
4  

(17.4) 

15  

(65.2) 

4 

(17.4) 

23  

(100) 

9 
5 

(25.0) 

11  

(55.0) 

4  

(20.0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

21 

(23.3) 

43  

(47.8) 

26 

 (28.9) 

90  

(100) 

 

 

3. Space: It was found that the most preferred space usage in the graphic 
image was the combination (68.9%) followed by juxtaposition (17.8%) and singularity 
(13.3%) respectively. When the age group was analyzed, it was found that the 6-year-
old representative group preferred the combination (63.7%), followed by singularity 
(27.3%) and juxtaposition (9%) respectively. The representative group of 7-year-old 
children mostly preferred the combination (63.9%), followed by   juxtaposition (22.2%) 
and singularity (13.9%). While the 8-year-old representative group preferred the 
combination (74%), followed by singularity and juxtaposition at the equal ratio of 13%. 
Lastly, the 9-year-old representative group mostly preferred the combination (75%), 
followed by juxtaposition (20%) and singularity (5%), according to table 14. 
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Table 14   The use of space in the graphic image preferred by the representative 
group 

Age 

Space 

Total  

(%) Singularity 
 

Juxtaposition 
 

Combination 

6 
3  

(27.3) 

1  

(9.0) 

7  

(63.7) 

11  

(100) 

7 
5  

(13.9) 

8  

(22.2) 

23 

(63.9) 

36  

(100) 

8 
3  

(13.0) 

3  

(13.0) 

17 

(74.0) 

23  

(100) 

9 
1 

(5.0) 

4  

(20.0) 

15  

(75.0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

12 

(13.3) 

16 

(17.8) 

62 

 (68.9) 

90  

(100) 

 

 

4. Pattern: It was found that the use of pattern between the object and 
background most preferred by the representative group was the pattern object and 
pattern background (73.3%), followed by the pattern object and solid background 
(15.6%) and the solid object and pattern background (10%) respectively. When the age 
group was analyzed, it was found that the 6-year-old representative group preferred 
the pattern object and pattern background (81.8%), followed by the pattern object 
and solid background (18.2%). The 7-year-old representative group mostly preferred 
the pattern object and pattern background (75%), followed the pattern object and 
solid background (16.7%) and solid object and pattern background (8.3%) respectively. 
The 8-year-old representative group preferred the pattern object and pattern 
background most (52.2%), followed by the pattern object and solid background and 
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solid object and pattern background at the equal ratio of 21.7%. Lastly, the 9-year-old 
representative group also preferred the pattern object and pattern background most 
(90%), followed by the pattern object and solid background and the solid object and 
pattern background at the equal ratio of 5%, according to table 15. 
 

Table 15   The use of pattern between the object and background most preferred by 
the representative group 

Age 

Pattern 

Total  

(%) 

 
Solid object and 

solid background 

 
Pattern object and 

solid background 

 
Solid object and 

pattern background 

 
Pattern object and 

pattern background 

6 
0  

(0.0) 

2  

(18.2) 

0  

(0.0) 

9 

(81.8) 

11  

(100) 

7 
0  

(0.0) 

6  

(16.7) 

3 

(8.3) 

27 

(75.0) 

36  

(100) 

8 
1  

(4.4) 

5  

(21.7) 

5 

(21.7) 

12  

(52.2) 

23  

(100) 

9 
0  

(0.0) 

1  

(5.0) 

1  

(5.0) 

18  

(90.0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

1 

(1.1) 

14 

(15.6) 

9 

 (10.0) 

66  

(73.3) 

90  

(100) 

 

 

5. Artistic style: It was found that the artistic style most preferred by the 
representative group was the Art Nouveau (47.8%) followed by the Impressionism Lite 
(31.1%) and Realism (14.4%) respectively. When considering the age of the 
representative group, it was found that the 6-year-old group mostly preferred the Art 
Nouveau style (45.4%), followed by the Impressionism Lite style (36.4%) and the 
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Realism style (18.2%) respectively. The 7-year-old representative group preferred the 
Art Nouveau style most (50%), followed by the Impressionism Lite (27.8%), Realism 
(11.1%), and Simplify (11.1%). The 8-year-old representative group preferred the Art 
Nouveau and Impressionism Lite equally (39.1%), followed by Realism style (17.4%) 
and Simplify style (4.4%). The 9-year-old representative group preferred the Art 
Nouveau style most (55%), followed by the Impressionism Lite style (25%), Realism 
(15%) and Simplify style (5%), according to table 16. 
 

Table 16   The artistic style preferred by the representative group 

Age 

Artistic style 

Total  

(%) 
 

Realism 
 

Impressionism Lite 
 

Simplify 
 

Art Nouveau 

6 
2  

(18.2) 

4  

(36.4) 

0  

(0.0) 

5 

(45.4) 

11  

(100) 

7 
4  

(11.1) 

10  

(27.8) 

4 

(11.1) 

18 

(50.0) 

36  

(100) 

8 
4  

(17.4) 

9  

(39.1) 

1 

(4.4) 

9  

(39.1) 

23  

(100) 

9 
3  

(15.0) 

5  

(25.0) 

1  

(5.0) 

11  

(55.0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

13 

(14.4) 

28 

(31.1) 

6 

 (6.7) 

43  

(47.8) 

90  

(100) 

 

 

6. Mood and tone: It was found that the mood and tone most preferred 
by the representative group (42.2%) was the enjoyable casual image (warm-soft), 
followed by the natural image (cool-soft) at 37.8%, and the vigorous dynamic image 
(warm-hard) at 20%, respectively. When considering the age of the representative 
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group, it was found that the 6-year-old group mostly preferred the enjoyable casual 
image (54.5 %), followed by the natural image (27.3%) and the vigorous dynamic image 
(18.2%) respectively. The 7-year-old representative group preferred the natural image 
most (41.7%), followed by the enjoyable casual image (36.1%), and vigorous dynamic 
image (22.2%). The 8-year-old representative group preferred the enjoyable casual 
image most (43.5%), followed by natural image (39.1%) and vigorous dynamic image 
(17.4%). The 9-year-old representative group preferred the enjoyable casual image 
most (45%), followed by the natural image (35%), and vigorous dynamic image (20%), 
according to table 17. 
 

Table 17   The use of mood and tone preferred by the representative group 

Age 

Mood ad tone 

Total  

(%) 

 
Natural 

(cool-soft) 

 
Casual - Enjoyable 

(warm-soft) 

 
Dynamic - Vigorous 

(warm-hard) 

6 
3  

(27.3) 

6  

(54.5) 

2  

(18.2) 

11  

(100) 

7 
15  

(41.7) 

13  

(36.1) 

8 

(22.2) 

36  

(100) 

8 
9  

(39.1) 

10  

(43.5) 

4 

(17.4) 

23  

(100) 

9 
7 

(35.0) 

9  

(45.0) 

4  

(20.0) 

20  

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

34 

(37.8) 

38 

(42.2) 

18 

 (20.0) 

90  

(100) 

 

The characteristic of the graphic image most preferred by children age 

between 6-9 years old could be concluded as table 18. 
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Table 18   The characteristic of the graphic image most preferred by children age 
between 6-9 years old 

Visual images The characteristic of the graphic image 

 

Representation style 

Children preferred the realistic picture with detail. 

 

Medium scale 

Children preferred the medium-size picture, not too small 

nor too big. 

 

Combination in space 

Children preferred the pictures which were grouped 

together because it reminded them of the family and 

warmth. 

 

Pattern object and pattern background 

Children preferred the picture with pattern or detail on the 

patterned background which created atmosphere. 

 

Art Nouveau style 

Children preferred the surreal-decorated picture inspired by 

the organic form which resembles the world of dream. 

 

Enjoyable casual image 

Children preferred the vivid color image with the joyful 

feeling. 
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Part 2: Conclusion of the analysis and synthesis of graphic design approach for 
the exhibition aiming towards the 6-9 years old audiences 

 

Content and presentation of the exhibition for children’s learning 

The suitable content for exhibition aiming towards the children audience 

should include the content structure that taught about the nature and the everyday 

environment. The knowledge content would be incorporated with the things familiar 

to children such as toys, daily materials, body, etc. It should allow the children to 

learn, experience, and be creative while not too deep nor too complex. 

The content creator should consider the content which follows the 

elementary school curriculum, such as the scientific process including the observation, 

hypothesis, data gathering, and conclusion. The mentioned content could be the 

guideline for the exhibition design as well. 

The exhibition which could attract the young audience best should 

emphasize play and tactile experience. The exhibition presentation through the 

interactive and hands-on style would allow the children to learn through touch and 

experiment, and therefore could be the most suitable form. It also conforms to the 

constructivist exhibition concept which aims to stimulate the children’s learning and 

knowledge creation through activities and experiences from the experiment, which can 

be predicted and concluded (Hein, 1998, p. 35). The exhibition should present the 

content which the children would perceive through playing and the use of visual, 

auditory, and tactile sensory. However, the content which requires tasting should be 

avoided due to the health safety concern. 

 

Graphic design approach for the exhibition aiming towards children’s learning 

 Design concept 
As the exhibition presentation should follow the constructivist exhibition 

concept, which stimulates the children’s learning through activities and experiences 
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which could be predicted and concluded, while concerning about the children safety, 

the design should enable the children to feel safe and be able to perceive the touch. 

This could be done through the use of graphic to attract attention, in order for the 

children to observe and find the solution. 

 The use of picture 
As it was found through the experimenting in the children’s preference of 

image, that the majority of children preferred the realistic and detailed image, with 

pattern on the object and background, and decorated in the dream-like manner 

inspired by the organic form. They also preferred the medium-size images grouped 

together to remind them of the family and warmth. 

Accordingly, the images which will be used in the exhibition aiming towards 

the children audiences should be detailed, realistic, and decorated. There should also 

be the use of pattern in the background to create atmosphere and story. The 

important is expressing the children nature through the age-appropriate forms. 

Replacing the text with image or cartoon is also another appropriate method in 

communicating with children. The cartoon picture might be the most suitable graphic 

form in this case, for it could attract attention and reflect the nature of children well. 

 The use of text 
The text in exhibition aiming towards the children audiences should be 

limited only to the title and zone’s name. The message should be short and brief, 

with just two levels of text including the headline and the body text. 

In the case of Thai alphabets, the appropriate font should include the head 

according the correct method of writing Thai alphabet, because it is the most familiar 

form for children. The sans-serif Thai font should be avoided because it would be hard 

to read for children. And the character style should be direct, bold, with appropriate 

spacing. The script font could also be used if the head is included and the overall 

form is easy to read. 
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The text height should be at least 0.5 inch for every 2.5 meters viewing 

distance (Jutawipat, 1999, p. 84). However, the number of alphabets and the length of 

the text can be flexible according to the content, although it should be limited within 

2-3 lines. Despite the fact that the children usually learn from image and do not read 

too much, the text should still be incorporated so that the adults could read and help 

explaining the content to the children. 

 

 

Figure 49   Example of the correct Thai alphabets, and the appropriate text size for 
viewing from distance 
 

 The use of color 
The color used in the design for children should be vivid in order to attract 

the children’s attention. Children preferred the vivid tone with fun, comfortable, and 

casual feeling. The actual material color could also be used, but the tone could be 

adjusted to be more saturated. The text color should be contrasted with the 

background color. Black text on light background or white text on dark background 

would help increase the text’s legibility and make it easy to read from the distance. 

 

 

Figure 50   Example of the Enjoyable color palette, with saturated and fun color 
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 The composition of graphic elements 
The design composition of graphic elements and the layout of the graphic 

panel aiming towards children audiences between age 6-9 years old should follow the 

average height of the children. According to the Thai children’s growth standard by the 

Department of Health, Ministry of Public Health (1999), the average height of boys and 

girls between 6-9 years old would be about 114-130 centimeters. Therefore, the 

average height would be 122 centimeters. 

When analyzing the children’s visual scope according to the concept of   

Visual field in a vertical plane by Julius Panero and Zelnik (1979, p. 287), it was found 

that the standard visual line of children from age 6-9 years old would be 112 

centimeters, and the scope of regular visual field would be at the 94 centimeters, 

while the height limit would be 233 centimeters. 

 

Figure 51   Visual field in a vertical plane of 6-9 years old children 
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The graphic layout should incorporate only one focal point in order to lead 

the eye of the audience into the image. There should be the use of asymmetrical 

balance to create the casual look. The appropriate text and image ratio would be 

about 30 : 70. However, it could be flexible according to the content’s length. The 

graphic should be installed near the displayed objects and playing instruments in order 

to explain how to play. 

 

Part 3: Implementation 
 

The conclusion of the graphic design for exhibition aiming towards the 

children from 6-9 years old as found by the researcher could be the new approach to 

the theory of efficient graphic design for motivating the children’s learning. 

Nevertheless, the researcher would like to confirm the efficiency of this approach by 

using the guidelines to design the exhibition graphics module to install within the 

temporary exhibition space, in order to present the tangible research result which 

could be evaluated by the experts and the representative groups. The detail of 

exhibition design would be further described below. 

 

Site and space 
The site which the exhibition graphics module would be installed was the 

meeting room number 401 which was located on the 4th floor of the Bangkok Art and 

Culture Centre (BACC), Pathumwan district, Bangkok. This temporary exhibition space 

was rectangular, with the size of 7 x 11 meters, and the height of 2.95 meters, yielding 

the exhibition area of about 70 square meters. 
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Figure 52   Area detail of the meeting room 401 
 

 

 
Figure 53   The interior and exterior of the meeting room 401 
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Contents 
This module exhibition was named “Becoming a Butterfly.” It was interactive 

exhibition for the graphic testing activities, aiming towards the children audiences 

between 6-9 years old. The children would learn through the interactive media, 

integrated lessons about the natural science, and the practice of scientific method 

such as observation, communication, and predicting through the playing with forms 

and pattern. 

The exhibition content was bilingual, presenting the life of the butterfly, 

which was one of the science lessons in the elementary school. The children would 

learn about the life of the animal with short life cycle which changes its body in each 

amazing period of life. The exhibition would be the additional content from the lesson 

in class. 

 

Design concept 
This exhibition would present its content through the playing under the 

concept of “Seek and Find” , or playing with shapes and patterns. The children would 

gain the new experience in learning from investigation towards the discovery, through 

the model situation as if children had entered in the butterfly environment. They will 

observe the changing body of the butterfly in each period of growth through the 

playing in the activity based which allow them to find the answer while having fun. 

There would also be the large puppet created with the flexible and soft fabrics, which 

the children could touch and change the forms according to their imagination. The 

fabric puppet would also create the safe and comfortable feeling. 
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Exhibition Plan 
 

 

Figure 54   Becoming a Butterfly: exhibition plan 
 

The storytelling of this module exhibition would follow the 4 stages of the 

butterfly’s life, consisted of  Egg  Caterpillar  Pupa  Butterfly. 

 

 

Figure 55   The story arrangement in the module exhibition 
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Mood and tone 
The mood and tone designation for graphic design and the displayed object 

would use the color palette “Youth Tonic”, from the WGSN – The Vision: 

Spring/Summer 2018 trends (2017). The chosen palette reflected the feeling of the 

children and youth culture’s creativity and character, which was about the creativity 

and discovery. There was the tendency to focus on reality and the virtual data, which 

would be the new approach in the expression of self and match the design concept. 

 

 

Figure 56   The color palette “Youth Tonic” 
 

 

Figure 57   Mood board “Youth Tonic” 
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Typeface 
The chosen typeface in the design was Layiji MaHaNiYum V1.5 typeface, 

because the Thai alphabet included the head, and because its thickness was appropriate 

for the presentation of content for the audiences who would view it from distance. 

 

 

Figure 58   Example of Layiji MaHaNiYum V1.5 typeface 
 

The typeface selected for the exhibition title, zone title, introduction 

message, description, and how-to-play explanation would use the Thai language as the 

main language, with English subtitle. The size of the main language and subtitle would 

be different, with two levels of alphabet consisted of the level 1 for title or zone and 

the level 2 for content. 

 

 

Figure 59   The typeface height for the module exhibition 
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Graphic Design results 
The module exhibition “ Becoming a Butterfly”  was the presentation of 

graphic design which designated the height to follow the average height of the 6-9 

year-old children. The details of exhibition were described as follow. 

 The exhibition title: The design of the exhibition title would use the 
prominent feature and the silhouette of the butterfly and caterpillar to decorate, 
together with the semi-bold sans-serif alphabets and the Youth Tonic color palette. 
The color would increase the attractiveness of the words, and it would be in harmony 
with the image of the whole exhibition. 
 

 

Figure 60   The title name of “Becoming a Butterfly” exhibition 
 

 Attraction: Cartoon was the suitable graphic form for the presentation 
aiming towards the children audience. Cartoon also reflected the nature of children 
and stimulates the imagination and creativity well. The cartoon character could invite 
the children to touch and learn with the friendly, casual, and relax feeling. The design 
of the cartoon and illustration in this work would simplify the nature and the living 
organism which the children were already familiar with into the minimalism graphic 
image with some detail. The level of simplification would not reach the abstract level, 
so that the children could easily perceived and understand the image. 
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Figure 61   Examples of the cartoon and illustration used in the design 
 

Moreover, the researcher designed a child cartoon character called “ Noo 

Bee” , to be used in the how-to-play explanation. The design would follow the 

proportion of the children’s body, so that they could imitate the gesture in the happy 

transmuting zone easily.  

 

 

Figure 62   The cartoon character “Noo Bee”, to be used in the how-to-play 
explanation 
 

 Devising path: The content would be inclusive within the exhibition 
designed with the path as the areas of affinity, which the audience would be able to 
choose their own learning in each zone with freedom. 
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Figure 63   Devising path in the module exhibition 
 

 Entrance: When the audiences enter the exhibition, they would found the 
Title panel first. The design element of this graphic panel consisted of the name of the 
exhibition, short message to invite the audience, and the illustration. The designated 
height of the design followed the height of children age between 6-9 years old. 
 

 

Figure 64   Graphic design for the title panel 
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As the exhibition follow the children’s height, the entrance could seems too 

low for the adults, but it would feel like crouching down to find something inside. The 

audiences would have to walk through the fabric strips and part them inside, which 

would feel like the exploration. Then they would walk pass the introductory panel 

which would give the introduction prior to the activity zone inside the exhibition. 

 
Figure 65   Exhibition entrance design 
 

 

Figure 66   Inspiration of the fabric strip design, in order to induce the feeling of 
exploration 
Source: ArchDaily (2015). WonderWALL/LIKEarchitects. Accessed June 20, 2017. 
Available from https://www.archdaily.com/598330/wonderwall-likearchitects 
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Figure 67   The exhibition entrance with the fabric strips 
 

 
Figure 68   The audiences walked pass the introductory panel prior to the beginning 
of learning 
 

 The beginning of learning: When the audiences enter the exhibition, they 
would found the graphic image installed on the floor to display the beginning of the 
learning of Butterfly’s life cycle. 
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Figure 69   The graphic image installed on the floor for the beginning of learning 
 

 

 
Figure 70   Installation of the graphic image on the floor 
 

Including the interpretative graphic panel, which presents the growth and 

the size of the caterpillar with the graphic image and brief text, using the Anamorphic 

illustration in order to create the illusion which would motivate the curiosity of the 

children to find the answer from observation. The illusion image was installed on the 

floor and link to the panel. 
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Figure 71   Interpretative graphic panels to present the content 
 

There was the use of the fabric puppet designed as a large butterfly egg, in 

order to build the imagination of the embryo inside the egg and the warm and safe 

feeling. 
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Figure 72   Inspiration for the large fabric puppet to create the warm and safe feeling 
Source: Viction:ary (2013). Just Kidding: A to Z Designs for Kids & Kidults. North 
Point, Hong Kong: Viction:workshop Ltd.: 204-205. 

 

 
Figure 73   Large fabric puppet of the butterfly egg, and the graphic image of the 
caterpillar in the Anamorphic illustration style 
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 Activity zone: The activity was divided into three zones. 
 

 

Figure 74   Activity zones within the exhibition 
 

1. Caterpillar Detective (นักสืบตัวหนอน) 

The Caterpillar Detective zone presented the story since the egg-

laying period to the caterpillar period through the graphic storytelling of the butterfly’s 

origin of life on the floor. The audience would learn from the starting point towards 

the game activity, which requested them to find the form of the caterpillar hiding 

within the image that tell the story of the caterpillar’s life. 
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Figure 75   The design of the Caterpillar Detective zone 
 

The design of the graphic panel used the large Thai alphabets with 

the zone title. The alphabet height was 3.2 inches, with English subtitle of 1.2 inches 

height underneath. The illustration was minimally designed by using the geometric 

forms as the element, with the picture of the caterpillar which attracts the audiences’ 

eyes towards the game. There was also the cartoon of “Noo Bee”, who suggested the 

audiences to put the play instruments back in place after used. 

 
Figure 76   The design of the graphic panel in the Caterpillar Detective zone 
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Figure 77   The graphic panel in the Caterpillar Detective zone 
 

The game of finding caterpillar form told the story about the origin of 

the caterpillar’s life, which the butterfly would lay its egg on the leaf. When the 

caterpillar was hatched, it would feed on the leaves. However, life was not always 

perfect for the caterpillar could be eaten. Apart from seeing the butterflies in the 

daytime, there would also be the night butterflies which live mostly at night. The 

illustration would be designed with the simplified natural forms, and the adaptation of 

the Thai letters into the form of caterpillar. The presentation would be two 

dimensional, with the grouped layout and the asymmetrical balance so that the image 

could be viewed from the distance or at the close encounter. The view from close 

encounter would be detailed, so that the form could be found. And the view from the 

distance would enable the viewer to use their imagination and decipher the meaning. 

 

 
Figure 78   The graphic telling the story of the caterpillar’s life 
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Figure 79   The adaptation of the Thai alphabets into the form of the caterpillar 

 

 
Figure 80   The instrument for finding the image installed on the panel within the 
activity zone 
 

On the panel within the activity zone, there would be the finding 

instrument which was the magnifying glass with the Thai alphabets that the audience 

would use to find the caterpillar resemble the alphabet form on the magnifying glass. 

Within the near area, there was also the installation of the large fabric puppet 

designed to look like a giant caterpillar on the leaf. The audience could freely sit or 

lean on this caterpillar that ate so much leaves that it became large. And when the 

audience looks back from the sitting position at the large caterpillar, one could see the 

whole perspective of the three pictures, which the children could imagine into 

different animals such as bear, sloth, or rabbit. 
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Figure 81   Children use the magnifying glass to find the hidden caterpillar 
 

 
Figure 82   Large fabric puppet of the caterpillar, which could be sat on 
 

 

Figure 83   Inspiration for the design of the large puppet 
Source: Viction:ary (2013). Just Kidding: A to Z Designs for Kids & Kidults. North 
Point, Hong Kong: Viction:workshop Ltd.: 125, 152, 206. 
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Moreover, there was also the Interpretative graphic panel presenting 

the content which was translated into the graphic image for the children audiences’ 

easy understanding. The presented content was the development of the butterfly 

metamorphosis. 

 
Figure 84   Interpretative graphic panel presenting the story of butterfly transformation 
 

2. Transforming Fun (แปลงร่างหรรษา) 

The Transforming Fun zone was the presentation through the 

Interactive media. The children would learn about the four stages of the butterfly’s life 

cycle, including the egg, larva, pupa, and the adult through the interactive media using 

the graphic image together with the realistic video animation. 
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Figure 85   The design of the Transforming Fun zone 
 

 
Figure 86   The design of the graphic panel within the Transforming Fun zone 
 

The design of the graphic panel used the alphabets with the same 

size of the first zone. The cartoon character “Noo Bee” was also at the average height 

of the children age 6-9 years old or 112 centimeters. 
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Figure 87   The graphic panel of the Transformation Fun zone 
 

Using the multimedia to interact with the audience and attract the 

children’s attention to play was effective to create surprise prior to the learning of 

content. The design would use the motion sensor technology through the Kinect 

instrument. When the audience walk past the LED TV with the Kinect installed, one 

would be capture and one’s shadow would appear on the screen, which could attract 

attention and stimulate the curiosity. 

When looking beside the TV screen, a graphic sign which suggested 

the audience to imitate the pose of the cartoon character on the sign would be found. 

There would also be the graphic sign on the floor indicating the position which the 

audience must stand in order to play the transformation game. If the audience poses 

the correct posture, the video of the butterfly’s metamorphosis in each stage would 

appear. 
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Figure 88   Graphic sign suggestion of the pose for the audience to imitate 
 

 

 

      

 

Figure 89   Graphic board on the floor, indicating the position to play game 
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Figure 90   Storyboard of the interactive media design for learning 
 

 
Figure 91   The audience playing with the silhouette and follow the posture 
suggestion in the graphic sign 
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3. Butterfly Jigsaw (จิ๊กซอว์ต่อผีเสื้อ) 

Butterfly Jigsaw zone presented the unique characteristic of each 

family of butterflies found in Thailand, including Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae, 

Lycaenidae, Hesperiidae, and Moth, The presentation was in the form of the large 

jigsaw puzzle game, using the graphic of the butterfly cartoon with different look as the 

jigsaw puzzle. 

 
Figure 92   The design of the Butterfly Jigsaw zone 
 

 
Figure 93   The design of the graphic panel in the Butterfly Jigsaw zone 
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Figure 94   The graphic images for the jigsaw and the graphic board on the floor 
 

As the audiences would be required to spend time to find the jigsaw 

pieces and their correct position, this game is suitable for the children from 8 years 

old, who could concentrate with the task until completion (Lampawed, 2011, p. 11). 

For the younger children, even if they could concentrate quite long, but the game’s 

complexity might prevent the children to correct the jigsaw puzzle and thus might 

require longer time than their attention span. Therefore, the researcher designed the 

title of the butterfly’s family for the six graphic images, which served as the starting 

point for the jigsaw puzzle game in order to find the correct image of the butterfly in 

each side. Another game aid included the graphic image of the butterfly’s silhouette 

which served as the hint for the correct position of the box. The children would look 

and analyze the silhouette form to match the puzzle piece on the jigsaw box, and it 

would be easier to find the correct answer. 
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Figure 95   The jigsaw box indicating the title of the butterfly’s family in all 6 sides 
 

 
Figure 96   The atmosphere within the Butterfly Jigsaw zone 
 

 
Figure 97   The children learn with fun by playing with the Jigsaw puzzle 
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 Stamp point: Prior to the activity zone entrance, the children would receive 
a card for their stamp collecting mission. The stamp would be placed in each area of 
the exhibition. When all the stamps are collected, the children could claim their prize 
and keep the card as the souvenir after the exhibition visit. 
 

   
Figure 98   The design of card and stamp 
 

 
Figure 99   The design of the card receiving and stamping location 
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Figure 100   The design of the stamp location, with the concern of the children’s 
height 
 

 

Figure 101   The children at work on their stamp collecting 
 

There were three stamping location distributed in each zone. The first 

location was between zone 1 and 2, with the large caterpillar puppet in the way. The 

children must cross or sit on the caterpillar in order to get their stamp. The next 

location was between zone 2 and 3, inside the large fabric chrysalis which the children 

must part inside to find the stamp. The last one was right at the end of zone 3, which 

the children could stamp before leaving the exhibition. 
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Figure 102   The stamp location distributed in each zone 
 

 
Figure 103   The children completed their stamp collecting from three locations 
 

 Atmosphere: The atmosphere within the exhibition would create the 
feeling of safety and curiosity to touch. The decoration would include the large fabric 
puppet or bean bag with the foam beads and the light-weight polyester fiber, which 
allow the children to touch, change the form according to their imagination, lean on, 
or burrow inside, creating the warm and safe feeling. The design of the fabric puppet 
follows the simplified form of the caterpillar and the butterfly, in order to match the 
children preference. The size was exaggerated to create the excitement for the young 
audiences. 
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Figure 104   The flexible and large fabric puppet which attract the children to touch 
and feel safe 
 

Moreover, there was also the decoration with the fabric puppet designed 

from the simplified form of the chrysalis. This puppet was hung upside down to 

resemble the chrysalis hanging from the tree, in order to arouse the children’s 

imagination. The children could part and get inside the chrysalis puppet to find the 

hidden stamping location. This chrysalis puppet was installed between the 

Transforming Fun and the Butterfly Jigsaw, to connect the story of the butterfly’s 

metamorphosis from caterpillar into the chrysalis and butterfly in the next zone. 

 

 
Figure 105   The children parting the chrysalis fabric puppet to find the hidden 
stamping location 
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Figure 106   Inspiration for the design of the hanging fabric puppet 
Source: Grloss Creative (2017). The pleasure is all mine. Accessed June 20. Available 
from http://www.thepleasureisallmine.com.au/ 
 

 Wayfinding: The design of the guiding sign, including the entrance and exit 
sign, would lead the audiences to each zone within the exhibition. 
 

     
 

Figure 107   The design for the entrance-exit sign of the exhibition 
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Part 4: The design evaluation 
 

The result of the expert’s evaluation 
According to the evaluation from the experts in graphic design, exhibition 

design, and children’s learning, using the evaluation forms sent by the researcher to 

evaluate the module exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly” designed by the researcher 

that was rated by 6 experts (2 experts about children’s learning and 4 design experts), 

the below results were found. 

 

Table 19   The design evaluation by the experts 

Part 1: Content and form of the module exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly” 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The content was consistent to the learning 
skill of children between 6-9 years old. 

5 1   

2. The content was consistent with the 
elementary level curriculum. 

6    

3. The content was suitable for the children’s 
learning through touch and play. 

4 2   

4. The content reinforced the imagination 
and creativity. 

4 2   

5. The content presentation was simple and 
incomplex.   

4 2   

6. The content hierarchy was appropriate.   2 4   
7. The interactive feature of the exhibition is 
suitable for the Thai children.  

3 3   

8. The game activity for the children’s 
learning was interesting.  

6    
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Table 19   The design evaluation by the experts (continue) 

Part 2: The graphic design approach of the module exhibition “Becoming a 

Butterfly” A: The design concept 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The graphic design was consistent with the 
concept of “Seek and Find”, which the 
audience would use their visual sense to 
seek the answer. 

6    

2. The graphic design could motivate the 
children to learn to exhibition content.  

6    

3. The graphic design could motivate the 
children to want to touch.  

6    

4. The graphic design could create the 
feeling of safety for children.  

4 2   

5. The use of fabric puppet with graphic 
design could reinforce the want-to-touch 
feeling and the feeling of safety.   

6    

B: The use of pictures 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The graphic image was unique and easy to 
remember. 

4 2   

2. The graphic style was suitable for children. 6    
3. The graphic image could attract children’s 
attention. 

6    

4. The graphic image could convey the 
meaning consistent to the children’s 
perception. 

2 4   

5. The graphic image could motivate the 
children to learn. 

6    

6. The background pattern could create the 
atmosphere in the image well. 

4 2   
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Table 19   The design evaluation by the experts (continue) 

C: The use of text 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The font style was consistent to the 

exhibition.  
5 1   

2. The text style was suitable for the 

communication with children. 
4 2   

3. The bold text could be easily seen.  4 2   

4. The decorative font for the exhibition title 

was suitable and beautiful. 
5 1   

5. The exhibition zone title was large enough 

for the viewing from distance.   
4 2   

6. The size of the body text was appropriate. 3 3   

7. The amount of text was consistent to the 

children’s reading skills. 
4 2   

8. The text was appropriately brief and short. 6    

D: The use of color 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The exhibition color scheme was beautiful 
and harmonized.   

6    

2. The color scheme “Youth Tonic” was 
appropriately used in the exhibition.    

6    

3. The vivid color of the picture could attract 
the children’s attention. 

6    

4. The use of the background color and the 
text color was appropriate.   

5 1   
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Table 19   The design evaluation by the experts (continue) 

E: The element composition 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The element composition seems relax and 
casual. 

6    

2. The graphic layout had an appropriate 
focal point. 

4 2   

3. The graphic layout position was 
appropriate. 

6    

4. The text position was appropriate.  3 3   

5. The visual element and text layout was 
appropriate. 

5 1   

F: The overall look 

Topic Very good Good Acceptable Poor 

1. The overall approach of graphic design for 

the exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly” 
5 1   

2. The overall look of the module exhibition  4 2   

 

According to table 19, the experts’ evaluation of the module exhibition 

“Becoming a Butterfly” could be concluded as follow. 

 

Part 1: Content and form of the module exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly”   

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the consistency of the 
content to the learning skill of children between 6-9 years old.   

2. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the consistency with the 
elementary level curriculum. 

3. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the content’s 
suitability for the children’s learning through touch and play. 
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4. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the content’s ability 
to reinforce the imagination and creativity. 

5. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the simple 
presentation of the content. 

6. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the suitable content 
hierarchy.   

7. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the interesting game activity 
for the children’s learning through play, with the additional suggestion of the activities 
such as finding the different butterfly species by dragging the jigsaw puzzle box to each 
place in the exhibition, which could add more fun for the children. 
 

Part 2 :  The graphic design approach of the module exhibition “Becoming a 

Butterfly”    

A: The design concept 

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic design’s 
consistency with the concept of “Seek and Find”, which the audience would use their 
visual sense to seek the answer. 

2. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic design’s ability to 
motivate the children audiences to learn the exhibition content. 

3. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic design’s ability to 
arouse the children’s feeling of wanting to touch. 

4. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the graphic design’s 
ability to create the feeling of safety for children. 

5. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the use of fabric puppet 
together with the graphic design to reinforce the feeling of wanting-to-touch and the 
feeling of safety. 
 

B: The use of pictures 

1. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the graphic image’s 
unique quality. 
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2. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic style’s 
appropriation to the children audiences.   

3. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic image’s ability to 
attract the children’s attention.   

4. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the graphic image’s 
ability to convey the meaning consistent to the children’s perception.  

5. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the graphic image’s ability to 
motivate the children to learn. 

6. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the background 
pattern’s ability to create the atmosphere in the picture. 
 

C: The use of text 

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the suitability of the font 
style with the exhibition.   

2. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the font’s suitability 
for the communication with the children.   

3. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the font’s boldness 
which would enable to clear viewing.   

4. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the suitability and the beauty 
of the decorative font for the exhibition title. 

5. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the font’s size of the 
zone title for the viewing from distance.   

6. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the suitable font’s 
size of the body text, with the additional comment that the font size should be 
increased. However, the overall look was good.   

7. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the suitable amount 
of text for the children’s reading skill. 

8. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the suitable use of the short 
and brief text.  
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D: The use of color 

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the exhibition color scheme, 
with the additional comment that the exhibition’s color was cute and relaxing to 
watch.   

2. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the appropriate use of Youth 
Tonic color scheme with the exhibition.   

3. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the vivid color of the pictures 
which could attract the children’s attention.   

4. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the suitable use of the 
background and text color choices. 
 

E: The element composition 

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the relax and casual element 
composition. 

2. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the suitable graphic 
design to create the focal point. 

3. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the suitable location of the 
graphic image. 

4. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the suitable location 
of the text layout. 

5. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the appropriate layout of the 
visual element and the text. 
 

F: The overall look 

1. The experts gave a very good evaluation to the overall approach of the 
graphic design in the exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly”. 

2. The experts gave a good to very good evaluation to the overall look of 
the module exhibition, with the additional suggestion that the exhibition area was too 
small, which was the limitation of this exhibition. 
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The satisfaction evaluation of the representative group 
The researcher questioned the representative group who were the children 

between 6-9 years old participated in the graphic testing activity in the module 

exhibition “ Becoming a Butterfly”, in order to evaluate their satisfaction for the 

exhibition design. The question topic was the most preferred things by the 

representative group. The results could be concluded as follow. 

1. Demographic data: There were total 32 children who answer the 
question, which could be divided as follow. 

1.1 Age group: The age of the representative group was between 6-9 
years old. 21.9% of the representative group was 6 years old, 21.9% was 7 years old, 
21.9% was 8 years old, and 34.3% was 9 years old, according to table 20. 
 

Table 20   The age of the representative group who participated in the exhibition 

Age (year) Amount (person) Percent 

6 7 21.9 

7 7 21.9 

8 7 21.9 

9 11 34.3 

Total 32 100 

 

1.2 Gender: The representative group was 37.5% male and 62.5% 
female, according to table 21. 
 

Table 21   The gender of the representative group who participated in the exhibition 

Gender Amount (person) Percent 

Male 12 37.5 

Female 20 62.5 

Total 32 100 
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2. The satisfaction of the representative group towards the module 
exhibition: It was found that the representative group liked the transformation activity 
most (28.1%), followed by the characteristic of the butterfly and caterpillar at the 
same ratio of 21.9%, and the jigsaw puzzle activity (18.7%), according to table 22. 
 

Table 22   The satisfaction of the representative group towards the module exhibition 

Age 

The module exhibition design 

Total 

(%) 

Character Activity 

Caterpillar Pupa Butterfly Jigsaw Transform 

6 1 

(14.2) 

0 

(0) 

2 

(28.6) 

2 

(28.6) 

2 

(28.6) 

7 

(100) 

7 1 

(14.2) 

0 

(0) 

1 

(14.2) 

3 

(43.0) 

2 

(28.6) 

7 

(100) 

8 2 

(28.55) 

1 

(14.3) 

1 

(14.3) 

1 

(14.3) 

2 

(28.55) 

7 

(100) 

9 3 

(27.3) 

2 

(18.1) 

3 

(27.3) 

0 

(0) 

3 

(27.3) 

11 

(100) 

Total 

(%) 

7 

(21.9) 

3 

(9.4) 

7 

(21.9) 

6 

(18.7) 

9 

(28.1) 

32 

(100) 

 

The representative group gave their reason of the satisfaction towards this 

exhibition design, that they liked the characteristic of the butterfly and caterpillar for 

their cuteness, beauty, and softness. And the representative liked the transformation 

activity and jigsaw puzzle activity because they could play and have fun. 

 

The researcher also observed the children’s learning behavior in the graphic 

testing activity in this module exhibition and found that, 

- Most children preferred the large but cute objects.   
- The 6-year-old children preferred the simple activity such as finding the 
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caterpillar or transformation with the easy posture, while the 9-year-old children 
preferred the more challenging and active activities such as jigsaw puzzle or 
transformation with the complex posture. 

- Girls preferred the softness, colorful, and the feeling of safety. This was 
found through the observation of their preferred activities such as finding the 
caterpillars and leaning on the fabric puppets. On the contrary, the boys preferred the 
challenge, fun, mischievous, and active activities, as they would run or jump on the 
fabric puppets in between the game activities. 

- Some children would stack the box vertically or have fun throwing and 
receiving the box with their friends before trying to find the answer with the jigsaw 
puzzle. 

- Both boys and girls preferred the play which they could touch by hands.   
- Children would look down to the see the graphic image on the floor 

and follow the path to find the answers with curiosity.   
- All children would walk towards the screen to play after seeing their 

own silhouette appearing on the screen.   
- Most children could follow the posture suggestion from the sign just by 

looking.   
- Young children could stand, watch, and play with the silhouette without 

knowing that they should look at the instruction sign. If they happen to do the correct 
posture and transform, they would be excited and happy and try to guess other posture 
until being told to look at the instruction sign. Afterwards they would understand and 
follow the instruction. This problem did not exist in the older children, for they would 
scan and try to find the instruction and understand the sign by themselves. 

- As for the graphic set of the Caterpillar detective zone, the children 
would grab the magnifying glass and focus on finding the caterpillar at the close 
distance without paying attention to the story in the pictures and the overall image 
from the distance. 

- The children liked the chrysalis fabric puppet hanging from the ceiling, 
which they could part, hug, push, and enter the narrow space.   

- If the children play alone and could not complete the mission, they 
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would turn towards other objects or activities. But if they could see other children who 
could complete the mission, they would retry again.   

- The average time spent with the activities in the exhibition was about 
15-30 minutes. If the children were accompanied by friends, they would spend longer 
time. 

- The parents could push the children to learn the content for reading. 
The bilingual content was most preferred by the parents because they could help the 
children to practice reading skills.   

It could be included that the behavior of the children participated in the 

module exhibition were similar, with different preferences. The preferences could be 

divided into 2 categories, which were the preference of the cartoon characters and the 

preference of activities. When the survey results in table 19 was analysis, it was found 

that the younger children of 6-7 years old tend to prefer the activities more than 

looking at the image for its beauty, while the older children of 9 years old preferred 

the friendly and beautiful character.   

 

 

Chapter summary 
The 2nd phase of the study was the quantitative study which gathered the 

data twice from the representative group of total 90 children through 1) the 

questionnaire about the content preference and 2) the graphic testing set to find the 

graphic image preference. The result was analysis and synthesis into the suitable 

graphic design approach.   

The analysis result of the most preferred content was the butterfly, and the 

most preferred graphic image was the realistic and detailed picture, with medium size, 

grouped, with pattern on the object and background, with surreal decoration inspired 

by the organic form as in the Art Nouveau style, and with the vivid and fun color.   

The analysis and synthesis of the suitable graphic design approach for the 

exhibition aiming towards the children between 6-9 years old found that the suitable 
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content was about the nature and daily environment, which the children could learn, 

experience, and enhance their creativity while not too deep nor too complex. The 

content should be consistent to the curriculum in school. The exhibition which 

focuses on play and touch would attract the children’s attention best. The interactive 

and hands-on presentation which would allow the touching experiment could 

motivate the learning. And the content should be learned through playing and using 

the senses.   

The graphic design approach should enable the children to feel safe and 

know that they could touch things. The use of pictures should be consistent with the 

children’s preference. The use of text should be limited to just the exhibition title and 

the zone title, with as few texts as possible. The text level should only be divided into 

2 levels including the title and the body text. The Thai alphabets should include the 

head as the correct method of writing Thai alphabet. The font should be non-italic and 

bold, with the height at least 0.5 inch and the length within 2-3 lines. The color should 

be vivid and fun, with contrasting color between the text and background for legibility 

and viewing from distance. The graphic element composition and layout should follow 

the children’s average height and the visual field size. There should only be one focal 

point, with asymmetrical balance and informal look. The text to image ratio should be 

30 : 70. 

The third phase of the research was the application of the design approach 

found as the design and installation guidelines for the module exhibition “Becoming a 

Butterfly” within the temporary exhibition space, at the meeting room 401, on the 4th 

floor of the Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC). The exhibition was held as the 

graphic testing activity for the children age between 6-9 years old, in order to evaluate 

the research result by six experts and the representative group of 32 children. The 

evaluation was carried out through the question and observation by the researcher. 

This module exhibition presented the story of the butterfly’s life, following 

the early elementary level curriculum. The children would learn the content and 
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practice the scientific method skills through the play with forms and pattern. The 

content was bilingual, in English and Thai. The exhibition was interactive, and the 

content was presented through the “Seek and Find” manner. The mood and tone was 

designated using the color scheme “youth tonic” for the graphic design to reflect the 

characteristic and creativity of children. The graphic design results follow the average 

height of the children age between 6-9 years old. The content communication to the 

children was done mainly through the use of the cartoon character and illustration 

and the text with appropriate font and size. There were three zones of activities 

including the Caterpillar Detective, Transforming Fun, and Butterfly Jigsaw zones. There 

were also the uses of interactive media, stamping location, fabric puppet to create 

atmosphere, and wayfinding for the children to play, touch, and perceive the safe and 

warm feeling which were all consistent to the research result. 

The experts evaluated the design in two main issues, 1) the content and 

presentation form of the module exhibition, and 2) the graphic design approach of the 

exhibition including the design concept, the use of pictures, the use of text, the use of 

color, and the element composition. The overall approach of the exhibition module 

designed was evaluated by the experts as very good, and the overall look of the 

exhibition module was evaluated as good to very good. The representative group was 

satisfied with the exhibition design as they most preferred the transformation activity, 

followed by the characteristic of the butterfly and caterpillar. From the researcher’s 

observation, most children share the similar learning behavior with variation in 

preferences. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 

 

The objectives of this research were 1) to study the approach of graphic 

design for science museum exhibition aiming towards the children audiences, 2) to 

propose the new approach of the graphic design according to the social and cultural 

context, in order to motivate the learning of Thai children from age 6-9 years old, and 

3) to design the exhibition graphics module for aiming towards the learning of Thai 

children from age 6-9 years old within the temporary exhibition space. The research 

used the mixed method approach by gathering both the quantitative and qualitative 

data. The conceptual framework included three issues, which were the graphic design, 

exhibition design, and children’s learning. The study was divided into three phases. 

Phase I was the field observation of the case study and the interview with experts, in 

order to study the concept and approach in graphic design for the science museum 

exhibition. Phase II was the experiment with the representative group in order to find 

the suitable graphic design approach to motivate the learning of Thai children age 

between 6-9 years old. And phase III was the design of the module exhibition aiming 

towards the learning of Thai children between age 6-9 years old within the temporary 

exhibition space. 

The representative group was divided into two groups. The first group 

included 90 children between 6-9 years old from the elementary level of three 

demonstration schools and 8 experts who were involved with children’s learning in 

the science museum and 4 design experts. There were five research instruments, 

including 1) the field observation form used for collecting data from 28 exhibitions 

within 3 countries between years 2015-2016. The data would be observed and written, 

then the researcher would do the comparative analysis and descriptive conclusion.  2) 

The experts interviewing form was used in gathering data from the in-depth interview 

and conclusion according to the structured topic. 3) The questionnaires for the 
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representative group were used twice to inquire the children’s content preference and 

the graphic image preference. The questionnaires yield the quantitative data which was 

further analyzed with statistic software using the descriptive method to find the 

frequency. 4) The graphic set for testing the children’s preference of image was used for 

the representative group to look at the graphic images and answer the questionnaire. 

And 5) the design evaluation form was used to gather data after the experts visit the 

design in the exhibition module. 

The design of the exhibition module followed the field observation results 

of the case study, the in-depth interview with the experts, and the statistical results 

from the representative group, analysis and synthesis into the design approach. Then 

the module exhibition was designed and installed within the temporary exhibition 

space in order to evaluate the efficiency of the research results. The evaluation was 

carried out by 2 experts about children’s learning and 4 design experts. The researcher 

also observed the learning behavior of the representative group of 32 children and 

asked about their satisfaction in order to reach the research conclusion. 

 

Conclusion and discussion 
1. The concept and approach of graphic design for the science museum 

exhibition. 
The concept and approach of graphic design for the science museum 

exhibition according to the field observation of the case study and the interview with 

the experts could be concluded as follow. 1) Site and space; the exhibitions could be 

divided in three types according to their sizes, including small ( less than 200 square 

meters) , medium ( between 201-500 square meters) , and large ( over 500 square 

meters) . The exhibition area varied according to the building shape. Most temporary 

exhibition spaces were rectangular. The devising path could be done in many ways 

according to the presented content. However, the exhibition aiming towards the 

children audiences usually allow them to learn with freedom. 2) Visual images; the 

most appropriate style of picture for children was the representation, with the use of 
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visual symbols in the forms of cartoon and diagram which could attract the children’s 

attention well. There was usually the grouping of image according to their similarity so 

that the children could observe the likeness and differences. There was also the use of 

cropping to transform the image and create the focal point in each part, in order to 

convey the clear and concise meaning. 

3) Texts; the exhibition usually used the sans-serif font with the English 

alphabet, and the serif font for Thai alphabet according to the correct method of writing 

Thai alphabet. The character styles were usually normal and bold, with just 1-2 style of 

fonts arranged horizontally. 4) Layouts; the title label and interpretive graphic panel 

were the essential items in the exhibition. The message hierarchy in communication with 

children should only be limited to 2-3 levels, including the exhibition title and the group 

or zone labels. The composition should employ the asymmetrical balance to create the 

casual look. There should be more use of image than the text. 5) Colors; the suitable 

colors for the picture and background aiming towards the children audiences should be 

vivid color, reflecting the liveliness to motivate the learning and creativity. The text color 

should be light or dark against the contrasting background to allow clear legibility. The 

pattern could use the different color according to the design, but it should not obstruct 

the focal point or the text reading. 

6) Lighting; the exhibition within the closed space usually installed lighting to 

illuminate the display object, sign, and panels. Lighting was also used to create the 

ambience in the exhibition. 7) Materials; the board and panels would be constructed by 

the ink-jet printed and installed on the wood, fiberboard, plastic, or acrylic materials due 

to their low cost and suitability for the temporary exhibition. 8) Interactive; the exhibition 

for the children audiences should be hands-on, using the interactive media for the 

audiences to learn through touch. 9) Models; touchable model could attract the 

children’s attention. However, the safety issue should also be concerned. 10) Sensory 

perception; the exhibition audience would use their visual, auditory, and tactile sense in 

learning. Therefore the design should support the use of these senses to learn the 
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content. Lastly, 11) Mood and tone; the exhibition aiming towards the children 

audiences should use the enjoyable casual image (warm-soft) in order to create the fun 

and casual learning atmosphere. 

 

2. Experiment with the representative group in order to find the graphic 
design approach which could motivate learning in Thai children from age 6-9 
years old. 

According to the experiment with the representative group, it was found 

that the most preferred content was butterfly (48.9%) and the most preferred graphic 

image was the realistic representation with details (56.7%), with medium size (47.8%), 

grouped together (68.9%), with detail or pattern on object and on background (73.3%), 

with surreal decoration inspired by the organic forms as in the Art Nouveau style 

(47.8%), and vivid color which feels fun (42.2%). 

It could also be concluded that the graphic design approach for the 

exhibition aiming towards the children between 6-9 years old should present the 

content about the nature and daily environment, so that the children could learn, 

experience, and enhance their creativity. However, the content should not be too 

deep nor too complex. It should also be consistent with the school curriculum. The 

exhibition which focuses on touch and play could be the best way to attract the 

children’s attention. The interactive and hands-on presentation which allow touching 

and experimenting could motivate the learning. The content should be designed to be 

learned through playing and using of senses. The design concept should enable the 

children to feel safe and know that they could touch things. 

The use of pictures to match the children’s preference should include the 

realistic picture with details, the pattern object on pattern background, the medium-

size pictures, grouped together, the surreal decoration, and the vivid color which could 

create fun feeling. The use of text should be as few as possible and limited to just the 

exhibition title and the zone titles only. The message should be divided in just 2 levels 

including the title and the body text. The Thai alphabet should follow the correct 
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method of writing and include the head. The alphabet should be normal and bold, 

with at least 0.5 inch height and the length within 2-3 lines. The color should be vivid, 

with the contrasting color between the text and background for easy reading from the 

distance. The graphic composition and layout should follow the children’s average 

height and the scope of visual field. There should be the single focal point, with the 

asymmetrical balance to create the casual look. The text to image ratio should be 30 : 

70. 

 

3. The design of the exhibition graphics module aiming towards the 
learning of Thai children from age 6-9 years old within the temporary exhibition 
space. 

The design of the exhibition graphics for the Thai children from age 6-9 years 
old in the temporary exhibition could be concluded that the research result was used 
as the effective design guideline for the module exhibition “Becoming a Butterfly”  in 
the temporary exhibition space, at the meeting room 401, on the 4th floor of the 
Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC). The total exhibition space was approximately 
70 square meters. The exhibition was interactive, and held as the graphic testing 
activity for children age 6-9 years old. The exhibition language was bilingual, including 
Thai as the major language with the English subtitle. The content was about the life of 
butterfly, presented under the concept of “Seek and Find” playing with shapes and 
patterns. The learning zone was divided according to the growth of the butterfly. The 
path devising was the areas of affinity, which the audience would be able to choose 
their own learning in each zone with freedom. The activities were divided into 3 zones, 
including the Caterpillar Detective, Transforming Fun, and Butterfly Jigsaw. The 
exhibition included the use of interactive media, stamping location, atmosphere 
creation with the fabric puppet, and wayfinding, so that the children could play, touch, 
and perceive the safe and warm feeling. 

The height of graphic design followed the average height of Thai children from 
age 6-9 years old (122 centimeters). There were the use of cartoons and illustration to 
communicate the content and attract the children’s attention. The main Thai 
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alphabets used the Thai font which was correct according to the principle. The English 
subtitle was smaller, with the minimum height of 0.5 inch which was suitable for 
distance viewing. There were 2 levels of message hierarchy, the title and body text. 
The message was short and brief, and limited to 1-2 lines. There was the use of the 
color scheme “Youth Tonic”, which was vivid and fun, to reflect the children’s 
characteristic and creativity. The text and background colors were contrasted, to allow 
easy legibility. The layout followed the scope of children’s visual field. The graphic 
composition limited the focal point to just one per image, and used the asymmetrical 
balance to create casual feeling, consistent to the research results. 

The experts evaluated the design in two issues; 1) the content and 
presentation form of the module exhibition, and 2) the graphic design approach of the 
exhibition including the design concept, the uses of picture, text, colors, and the 
composition. The overall design approach for the module exhibition was evaluated as 
very good by the experts. And the overall look of the module exhibition was 
evaluated as good and very good. The researcher also asked for the representative 
group’s satisfaction and found that they were satisfied with the exhibition and 
preferred the transformation activity the most (28.1%), followed by the characteristic 
of the butterfly (21.9%) and the caterpillar (21.9%). According to the researcher’s 
observation, it was also found that most children share similar learning behaviors with 
variation of preferences in graphic image and activity. 
 

4. Conclusion according to the research hypothesis. 
In order to reach a clear conclusion according to the research hypothesis, 

the researcher thus answered the research questions below. 
1) The most effective graphic design to motivate the children age 6-9 years 

old was the semi-abstract style rather than the realistic style. Only the important 
content should be emphasis with few details, or else the learner would be confused. 
This was consistent to the result of graphic testing for the 6-to-9-year-old children’s 
learning. The design of the module exhibition using the approach found in this 
research together with the design style inspired by the semi-abstract art and the Art 
Nouveau style which reflected the nature of children. The artistic expression should be 
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representation with surrealistic decoration, which could attract the children’s attention 
as found in this research. Although the design might be simplified so that the picture 
became soft and cute like the cartoon character and decorated with the pattern, the 
images could still convey the meaning to the children as they can follow the 
communication objective in the testing activities correctly. The children were also 
satisfied with the design of the simplified butterfly and caterpillar. 

2) The process of this project’s graphic design of the module exhibition 
“Becoming a Butterfly”  started by choosing the appropriate content for the semi-
abstract presentation with detail mechanic and short explanation. The graphic would 
be tested together with other media such as video, multimedia, and game activities. 
Thus the representative group could perceive and understand the presented content 
and become satisfied with the design, which was specially tailored to suit their thinking 
method. Meanwhile, the scores received by the experts’ evaluation were very good, 
which could reflect the success of this project. 
 

5. Discussion 
The study results indicated that the graphic design methods of exhibitions in 

all countries shared the consistency in several items such as illustration styles, visual 
symbols, gestalt, graphic layouts, character types, and graphic colors. Among the 
various parameters discussed, the mood and tone varied depending on the exhibit 
presented, and the role of graphics was different because of the socio-cultural context 
of each country. 

In terms of the differences between the United Kingdom, Japan and Thailand, 
graphics for the exhibition of all countries were all used as an instructional media, but 
the roles of graphics were different. In the case of the United Kingdom, graphics served 
as the information to communicate the content of the object to display such as a 
history, a scientific principle, etc. While in Japan, graphics served as the narrative and 
the exhibition would have a story theme. Graphics would be used as the media to 
visualize the story and to build the atmosphere which surrounded visitors. Nonetheless, 
in the case of Thailand, graphics also served as the information, but they could not 
communicate well enough because there was large amount of contents on the panel. 
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Thai children have less freedom than the British and Japanese children due 
to the education system. The British education system was designed to support 
children to learn with freedom, such as the homeroom class offered to them if they 
would need to learn anything. Meanwhile, the Japanese education system has focused 
on the creative learning, such as including a folding art called “Origami” as a subject in 
the course that children would be required to know. This had pushed them to be able 
to brilliantly critical, intelligent and creative. So, both the British and Japanese 
exhibitions were designed to encourage children’s learning independently, and they 
have the learning media stimulate a child's creativity. 

As for the issue of the art and design culture, the United Kingdom is a 
country with the concept of modern art. The exhibition designers have focused on 
design regarding to the corporate identity. It should be noticed that the use of 
typefaces in the exhibition was consistent with the organization's logo. Meanwhile, 
Japan is a country with the highly nationalistic value and highly progressive science and 
technology. Various designs have reflected the Japanese style. They are proficient in 
creating that conscious about saving space. Thus, the exhibition is organized mainly in 
a small-size and medium-size space which used the creativity to present the content 
in the forms which can be quickly understood in a short time and could maintain their 
Japanese style as well, which is evident from using Japanese as the primary language 
in the presentation of the exhibition. 

Thailand received the cultural influence from the Western countries and 
international cultural leaders of Asia such as Japan and Korea. The graphic design of 
the exhibition usually uses the cute cartoon character and the internationalization 
could appeal to children better. Simultaneously, showing the national identity could 
be done because the Thai language is the national language which Thai people use 
essentially, so the exhibition is also required to present the contents in Thai. In term of 
the exhibition for Thai children should design such as a title label and section or group 
label with a few texts in large-size typeface and may show description with a cartoon 
character and picture diagram on the advice of experts. 

Science museum exhibitions mainly have been focusing on the school-age 
target. However, their purposes allow children to experience by spontaneous playing, 
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while adults still need the formal information such as teacher and parent read 
messages on the label and panel for suggesting children to learn and know how to 
play. Children are not interested in the detail of content on the label and panel. They 
are only interested in playing everything which can be touch. 

Moreover, the content is another factor which affected the graphic design in 
every way, including the designation of design concept, the choice of pictures, fonts, 
color, layout design, and the mood and tone. In terms of the content preference, the 
most preferred animal was the butterfly which was perceived positively as a beautiful 
creature by the children. On the contrary, mosquitoes and flies were the animals 
which the children did not chose due to their negative perception as danger and ugly 
creature, even though the children might have never been attacked by the animals, for 
they were taught so by the adults. Therefore, it is essential to select the appropriate 
content to present to the children, according to the knowledge about society, culture, 
teaching, and the children’s attitude. Then the content could be designed for the 
exhibition in the positive way, which the children tend to be interested and open to 
learn. Moreover, the exhibition design with the concept of constructivist exhibition, 
which the children could construct their knowledge through activities and experiences 
from the exhibition was also an effective form which could help the children to learn 
with freedom, while also enhance their imagination and creativity. George E. Hein 
(1998, pp. 27, 29, 33, 35) had wrote about the concept as follow. 

A constructivist exhibition, like one based on discovery learning, 
will provide opportunities for visitors to construct knowledge. But in 
addition, it will provide some way of validating visitors’ conclusions, 
regardless of whether they match those intended by the curatorial staff. 
Thus, a constructivist exhibition will have many entry points, no specific 
path and no beginning and end; will provide a wide range of active learning 
modes; will present a range of point of view; will enable visitors to connect 
with objects (and ideas) through a range of activities and experiences that 
utilize their life experiences; will provide experiences and materials that 
allow students in school programs to experiment, conjecture, and draw 
conclusions. 
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According to the observation of the children’s learning behavior from the 
graphic testing activity within the module exhibition, it was found that most children 
liked large object with cute and touchable forms. The children age 6-7 years old 
preferred easy activities, such as using the magnifying glass to find the caterpillar, doing 
the simple posture in the transformation game, and learning from the fun play 
activities and game. While the children age 8-9 years old preferred the more 
challenging activities such as jigsaw puzzle and started to learn to appreciate the 
beauty of the objects and graphics around them. However, they must also be able to 
play with the objects. It was also found that the girls preferred the softness, 
colorfulness, and the feeling of safety. While the boys preferred the challenge, 
mischievous play, and exercising. The mentioned children’s learning behaviors were 
consistent with Piaget and Lev Vygotsky’s theory below. 

Piaget (1973) thought that children's interactions with their 
environment are what create learning. He claimed that children construct 
their own knowledge by giving meaning to the people, places, and things in 
their world. It corresponds with Lev Vygotsky (1978) believed that children’s 
knowledge as being constructed from personal experiences and believed 
that much learning takes place when children play. But he thought that 
personal and social experience can’t be separated. 

The average time for the activities in the exhibition of each child was around 
15-30 minutes. The children would spend longer time if they were accompanied with 
friends. If a child play alone and could not complete the mission, he or she would 
stop and move on to another activity or object. But if they could see another child or 
friend who accomplishes the mission, they would retry again. It was obvious that 
children preferred the group activities which they can play with friends. These findings 
were consistent to Laddawan Lampawed (2011, p. 11), who concluded that 
development during 6  years old, or the start of primary school; children could be 
engaged longer in their activities, while still eager to explore the new objects. If there is 
another new object, they would turn towards the more interesting one right away. Also 
Erik Erikson’s thought that children in primary school are eager to join the activity with 
the friends of similar gender. Many activities would be challenging, and could spark the 
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competitive feeling among the children. However, when they could not win, it could 
lead to the feeling of embarrassment and inferiority (Upathai, 2015, p. 56). 

As for the nature of the children age 6-9 years old, Pairoj Jamuni (2016) 
referred to the works of Viktor Lowenfeld and W. Lambert Brittain (1987), who 
explained the children’s thinking process from drawing. The children age 6-7 years old 
who were still in the preschematic stage would have a particular drawing style, which 
the shapes for things are geometric and lose their meaning when removed from the 
whole, placement and size of objects are determined subjectively. Objects drawn are 
not related to one another, and art becomes communication with the self, known 
objects seem to be catalogued or listed pictorially. When the children became 7-9 
years old, they would enter the schematic stage. Their drawing would have the 
development of a form concept which is repeated again and again. The schema is 
altered only when the special meaning is conveyed. A representation is bold, direct, 
and flat, drawing shows concept, not percept and reflects a child’s active knowledge 
of the environment. Karen Debord (1997) explains children at schematic stage increase 
the use of symbols, less self-centered and still do not have a realistic understanding of 
their environment. Carol Garhart Mooney (2013, p. 95) referred to Piaget’s stage of 
concrete operations at about age seven, many changes in their thought patterns are 
visible. At this age, the children possess the characteristic of reversibility, which allows 
them to reverse the direction of their thought. Therefore, each age group has the 
conceptual frame or the focus on the things which they were interested in. 

The differences of the children in each region with different social and 
cultural context, according to the researcher’s comparison between the United 
Kingdom, Japan, and Thailand, were that the children in Europe has more freedom to 
learn than children in Asia. Even if the children in Japan received freedom in learning 
and support to use their imagination and creativity, but some exhibitions were still 
designed for visual learning or learning together with the parents or family, which was 
the unique culture of the Asians, who prioritize the family. The parents in Thailand also 
often took part in their children’s learning and especially concerned about their 
children’s safety. 
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As for the use of graphic image, Gavin Ambrose and Harris (2010, p. 84) 
wrote that image is a powerful element because it can communicate a lot of 
information very quickly while being versatile. Therefore, the use of images to 
communicate with children would be effective, because children preferred not to read 
from text. However, the image must be able to attract the children’s attention and 
match the children’s preference. When studying the Thai children’s preference of 
graphic image, it was found that they preferred the detailed and realistic image, with 
grouped elements which reminded them of the warm family. This was consistent to 
the Thai culture as well. And even if the result of the children’s graphic preference 
was the representation with detail, but the use of semi-abstract style which simplified 
the detail in conveying the content could still be effective in communication. The 
children could still understand the image’s meaning and satisfied with the simplified 
forms, which were consistent to their thinking process. 

Thus, if could be concluded that the graphic design should match the 
nature of the children as much as possible. The design should follow the children’s 
development and their learning behavior, which mainly included the touch and 
experience. Therefore, the design should allow the children to participate and play 
with the graphic, and create the environment ambient with graphic, in order to let the 
children feel safe and warm simultaneously. For example, the use of graphic could 
lead the children to each spot such as the entrance or exit. The vivid-color graphic 
which convey the meaning could be installed on the floor or other spot, which the 
children could explore and follow the path towards the destination and get the 
answer. The graphic aid could also help suggest the answer within short time, so that 
children could be more confident and prevent them from feeling bored too easily. 
These methods would let the children have fun while exploring and finding the answer 
with confident and the feeling of safety. 

The use of text in children, especially Thai children, should follow their 
mother language. The experts emphasized that the Thai alphabet should be correct as 
Thai writing and consist of the head, because it was the most familiar form for Thai 
children who learn from school. They could be able to read Thai alphabet with head 
faster than the unfamiliar forms. This was consistent with Philip Hughes (2010, p. 114), 
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who stated that the exhibition graphic designer must be responsible the most for the 
legibility, or “the clarity of letterforms. And even though the children usually do not 
read the text, but the parents would push them to learn the content for reading. The 
parents especially like the bilingual exhibition content because it could help with the 
reading practice. Therefore, the text is still important for the exhibition aiming towards 
the children audiences. Apart from using the text with the exhibition title, zone title, or 
content explanation, the alphabet forms also acted like the image which could 
function as the creative learning media. For example, the children could practice their 
observation skill by trying to find the object which the form was similar to the form of 
the alphabet. 

As for the issue of Interactive media usage in the exhibition, this research 
found that most children who walked pass the interactive media and saw their own 
silhouette on the LED TV screen, they would become excited and wanted to play or 
see the video until the end. This finding was consistent to the experts’ comment that 
the exhibition designed for children should encourage them to play. Therefore, the use 
of function on the IT instrument, which could interact with the audiences, would help 
the children to learn and have fun simultaneously, instead of using the static message 
on the panel which the children do not read. Thus, the trend of graphic design for 
exhibition for children in the next generation would focus towards the graphic design 
for interactive media, because of its ability to stimulate and motivate the children to 
learn, as they would be well familiar with computer. 

The design concept of the exhibition for children is touching and safety. The 
exhibition should be installed with the object, mechanic, and interactive media that 
focusing on the visitor’s experience and also be considered the safety. Graphics for the 
exhibition served as the information and narrative. Simultaneously, the graphic design 
should make visitors perceive to touch and safe such as to use the bright and vivid 
color visual attracting visitors to contact, the rounded typeface to make the sense of 
safety, etc. Moreover, graphics should be able to create a learning atmosphere with 
mood and tone to illustrate comfortable, informal, and colorful image to stimulate 
imagination and creativity to children. 
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The role of the graphic design was important for children’s exhibition. 
Graphics would attract the audience’s attention and stimulate learning. The roles can 
be described below. 

1) Attraction; Graphics can be used to attract the children’s attention, 
such as the use of cartoon or mascot, together with the storytelling and creating the 
ambiance, so that the audiences could understand the exhibition better, such as 
theme creation and atmosphere creation. 

2) Interaction; Graphics can be used to interact the audiences to learn 
by touching and experimenting, such as the interactive media, activity, and game. 

3) Interpretation; Graphics can be used to translate the meaning from 
written language into the visual language, such as the infographic, sign, or icon and can 
be used to explain the presented content, such as orienting, descriptive, captioning 
label as well as the panel for the exhibition title and introduction. 

 
Figure 108   The roles of exhibition graphics design 
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A good exhibition graphic design that includes: 
1) The content is appropriate for visitor’s learning ability. Learning 

materials such as real model, simulated model, and interactive media for the visitor can 
learn from exposure experiments. Beautiful graphics and engaging content to help 
viewers get to know and understand quickly. 

2) The text is a concise thematic material with the national language by 
the character and placement of the correct language. 

3) Construction and decoration exhibition tones create an atmosphere 
to the material presented. The objects positioning and devising paths viewers learn the 
content in its entirety and meet the objective of the presentation. Inclusive of lighting 
illuminated with a message on the panel and backlight to create an atmosphere to the 
place. 

The most important theory the researcher has to use was not adult aesthetic but 

according to Viktor Lowenfeld, the theory of children art, the preschematic stage that a 

child age 6-7 years old construct a body of a man or bird as a circle or oval shape 

representing head plus torso. So the researcher adopted this concept as the primary art 

theory. But the application of this Lowenfeld’s theory must be done in a reversed 

direction: 

1. Adopt children art as the concept of expression. 

2. Use at as the aesthetic which choice of style to educate the chosen group 

children. 

Therefore, the secondary art theory, an adult version art theory should be: 

1. Formalist (art as form), children art, and Art Nouveau and chosen style for 

its clear-cut color and outline. 

2. Art as expression, strong color, semi-abstract outline, in other words, more 

expressive, less realistic less narrative is suitable for the age group. Because it induces 

stronger feeling or sensation to see. Both Art Nouveau and Semi-abstract style could 

draw more attention from children than the presentational or narrative style. 
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The successful graphic for children’s exhibition stems from the understanding 
of the children’s nature. The artistic of the design happens from the expression about 
the children’s nature with the forms appropriate to their age. The designer, needs to 
know what the different artistic style between children and adults, studies the physical 
and intellectual development of children, learning behavior, and their satisfaction. The 
designer must act to transform these data into easily visual communication to make 
children understanding and motivating them to learn. Apart from creating the art to 
express the viewpoint of the exhibition, the designer should not dessert their identity 
and should try to convey their own unique character into the work of art as well. 
 
Suggestion 

Future study for other researchers or designers: As this research was 
limited to the graphic design for science museum exhibition aiming towards the 
children age 6-9 years old, the researcher suggested that the further development for 
the next research could be done as following. 

1. Studying the technological factors which influence the graphic design for 
exhibition, in order to understand the case of interactive media usage with children. 
And the age group could be expanded to 6-12 years old, in order to study the 
perception of the different age group and complete the range of the elementary level. 

2. The limited exhibition area in this research affected the interactive 
presentation, as the ideal exhibition area should be larger because the installed 
instrument requires some distance from screen. And there should be more distance 
behind the back of the player in order to avoid other people’s shadow or obstruction 
which prevents the instrument to work. Therefore, the research about the interactive 
exhibition should also concern about the size of exhibition, so that the testing and 
display could be more effective. 

3. The further design approach, designers should consider the trends of 
graphic design which would change in each year, in order to make the design more up-
to-date and match the changing social and cultural movements. 

4. This research was limited to the experiment in Thailand, in order to find 
the suitable design approach for the country in the Southeast Asia region. Therefore, 
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the further study could be built on this research and study about the graphic design 
approach for children in the Asia-Pacific, Africa, or any other region as well. 
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Appendix A: 
Analysis of the science museum exhibitions 
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Appendix B: 
The field observation of the exhibition form 
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